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SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions M Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
1ST A CURE IS GUARANTEED.
F«r sale by all Draitftists.
Price 45 cents.
Try it and you will bo convinced like thousands
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who have used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for Schlotterbeck’s Corn and Wart
Solvent and take no oilier.
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Middle Street newly opened lor rale
of above, and of current and standard Secondhand Books. Libraries and Collections of old books
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STORE

purchased.
10,000

MAINE.
Old

Books Wanted Im-

mediately.

Special Trotting

sndtf

Premiums

:

nual Fair to be held at Presnuipscot Park, Portland, Me.,
Sept. 11, IS, 13 & 14.
PIKNT DAT, DEPT. It.
Par 3.00 Class, *300-4100,60,30,20:

Wa.l.
$100 extra to the winner if better than 2.86.
ner

if

Far

NihIHoun

$100, 60, 80. 20;
better than 2.30.

owned in
IQnine,
$100 extra to the win-

SECOND DAY, SEPT. 12.
Wa.^3.—Far 3.34 Class, $300;-*100, 60, SO,

Winthrop,

G. W. C. T. of Maine. Rev. Mr.
Hanoock and R. W. Dunn.
The meetings
were continued through the day and
Snnday.

Re. 4—Far Colls 4 Tears Old and Under,

$100—450, 25,16,10.
THIRD DAY, SEPT. 13.
We. S. For 3.30 Claes, $300-4100,60, SO, 20.
Na.tt.-Fer3.38 Claes, 8300-4100,60,30,20
FOURTH DAY, SEPT. 14.
Na. 7.—Far free ter all, 8300—4160. 70, 60.
30.—$ IOO extra to the winner if better than 2.26.
Race, $100—460, 26, 15,

The afternoon meeting of the temperance
camp-meeting was interesting. It opened at 2
o’clock. The Rev. Mr. Hancock presided, and
made remarks.
There was speaking by Rev.
Mr. Bartlett of Solon, B. C. Torsey of Winthrop, Rev. Mr. Dinsmore of Brunswick, and

Na^8.—Running

AU bortee to be owned in Maine except Nos. 4 and

Mrs. Weston of

8 free to all.
to be mile heats, best 3 in 5 to
harness, except in Nos. 4 and 8, and conducted by
hy the rnles of the National Trotting Association.
Entries will elose en Wednesday, sept. 6th at 11
o’cleck p. m. Entries mailed on day of closing will
be eligible. All entries must be made to
J. J. FRYE, Secretary, 23 Preble St.,
anj9eodt*ep4tdtd
Portland, Me.
The above

RomtrHi Temperance Camp-mcctingNorth Anson, Sept, 1.—The Somerset Temperance Camp-meeting opened Friday afternoon, being called to order by N. B. Buxton cf
North AnBon. There was speaking by ex-Gov.

Dingley of Lewiston, Cbapdler Baker of
Bingham, T. M. Boothby of Embdeu, E. E.
Adams of Madison.
The following were
elected officers for the ensning year:
President—T. F. Boothby.
Secretary—G. A. Emerson, Madison.
Treasurer—A. E. Moore, Madison.
In the evening a rally was held, and Rev. J.
O. Hancock of Skowhegan presided.
Congressman Dingley delivered an address.
The Saturday exercises began at 10 o’clock,
wit!) a praise meeting, condncted by R. W.
Dunn of Waterville, followed by a rally. The
meeting was addressed by B. C. Torsey of

Offered by the Cumberland Couuty Agricultural Society, for their 46th An-

5$.
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

Skowhegan.

At the

evening

session, A. W. Gabn, North Anson, presided,
and there was speaking by R. W. Dunn, Rev.
Mr. Colby of Madison, G. W. Emerson of
Madison, Moses French of Solon,1^d C. H, T.

races

Atwood of Embden.
Drowned.
2.—The body of an unknown

T'ouud

Bangor, Sept.

ABBQTT FAMILY SCHOOLS
LITTLE

man,

BLUE,

Farmington, Bainr.
Address A. H. ABBOTT, Principal.

badly decomposed,

was

Sandy Point, Stookton, to-day,

picked

op at
but conld not

be identified.

eodl5t
_

Tha Somerset Railraad.
Bangor, Sept. 2.—The “Whig and Courier”
of Monday will state that it is informed on the

METEOROLOGICAL,.
INDICATIONS

FOB

THE

NEXT

TWENTY-FOCE

HOUU.

highest authority that there is not the
slightest truth in the statement that the Somerset railroad has been leased by the Maine
very

Was Dep't Office Chief Signal (
Offices, Washington, D. C.
)
Sept. 3,1 A. M.
For New England,
For New England and Middle Atlantio States
light local rains, followed by cooler fair weather, winds shifting to west and northwest with
rising barometer.

Central Railroad

Company

from

Sept.

1st.

FROM OCR EXCHANGES,

The Bangor Commercial says the town of
St. Albans is excited over the reported crookbfecial bulletin.
edness of some of the town officials.
The
A alight disturbance has passed eastward
books of this town have been kept in a loose
north of the Lake region, and is now central
way for several years, and it is reported that
north of New England, Middle Atlantic
fraudulent town orders to the amount of from
8tates, lower Lake region and npper Ohio 810,000 to 820,000 have been drawn.
The Lewiston Journal learns of a wealthy
▼alley. Fair weather prevails in the Southern
States, the npper Lake region, and the North- | Boston gentleman, now a cottager at Bar Harwest.
Cooler northerly winds are reported
bor, who feels inclined to sell his summer
from the Lake region and the
Northwest, and house at Bar Harbor, that cost him a number
slightly warmer southwesterly winds prevail of years ago S10.C30, for the price recently ofin the Southern, Middle and New
England fered, 8130,000, and to build anew at HarpsStates.
well.
Cooler, fair weather is indicated for New
Col. Joseph Badger, fqwperly of Gov. PlaisEngland, Middle Atlantic States, and Ohio ted’s staff, and Herbert M. Heath, present
on
▼alley
member of the Legislature from Augusta, and
Tuesday.
Fair weather is indicated for the lower Lake
formerly county attorney for Kennebec, have
region on Monday and Tuesday.
decided to move to Minneapolis, Minn., and
enter into a law partnership in that city. They
: will start
for that city as soon as they can close
LATEST MARINE NEWS.
np their business affairs.
The plant of the telephone line from Bangor
to Rockland will cost about 8125 per mile, and
London, Sept. 2.—The British bark David the line will be in operation about the first of
October.
The poles and cross bars are already
which left Liverpool July 20 for St. John. N. |
B., has retnrned. She jettisoned part of her set from Bangor nearly to Belfast.
The Greenback conference is to be held a
eargo.
! Auburn Sept. 19.
New York, Sept. 2—The steamer which
Gov. Robie has nominated the following jusarrived today from Liverpool, reports August
tices of the peace and quorum: |E. H. Drnm28, latitude 45.41, longitude 44.20, spoke steam- mond,
Waterville; Edwin Sturtevant, Shirley;
er Lessing (German) from New
York, August Hiram F.
Wesley; George Donworth,
23, for Hamburg, with crank shaft broke. She Houlton; D»y, F.
Holmes, Portland; A W.
Gtorge
refused assistance. The bark Win. Phillips of
Wetberbee, Lincoln.
New Bedford, which arrived today from SanMrs. Polina Falconer died in Lee on the 28th
tander, reports August 29, latitude 41, longinit., at the advanced age of 74 years. The detude 62 to 64.30 had a cyclone from the south
ceased was the mother of Dr. Hanson of Banby southeast, blowing for four hours. She lost gor, and a much respected lady. She was one
and split her sails.
of the pioneer settlers of Northern Peuobscot,
The bark Emilia J., from Malaga, reports
and was the last of a family of fonneen chilAugust 23, latitude 21. longitude 68, had a hur- dren. She was the grand-danghter of
Capt.
ricane from the southeast by east, and veering
mentioned in Whittier’s “Mog MeHarmon,
to north-northwest, lasting 24 hours. Lost her
in connection with the conquest of the
gone,”
main-sail, foresail and foretepsail.
Indians at. Norridgework.
The Bteamer Rotterdam, which arrived toS. S. Mitchell, of Saco, has
become
day from Rotterdam, reports August 26, lati- the possessor of two thousand recently
manuscript sertude 47.40, longitude 43.30, had a storm from
mons, which he nnconsciously purchased at an
south to west with tremendons heavy sea, the
auction of unclaimed freight in Boston, the
vessel laboring heavily and shipping large
box containing them having been thrown in
quantities of water. On August 29, latitude with the articles he wanted to get, which were
42.60, longitude 57 50, had a hurricane from books. These turned out to be all religious
the sonth-southwest with a tremendous heavy
works, and were once the library of a Connecsea, which carried away all her storm-sails,
ticut clergyman.
Amoug them is the Old
and tore away the boat covers from off the
Testament iD Hebrew, published by Tauchniz,
boats. Thence moderate weather.
of Germany. This is the finest and most corSt. Johns, N. F., Sept. 1.—The Gloucester
rect edition of the orignal ever printed. Being
fishery vessel Reporter arrived at Trepassy to- intended for the nse of scholars of every civilday from the Grand Banks. She drove before ized nation, its notes, etc., are in the universal
the gale under bare poles from the fishing
A peculiarity about it is
laDgauge, Latin.
ladgeto Trepassy. She bad 1700 quintals of tnat the title page is at the end and the pages
codfish. Her decks were swept of everything:
are nnmbered backward so that the last one is
where the beginning of an ordinarv book
dories, trawls and deck gear went by tbe
board. The captain was lashed to the wheel
would be. The reason of this is that Hebrew
all tbe time. She lost one dory and two men
reads from right to left.
A new year of Colby University begins this
during Sunday’s storm.
Plymouth, Mass., Sept. 2—The schooner week. Some needed repairs have been made
in
and on the buildings, and the students who
Mile, Captain McDougal, of St. John, N. B. in
return or come for the first 'ime will find all
entering this harbor this morning struch on
Brown’s Island Shoal and was bilged and filled
things in tone and trim, bidding them welcome.
To the corps of instructors Prof. L. A.
with water. The crew were taken off by the
Butterfield of Boston, Mass., has been added.
men at the Guernet life
saving station. The
He will have charge of the department of
schooner is submerged at high tide and will
Elocution, in which by his work in academies,
probably prove a total wreck.
colleges and professional schools lie has won
an enviable reputation.
By this additiou Prof.
Small is relieved and enabled to incorporate in
MASSACHUSETTS
bis department the Political Economy. The
President will then be able to make a continuous course in Philosophy, including in it the
The .tlnasarhuiictta Central gold.
History of Philosophy, and giving to it its
Hudson, Sept. 1—The Massachusetts Cen- merited attention. As it has been found imtral railroad property was sold here today at
practicable to secure as yet a successor to Prof.
public auction for 8500,000 to Samuel N. Al- Lyford, he kindly consents to retain his chair
drich, president of the road, who purchased it for a time. The prospect is good for a Freshin behalf of nine-tenths of the bondholders.
man class of forty.
Only one party bid against him, and that was
Charles R. McLean of East Boston, one of the
LABOR TROUBLES.
directors. The terms of the sale required 820,000 to be paid down and the balance in thirty
■

,j

days.

Nothing is yet knowu relative to when the
road will De re-opened.
There waB quite a
large attendance of officials of the road at the
auction, and also of stockholders from various
places. Tbe portion of the property sold was
the road with its franchises, as the rolling
stock will be disposed of at auction at Hudson,
September 12. The property sold comprises
117 miles of road, 80 miles of which bas rails
laid on it, and the cost of the same thus far
has been over 85,000,003. Trustees Talbot and
Chapman represented the trustees. President
Aldrich, in an interview today, said the Massachusetts Central will notjbe reopened until it
can be placed on a good, firm, solid basis.
The
sale today will net the bondholders 10 cents on
81, but, if the outstanding bondholders deposit
their hoods with the New England Trust Company at once, they can receive the benefits of
tbe legislative provisions in the matter and
thus get full benefit of the purchase.

NEW YORK.
Northampton

Bank

Coupon*.

New York, Sept. 2—Stephen Raymond alias “Steve” Marshall, was arrested here
yesterday on the charge ot forgery, The forgery con
stated of the alteration of the numbers ot the
Union Pacific railroad company coupons, supposed to be a portion of the bonds and coupons
Stolen on the night of January 26, 1876 lrom
the Northampton, Mass, bank.

Revolving

Storm.

New York, Sept. 1.—Vessels that arrived in
port today report having encountered terrific
gales at sea. The steamer Fnlda, from Bremen, whic reached her wharf at Hoboken this
morning, had an eventful passage, although
accidents more serious than the smashing of
engine room skylight and the destruction of
her boats happened.
John Sontag, a young
Bavarian, died on the passage from nervous
prostration, and was buried at Bea. A revolving gale strack the ship on Wednesday evening last while in N. lat. 43.30, W. lon.58.30.
and knocked the ship around like a chip of
wood. The gale commenced from south to
east, and back to west, southwest and southsoutheast. The officers of the City of Richmond, from Liverpool, reports having met
with forions gales.
The Northern FuiSe Party.
Harvard, 111., Sept 2.— The Chicago and
Northwestern division of the Villiaid party

arrived here on time.
The train consists of
two dinner cars,
provided
with all conveniences. The parly iB under the
direction of E. V. Smalley, the well-known
journalist, now connected with the Northern
Pacific railroad. A number of business men who
are interested in the Northern Pacific as investors are on the train. The eastern members
of the party are greatly pleased with the beauty sud richness of this section of the country,
which surpasses anything they had imagined.

eight Pullman and

The

DAILY

Miners’ Strike in Ohio.

Massillon, Sept. 2.—The miners at Rhodes
& Co., No. 5 Garfield street at Camp Creek, re
fuse to join the strike. The secretary of the

Ohio Miners’ Association says that five miners
in the upper part of the valley concede the advance asked for.
A mass meeting of miners
will be held here tomorrow.
Tounostown, Sept. 2.—The Churchell miners have decided to return
to work tomorrow
at the old rates.
The men at the Garfield shaft returned to
work yesterday on the same terms. No strike
is probable in the Mahoning valley.

SPORTING.
Time.
Newark, N. J., Sept. 1.—In the first heat
of the regatta today Hosmer was first, Lee second, Ten Eyck third, Boss fourth. Hosmnr’s
time was 16.33, distance three-quarters of a
mile and turn.
The consolation purse, one and one-half
miles, and return, was won by Gaisel in 17.20Jr,
McKay second. Elliot and Riley fouled and
withdrew the race.

WEDNESDAYS

Further Wrecks

Two Gales, One Sunday and One

Wednesday.
Proving etown, Mass., Sept. 2.—The recent
gale is the subject of general comment among
the people here, as every one living here has
friends
months

relatives who pass the summer
the tanks of Newfoundland. The
arrivals from the Banks during the last fortyeight hours are siftooners John A. Matheraon,
John Simmons, Ellen Swift, Star King, Maud
Witherell and Abhie A. Grant. Capt. Battle,
of schooner John A. Matherson, reports that
or

on

he left the Banks Friday, Ang. 24th, touohing
at St. Peters on the way, and left St. Peters
last Sunday in company with schooner Ellen
Swift. On Wednesday last, when off Halifax,
the wind, which had been blowing from the
east, increased to a gale, and later backed to
northeast, rapidly increasing in violence, and
between the hours of 3 and 7 p. m. it was the
most violent gale he ever experienced. The
Matherson is a new vessel and strongly bniltso
that she came through the gale with bat little
damage, three badly damaged dories being the
extent of her injury.
He saw no wrecks oi
wreck material. Probably the most Berious
damage which has yet been reported as happening to vessels Is the case of the schooner
John S. Simmons, which arrived last night.
Capt. Bailey reports that he left the Grand
Bauks Aug. 20tn for home. Wednesday last,
when south of Cape Sable, in long. 65, lat. 424,
while running under two reefed foresail, the
wind blowing very heavily in the afternoon,
the wind increased to a gale and he was obliged
to lay to under bare poles. The gale continued
to be extremely violent for seven or eight hoars,
blowing hardest about 8 p. m. The sea washed
the bulwarks and stanchions and three dories
from the deck, and badly stove nearly all those
remaining. The following day he spoke the
bark Marquis of Lome, of ana for St. John, N.
B., in lat 42 5, Ion. 65 19. He reported he reported he was in the hurricane bat he received
no damage.
Of the seven arrivals mentioned
all have lost more or less of their dories, bat
the vessels mostly escaped serious damage.
Some anxiety is felt concerning the schooners
Lottie Bell and Ada K. Daman. It was supposed the Lottie Bell would leave the Banks
the Monday previous to the gale, and as she is
quite an old vessel and nothing has yet been
heard from her, it is feared she may have received rough passage. The Damon sailed the
jnorning of tne same day on which the Maud
"Witherell lelt, bnt no tidings of her have yet
been received. Tne Witherell took a coarse
north of Cape Sable, while the Damon probably went sonth of it. The latter vessel Is said
to be loaded very deeply. All of the vessels
thus tar arrived sailed from the Banks pievioas
to Sunday, on which day the gale is reported to
have occured. These experienced a gale on
the following Wednesday, which shows conclusively that there was two gales, as gales nsa*
ally follow a northeasterly coarse. The gale
which occurred on the Banks a week ago today conld not have been the same one experionr
enced by
vessels on their homeward
voyage. Reports of large loss of life are generally discredited by onr sea captains. They sa^
the vessels were all loaded deeply and a heavy
sea washing over their decks where their dories were stowed in “nests" as they are called,
the dories being placed inside of each other
and eight or ten of them lashed together,
As it was, on
would wash them overbord.
the Sabbath none of the Provinoeiown dories
would be oat fishing, and if there was any loss
of life it wonld be from those tending trawls.
Onr fishermen are all using hand lines. A
telegram was received yesterday announcing
the safe arrival at St. Peters of the schooners
William Matherson, Teresa D. Barker and
Isaac Kane.
They report all right and do not
mention any gale.
These vessels mnst have
The arbeen on the Banks on Sunday last.
rivals to date number about thirty. There are
about twenty vessels yet to be heard from.
There are about thirteen vessels in the Golf of
St. Lawrence from which nothing have been
heard for about thirty days. The catch is reported small in that vicinity, bnt no anxiety is
felt concerning them, as it is thought the gale
was nut severe in their direction.
One of the
vessels which has arrived was in the vicinity
of Georges Banks daring the gale and reports
it as probably not so severe as it was farter east. The catch on the Banks has been unusually large this season, every vessel thus far
arriving having a fall fare. No loss of life or
vessels belonging to this town is thus far re-

ported.
Halifax, N. S., 8ept. 2.—A telegram from
Liverpool, Queen’s county, says the fishing
schooner Ella, of that port, ran ashore at Port
Morton during Wednesday’s storm and is a

total wreck. The cargo has been saved.
The brig Curlew is reported to have gone
ashore at LiDgen, C. B.
At Stanns, C. B., the bark Alice, loaded
with plaster for Montreal, drove ashore and a
steam tag has left North Sydney to give her
assistance.
A schooner’s soars, which has been sank
about two years off North Sydney harbor, has
been towed into port. There is no donbt bat
that the vessel of which the spars were a part,
went down where found with all on board.
It
may be that while anchored in the middle fishwas
ran
into
and
sank
by a
ing gronnds she
steamer and never reported.
The steamer Edgar Stnart, from Charlottetown arrived last night with the schooner Active in tow, the latter having suffered the loss
of her sails daring the the storm on Wednesday last.
Later reports from Cow Bay, C. B., state that
that the American brig Atlas and the schooners J. C. Tapper,
Volunteer, Bice Wave and
Ripple are total wrecks, and that the brig G.
is
B. Sherwood
badly damaged. The English
steamer Hercules was slightly injared. Tenders are advertised for floating and delivering
at North Sydney the American three masted
schooner E. E. Johnson, which was stranded
in Cow Bay daring the gale.

FIRES.

Itfassaehusett Democrats.
a meeting of the executive commitiee of the Democratic State Committee this afternoon, the call for a State convention to be held at Springfield September
26tb, was diawn up and accepted. It was authentatiyely stated to the committee that Gen.
Butler has decided to run for re-election this
fall.

Bobton, Sept 1.—At

_

j Crematory at Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, Sept. 1.—Work was begun
Thursday on an improved crematory at the
University of PennBylvannia. It will be comThe crematory
poeed of iron and fire-brick.
chamber will be six feet and six inches long,
three feet wide and two feet high. There will
be a furnace at each end of the chamber.
Bodies to be burnt will be introduced into the
receptacle at an aperture on the Bide of the
chamber, protected by an iron side weighing
four hundred pounds.
The flames will pass
over the bodies in opposite directions and retreat underneath the chamber into an escape
ftue. It will take six hours to consume a bod
The fuel UBed will be soft coal.

Indianapolis Ranking Company.
Indianapolis, Sept. 1.—Receiver Ritter, of
the IndiaDapolis Bankiug Company, reports as
to the assets and liabilities of the concern that
a careful appraisement shows
that while the
face value of assets is $909,984.67, their actual
value will not exceed $406,530.92.
The liaIt is not expected
bllitses are $805,217.75.
that more than fifty cents on the dollar will be
paid to depositors.

Boston and Now York Trains Collide sn the Central Vermont-

Full Report of the Investigating
Committee-

Many Wonnded

The Queer Operations of William
H. Phinney.

bit

No Liras Lost.

St. Albans, Sept. 2.—The fast train leaving
Boston at 1 p. m. Saturday for Chicago via
Central Vermont line collided with the fast
New York express leaving here at T.2S p. m.,
at Colchester, about 8 o'clock.
Colchester is
the meeting place for these trains and both
on
were about
time.
The New York express
arrived first and had turned the switch preparBefore
atory to getting off on the side track.
the engines of this train reached the switch
the Boston express came along at a rapid rate.
Engineer Jones of the Boston train aoplied the
air breaks as soon as he discovered the danger
of a collission, but they did not work aDd his
train crashed into the New York express before the latter could back oat of the way. The
engineer and firemen of the New York train
had time to jump and save themselves but the
engineer and fireman of the other train stuck
to their posts and were badly hurt.
The fact
that the New York train was almost at a stand
sltill is the only thiDg that prevented a most
terrible remit.
Both engines were badly wrecked and both
tenders telescoped the baggage car behind
them, one tender going almost oompletely into the baggage oar. Not a soul aboard the
train was hurt and the passengers in the other
train miraculously
escaped with only a shaking
up. A large number of gravel train men were
'in the baggage car of the Boston train, and
several of them were more or less hart. It is
a mystery how any of them esoaped alive, aa
the tender crashed into the car and trunks
were broken into
many pieces. Thirteen persons in the Boston train were tnjnaed as follows:
G. F. Jones, engineer, braised chiefly on the
left leg and shoulder; G. S. Jones, left leg cut
slightly and braised otherwise; W. H. Chilson,
fireman, sevwely hart, being braised all over,
bat chiefly in baok; Michael Finn, baggage
master, severe scalp wound; James Rooney,
fracture of collar bone and some braises; Felix
Lamoth, fracture of thigh; Andrew Osier, severely braised in thigh and body, and six other
employes on the gravel train were braised bnt
not disabled.
Superintendent Hobart and Assistant Superintendent Foil repaired at once to
the scene with Dm. Fossett and Sherwood of
St. Albans, and everything possible was done
for the comfort of the woUDded. They were
pnt on beds in the Wagner sleeper and brought
w

oi. AumuH, wuere moav oi

mem uto.

The passengers were carried by and tba
track cleared by 10 a. m. today. The night express trains from New York and to and from
Boston were delayed some time in consequence
of the accident.
Engineer Jones says be
would have been burned to death had it not
been that his fireman, Chilson, though himself suffering from severe injuries, remained
till be had liberated Jones.
As far as cau be learned the accident was
due t» the failure of the brakes, as it seems
that the location of the track at Colchester is
such as to enable the engineer to stop the
train if the brakes had worked.
An investigation is to be made at once. The
sufferers are being closely watched after by
the management and are doing as well as can
be expected.

riously injured.

In

Texas.

San Antonio, Sept. 2.—Losses on hay, fencing and timber by fire during| past few days is
estimated at 850,400.
Upwards of 15,030 acres
of pasture land northweat of this city has been
devastated. The fires are supposed to have
been the work of incendiaries.
Fares! Fires on Long Island.
Hundek’s Point, Sept. 1.—The woods beWest Deer
Park and Farmingdale
tween
along the line of the Long Island railroad are
bnrning. Over four miles have been burned
and the fire is still extending.
Several families were driven from theii bouses.
Unless
there is rain the whole district covering many
miles will be devastated, as there are no facilities for arresting the fire.
Elsewhere.
The mills of the Nunnemacher
Milling
Company at Milwaukee, Wis., were partially
burned Saturday night. Lose 835,COO.

WASHINGTON.
The President Changes his Plans.
Washington, Sept. 1.—Mr. Villard last night
received a telegram from President Arthur
asking as to the best place for the Presidential
party to join the Northern Pacific excursionists. This is a change of the President’s plans,
as ho had telegraphed previously that
he did
not think he could attend the ceremonies of
the Northern Pacific.

STEAMER AMERIQUE.
Rumored that she has Foundered.

London, Sept. 2.—It is rumored that the
General Tradsatlantio Company’s
stoamer
Amerique, Capt. Sautalli, which sailed from
Havre yesterday for New York, has foundered.
Tho Amerique passed the Lizard all right last
night. A heavy gale prevailed throughout
Kugland Saturday night and Sunday, doing
much damage to property. Many wrecks and
some loss of life is
reported.
London, Sept. 2.—Inquiry fails to confirm
the report of the

Amerique.

foundering

of the steamer

Tho Quidnick Company.
Providence. It. I., Sept. 1.—The matter of
the Quiduick m>mpaiiy came up before United
States Judge Colt this morning in this city,
and the hearing was postponed until Wednesday. It appeared that the books of tne corporation bad been illegally carried from the State
to Philadelphia and are in the
custody of the
secretary, who, being a non-reBident, cannot
the
hold
office.
legally
Judge Colt refused to
issue restraining orders, and the assignee of
the Quidnick Company, appointed by the State
court, will proceed this afternoon to elect new
officers in place of William Sprague, who had
been president and secretary until the recent
alleged illegal election of Philadelphians in
the interest of Sprague.
It is understood that the man selected by
Wm. Sprague as president of the Quidnick
Company is Evan Kandolph of Philadelphia.

How

He

Sharp

capital to the amount of $12,911.66; besides
this the firm paid certain notes, the original
proceeds of which had been appropriated by
the junior partner, Mr. W. H. Phlnney, to the
amonnt of $20,300, thus withdrawing from the
firm’s assets, daring the year $46,439.81.
From this date, Ang. 31, 1882, up to the
day of suspension of payments the appropriation of the firm’s assets by the jnnior partner
continued until the amonnt taken amounted
to more than $276,000, exhausting the entire
profits of the business, the capital and credit of
the firm.
Accompanying this report is a classified list
of the methods employed, and the amounts
taken by each to make np so large a sum.
To show, as far as possible, the true state of
the various accounts, a trial balance was taken
of the books at date of beginning the examination, and this transferred to a new set of books
has been the basis of all subsequent entries
made for the purpose of rectifying, bo far as it
could be done, at present, those accounts whose
condition conld be reached.
The hills payable have been
carefully examined, numbered and scheduled. The accounts
have been scrutinized to far as vouchers existed have been verified, bat it is not
impossible that claims may be presented against the
firm, not shown on our exhibit, for the reason
that they appear nowhere on the books of the
firm.
The result reached by making the above
mentioned entries is shown in the following
balance sheet:

Ruined a Prosperous
Business.

Criticism

by

the

Credi-

tors.
Tbe committee appointed to investigate tbe
affaln of Messrs. Phinney & Jackson met at
tbe oflice of the firm on Commercial street Saturday afternoon at 3 p. m., and reported to the
creditors. Hon. William W. Thomas presided
and J.*W. Dyer was elected secretary in place
W. E. Gould, unavoidably absent.
The following is the report of the committee:
In accordance with the vote of the creditors
at a former meeting, we have made each examination of the books and accounts of the firm of
Phinney & Jackson as time has allowed and
the oondition of tbe books of the firm have permitted, and present herewith the acoompanying exhibit.
Our first work was to examine the condition
of tbe firm's accounts as they stood August 31,
1880, at the time of tbe retirement of Mr.
Isaac Jackson from the firm and the forming
of the new partnership.
The balance sheet of that date accompanies
thia. This sheet shows a credit to stock or net
capita) of $71,713.04. The examination of the
several assets showed however, that several accoants had been carried forward which were in
fact worthless, and later on, tbe Bum of $80
5SJ22 was .charged off, one half to Mr. Jacksoil and one half to Mr. Phinney, reducing the

Capital

SEtKI

1883.

PHINNEY & JACKBON.

ASSETS.

Merchandise at home and abroad.. .(22,200.23
Cash to balance.
369.68
Bills receivable.
3,608.81
hedger accounts less offsets. 77,611.13
Excess of liabilities.174,631.63

(278,211.28
LIABILITIES.

hedger accounts.( 39,441.20
Bills payable (less assets). 212,769.72
Indirect liabilities.
26,000.36
_

(278,211.28
Of the assets, $8,(78.98 consist of cooperage
on wharf, and probably
to
caab.
Of the
equal
cooperage abroad $9,434.66 will perhaps bring
Its estimated value, and it may be more. One
lot of cooperage abroad, amounting to $1,312,
may be considered of doubtful value.
The foreign accounts amount to $72,726.46,
and are the showing from the firm’s books
alone, absence of accounts of sale, or accounts
current, having prevented a verification of

$46,469.43.
On tbe first of October, 1880, Mr. G. P. Hosmer became a special partner, depositing his
to

memorandum check .for $30,OW), wbich he
made good iu December of the same year, the
capital stock of the firm becoming $76,469.43.
Our examination of the books leads us to believe that the above figures correctly show the
firm
the
at
[of
standing
starting
as the merchandise inventory shrunk only
about $5C0 in liquidating, and tbe bills receivable aud book accounts were properly accounted for.
$ Tbe balance sheet at the end of the first
year's business showed a profit of $40,336.11,
which was doubtless a correct showing. After
this date the partners merged their stock and
private accounts in one.
The profit and loss account at the end of tbe
second year showed a gain on merchadise of
$13,228.16 as a profit on the year’s business,
wbich seems correct, bnt the firm drew out
during the year $26,139.81, thus impairing tbe

same.

The domestic acoonnts are of I’small amount
and are ledger balances only.
The liabilities, consisting principally of bills
payable and balances of accounts, are presumably correct, bat as in case of the accounts before mentioned, verification of some of them
has been impracticable.
The creditors sbonld bear in mind that a
large portion of the assets are in foreign accounts.

I

The report of the accountants to the committee we herewith snbmit.
H. N. Jose,
)
Mark P. Emery, /Committee.
Jos. P. Thompson, )
The following is
the report of the accountants:

Accountant’s Report.

Portland, Me., August 29,1883.
To Messrs, H. N, Jose, M. P. Bmery and J. P. Thompson, Committee Creditors:
Gentlemen: We respectfully submit the following statement of assets and liabilities of Phinney & Jackson, Portland, as the result of our investigation of their books and records, and matters

pertaining

to

their insolvent condition:

FOREIGN.

Final Trial Balance.
Db.

Fire in Vienna, Causing a Los% of
Several Million Florins.

Merchandlae.$ 22,200.23

Bills payable.$274,321.08
Indirect liabilities. 26,000.36
Open ledger accounts payable. 39,441.20
Edmund Phinney invested. 76,632.25

*464,867.77

"^64^867.77

W. H.

Phinney’a deficiency account.... 277,423.97

Vienna, Sept. 2.—Fire broke out in a timber
yard near this city to-day, and a gale of wind
prevailing at the time, spread it to a number
of adjacent bouses causing damage to the

of several millions of florins.
Fresh Anti-Aewish Blew.
Pesth, Sept. !.—The military suppressed
fresh attempts at rioting against the Jews in
Zala. Many rioters were arrested. There has
been a renewal of rioting in tbe Zagorien district. There were bandB of peasants parading
and singing songs of 1848, and proclaiming
communistic sentiments.
War Fader the Equator.
London, Sept. 1.—Intelligence has been received that fights occurred on tbe 3d and 5th of
August at Coomassie between King Koffee
and Mensah. Sixty of the latter’s men were
killed.
The American vs. the English method mt-

ASSETS.
Merchandise.as per inventory.$ 22,200.23
859.68
Cash.balance on hand.
Bills receivable.
3,608.81
72
726.46
accounts
.due
firm—foreign.$
Open ledger
11
'*
domestic.
4,784.67
accounts considered worthless.
offset by outstanding notes.

Suspended

amount

Accounts

Liabilities in excess of assets.

Shakespeare*! Remain* to be Exhumed.
The vicar of 8tratford-upon-Avon bas signiSed bis willingness to allow the remains of
fibakeepeare to be exhnmed. Tbe object In
disturbing tbe remains is to compare tbe skull
of the poet with the busts aid portraits of him.
The Insurreclien in Bayd.
Advices from Hayti state that the insurrectionists are gaining ground. The government
forces under General Soloman are snrrounded
at Petit Goave, only 40 miles from Port au
Prince. Ex-British" Vice Consol Wyndham,
who was in command of Soloman’a artillery in
front of Mingoane, has been badly wounded.
At Port an Prince General Boyer Bazelais,
commander-in-chief of the rebels, is expected
to appear at any moment. All indications
point to an early flight of President Soloman
and tbe conclusion of the insurrection that has
lasted six months.
Zululand in Anarchy.
Durban, Sept. 1.—Znloland is in a state of
anarchy. Cetewayo baa asked for British pro-

The idalagBssy Envoys.
The Malagassy envoys who visited Europe
and America have gone back to Madagascar.
They will probably land at ihe southeast corner of the iBland on the way to the capital, and
thus avoid falling into the hands of the
French.
more Dynamite Conspirators Arrested.
Glasgow, Sept. 2.—Two more men were
arrested here to-day, charged with haying been
connected with attempts to destroy property
with dynamite in this city last January. Their
names are Casey and Kelly.
The Connt do Chnmbord’s Funsrnl.
Paris, Sept. 1.—Arch Duke Louis Victor
will represent the Emperor Francis Joseph of
Austria, at the funeral of the Count de Chambord Monday. It is stated that the count before hie death directed that his body should always remain at Garitz and that if should never be taken to France, even if
the monarchy
shonld be restored. He said in his last days,
would
not
have
me
“They
living and will not
wantmedead.” Requiem mass will be held
throughout France Monday for the repose of
the dead count.

Fmi|a

NeMe.

The foot and mouth disease is Increasing
alarmingly among the cattle in England.
Twelve deaths from cholera were reported at
Alexandria Friday. The death rate among
the British troops in Egypt has fallen to six
per cent.
The coffee and sugar crops in Bantam suffered severely from the volcanic eruptions and
tidal wave. Several Europeans and officials
are among the dead and missing.
In Piedra Liza, Mexico, Monday, Perfecto
Chanez, the wife murderer, was captured. He
was tried on Tuesday, and on Wednesday
morning taken out and shot in the publio
square by a detail of Boldters.
Prince Bismarck has gone to Gasteln. Count
Kalnoky, Austro-Hungarian minister of foreign affairs, accompanied him to the depot,
where he bade him adieu. Count Kalnoky
returned to Vienna Saturday.
Vancetelli, papal nuncio at Vienna, cousecrated the remains of the Count de Cbambord
Saturday in the presence of delegates from the
Emperor Francis Joseph, a number of legitimists and others. The certificate of death was
deposited in the coffin.
A despatch from Paris says that the report
of the death of the Queen of Madagascar is
confirmed. A niece of the late Queen, who
is hostile to the French, has succeeded her on
the throne.
The deaths from cholera Saturday numbered
50 in Upper Egypt and 9 in Lower Egypt.
MINOR TELECBAHIR.
Arrangements have been made at Manchester, N. H., for the reception of Gov. Butler at
the New England Fair. The day he will be
present will be announced hereafter.
They
are also arranging for the headquarters of the
New England Patrons of Husbandry; which
are to be in charge
of a committee of Post-

of New England.
The Hill Investigating Committee has comthe preparation of its report. It is now
eing copied and will be submitted to Secretary Folger on his return.
The valuation of the city of Worcester, Maas
is $48,570,334, gain $3,002,350 over la6t year.
Polls assessed 18394, gain 751.
Pensacola announces that there is no fever
there and no suffering.
Frank B. Sanborn, secretary and inspector of
the State Board of
Health Lunacy andCharity of Massachusetts, has tendered his res

masters

Sleted

ignation.

The coinage executed at the mint in Philadelphia during the month of August aggregat
ed 8,500,073
pieces valued at $1,295,857,
This amount was made Up of

1,040,000

silver

dollars, 920,673 dimes, 2,100,000 five cent pieces
and

5,330,000 cents.

38,472.88

A

-77,611.13
12,212.69

61,561.36
3161,275.18-$103,679.75
174,531.63

"$278,211.28

LIABILITIES,
Bills payable.Foreign.$ 90,617.66
.Domestic. 183,702.42
$274,32 L08

61,651.36
-$212,769.72
Open ledger accounts.Payable—foreign. 17,261.76
domestic.
22,179.44
---$ 39,441.20
Lees open ledger accounts In offset.

Indirect liabilities.

Very respectfully,

Fishing.
A circular sent to the British seaports by the
executive committee of tbe international fishery exhibition, recommending that the American method of catching mackerel and herring
be Bhown to the coast population, suggests that
an American fishing schooner be hired to go to
Great Britain and visit the principal centres of
the drift net fisheries for the purpose of demonstrating to the English fishermen the
mode of working the purse seine net and its
The circular suggests
great effectiveness.
that the expense be borne by the exhibition
committee.

G.P. Hesmer.

Statement of A meets and Liabilities.

Insurrectionists

Gaining Ground
in Hayti.

Cb.

Cash.
369.68
Bill* receivable.
3,608.81
Open ledger account* due Arm. 161,276.18

Count De Chambord’s Funeral lo*daj.

tection.

Haven, Conn.
New Haven, Sept. 2.—There was a fire this
afternoon in a large brick building on Artisan
street.
The fire commenced in a lumber yard
in the rear of the building.
The building was
of brick, four Btories high, and was occupied
hy the New Haven Staple Manufacturing
Company, New Haven Manufacturing Company, Strong Cartridge Company, John Adt,
machinists’ tools and manufacturer’s supplies,
and Charles Brown, scroll sawing, wood turning, etc. The loss is estimated at 8100,000; inOne fireman was sesurance about 805,003.
At Near

Hoimer Ahead this

POLITICAL.

Reported.

3,

RAILROAD COLLISION.

STORM.

Vessels Arriving—The Accounts of
the Storm they Give.

SEPTEMBER

PRESS.

your

;26,000.36

-$278,211.28

obedient servants,
Job* O.
Obo. C.

The detailed deficiency account of William
H. Phinney wan presented.
A large part of it
was read to the meeting
and the exhibit provoked the following discussion:
Mr. Winslow—We would like to hear that
read.
Mr. Thomas—I suppose the drafts, etc.which
he took from the concern he made use of for
his own private purposes, without ever entering them upon the books of the concern.
Mr. Thompson—Yes, I think every piece of
that paper was unknown until after the failure
of the firm, when William H. Phinney rendered in an account showing these figures—
accounts which had never gone into the concern, to go through the hands of the book-

keeper.
Mr. WinBlow—Have you traced out where
those were negotiated?
Mr. Thompson—We discovered where those
notes and acceptances were used from the
statements of the banks.
Mr. Dewey—Were the notes deposited at the
bank to the credit of William H. Phlnney’s
private account?
Mr. Thompson—They were in some caseB.
There is an account of Zanette & Co., which
he never rendered until after the failure of the
firm, and which was the first knowledge we
had of these remittances.
After that it was
merely a matter of looking into the bank accounts and trying to locate it.
Mr. Winslow—That was all used at the
banks?
Mr. Thompson—I am not sure, but I think
so.
We can tell; we have means of knowing
all that; but I cannot tell from this sheet.
A list of paper, amounting to 920,000, was
reduced, the proceeds of which was used bv
fr. W. H. Phinney.
Mr. Winslow—We would like to hear that
Mr. Thompson.

£

i

Paper read].

Mr. Thompson—Here is an instance of some
paper paid October 17,1882, four pieces of paper, of 95,000 each, and in the charge to bills
payable for the payments of that paper, one of
them was made 910,000 instead of 95,000, raising the amount 95,000. We carriedithe 95,000
into the deficiency column.
The first one haB
been paid, the others are now outstanding.
Mr. Winslow—What data did that commence, Mr, Thompson? What is the first entry ot.depoBit?
Mr. Thompson—In May, apparently, of this
year.
Mr. Winslow—That is all I wanted to know,
to Bee how early the cussedness began.
With reference to 93500 in scrip of the Atlantic Mutual Insurance Company, Mr. Thomas|said that it was worthless. That Mr. W. H.
Phinney received the money for that 93500 at
the Canal bank, they (the bank) supposing
from his (Phinney’s) statement, that it was

good enough.

Mr. Dewey—I have heard, as a matter of report, William H. Phinney's private account
aggregated among these banks for the last two
or three years,
Is that correct?
91,100,000.
Have you any means of tracing it?
Mr.

Thompson—Commencing

November

23,

acoount of William H. Phinney at the
Canal bank, the footings of cash deposits and
discounts continuous from year to year to June
15th, 1883, amounted to 91,065,733.65.
Mr. Dewey—According to that, he did the
business of the whole concern on his own account. How much was it for the last year, or
say the last twelve months?
Mr. Thompson—For the last year it is about
9250,000. It is not separated by years; It is
continuous. I have taken from June 15th
back to the corresponding date in June,

1876,

INK.

Mr. Thomas—Perhaps It would be well (or
me to state, Mr. Chairman, in regard to Mr.
Phinney’s account, that Mr. William H. PhinHis
ney did all the business at the bank.
lather, Mr. Phinuey, who is present, authorto
it
The
cashier
ised him to attend
entirely.
o( the bank once suggested to the elder Mr.
Phlnney, within a lew months, that- they did
not see him (Mr. Phinney) often at the bank,
and Mr. Phlnney’s reply was, “I have perfect
confidence in my sou; anything that he does is
all right. In regard to paper that (is discounted at the Canal cank, it is the same as at other
banks. The President or Directors know nothing about the paper after it had passed the
Board. The President hands in the paper, as
a general thing, and it is a matter for the cashier, or the clerks, where that paper should be
credited. Not one of the Directors knew, or
could know anything about what Mr. W. H.
Phinney’s private accounts were. The bank
books are bo kept now, and have been for
years, that only the balances each day are carried forward. All the directors know of the
balanoes is the balance that appears by their
account each day, whatever it may be. I do
not suppose there is a president of a bank, or a
director of a bank, here—there are some here
—that knows anything about where the money
goes to in the account. An account, though
not

large,

after day

running along continuously, day
and drawing, will in the

depositing

the end of the year, amount to a
aggregate,
large sum. Frequently gentlemen come in
and get a discount, and say to the cashier, I
at

much carried to such an account, and
much carried to such an account, and I want
a draft for so and so; and there can be no inferences drawn in regard to Mr. Phiunev’s
aocount, whether it was carried one way or the
other. It was all done, and I have no doubt
want so

so

1
Rice,
Accountants.
Burgess,

j

in good faith, with his father’s acquiescence,
he having perfect faith in his son. The directknew nothing about it. If I had known,
or had the directors known, that Mr. William
H. Phinney was having bo large an amount
carried to his private account, it would have
excited suspicion, although the statements
given by Mr. Phinney, which I had last September and June, showed, one $182,000 and
the other $180,000 surplus, giving all the items
of every kind—ebooks, vessels and everything
of the kind. (To Mr. Edmund Phinney)—Mr.
Phinney, in regard to your son, I-suppose you
had perfect confidence in him to make such
appropriation of money? You never suspected
that he was using funds improperly?
Mr. Edmund Phinney—I had not the least
idea that Will was using funds belonging to
the company until about ten days before we
tailed. I had the most implicit confidence in
him.
Mr. Thomas—Mr. Phinney so expressed it to
•
our cashier.
Mr. Phinney—That is a mistake; I made no
such assertion; I have not been in there lately.
Mr. Thomas—I do not say it was within a
few months. Mr. Somerby said that he said to
you, “we do not see you here very often” and
I have
you said, “William does my business.
the utmost confidence in him, and anything he
does is all right.”
Mr. Phinney—That might have been last
year.
Mr. Thomas—Mr. Jose is President of a bank
(To Mr. Jose.) Do you know how the cashier
appropriates the money after the paper passes
the Boaru?
Mr. Jose—No sir, unless my attention is
called to it.
Mr. Dewey—If Mr. William H. Phinney
brought in an acceptance for $10,000, payable
to Phinney & Jackson, and simply endorsed to
Phinney & Jackson, would your cashier pass it
to the credit of William H. Phinney?
Mr. Thomas—No sir, not without William
H Phinney’sendorsement.
Mr. Dewey—Would not the Board know how
it was to be when it was so endorsed?
Mr. Thomas—No sir, I do not suppose there
is a president or director who knows how money is credited.
Mr. Dewey—If it was endorsed Phinney &
Jackson, aud then William H. Phinney, the
inference would be that it would go to Phinney 's credit?
Mr. Thomas—If it was endorsed.
Mr. Jose—Many of these credits were carried to the credit of Phinney & Jackson, and
then drawn out by the firms checks, Mr. William H. Phinney drawing tbfflni out himsslf
for the firm, but using them for himself, apors

parently.
Mr. Dewey- It appears by the account, his
private account aggregated about a million
dollars, $200,000 the last year.

Mr. Thomas—1 do not suppose there is a director in our bank that had any sort of knowledge of Mr. William H. Phinney's account.
Mr. Dewey—lam only asking for information. Two hundred and fifty thousand dollars
is a pretty large bank account in one year, and
the directors must have seen so much paper
that it must have excited their suspicion.
Mr. Thomas—It would have excited suspicion if their attention had been called to it.
Have the committee made any estimates in reto the amount of indebtedness, and what,
n your judgment, would be the assets?
Mr. Jose—If I understand you correctly, you
ask if the committee have come to any conclusion about the value of these assets.
Mr. Thomas—Yes; what do you judge to be
the indebtedness directly, and the indebtedness
indirectly, and what do you judge to be the as-

J;ard

seisr

Mr. Jose—The committee went over the matpretty carefully, and came to these oonolusions. It is a matter of judgment, of eourse.
We claim, Juba accounts, collectible, $33,000;
merchandise, $22,000; bills receivable, $3500;
ledger accounts, $2600; making, in all, the
firm’s assets, in our judgment, to be $61,000.
A portion of these accounts, $4600 has been received and is now in the hands of Mr. Strout.
Mr. Strout—The fact about that, Mr. Chairman, is this; Certain paper came here to
Phinney & Jackson, and they brought it to our
office to know what should be done with it, and
I said it should be collected, and accordingly
we took it, and in order to collect it, it bearing
the name of the firm of Phinney & Jackson,
he endorsed it. When that is pail, that amount
that is paid, less some little charges to be paid,
such as clerk hire of this committee, it will be
turned over to the committee. It iB wholly for
the creditors, less that amount.
Mr. Jose—Under the authority given to us at
the meeting, this committee had authority to
employ experts and accountants, and upon
that authority we employed Mr. ltice and olr.
Burgess, and had Mr. Libby as counsel for us.
This was under vote of the creditors. All of
the bills taken together amount to $269.15,
Mr. Strout—I wish to say that I have looked
them all over, and they seem to me exceedingly reasonable and proper.
Mr. Jose—The committee, especially Mr.
Thompson, has devoted a good deal of time to
this thing and the details of it, and in that account, as oue of the committee, he hasjcharged
$50 for his services.
The other members of
the committee have made no charge for their
services, not having devoted so much time to
it, and we think the creditors are indebted for
all these details very much to Mr. Thompson,
whom we have employed an accountant in this
matter.
ters

Mr. Thomas thought the bills were very
reasonable, and upon motion of Mr. Winslow
it was voted that the bills be paid out of the
assets of Phinney & Jackson.
Mr. Stront—There is one thing more, Mr.
Chairman, that I would like to say right here,
Mr. Phinney calls my attention to it, that
there is certain minor help employed here. Mr.
Sargent has given what help he could, and the
property had to be taken oare of upon the
wharf. I suppose Mr. Phinney would like to

Day that. Of course, if it turns out that this
draft is not honored, and is not collected, and I
pay out the money, 1 shall expect to receive
I merely menthe amount out of the assets.
tion it, and if there is no objection when it
comes up I shall pay it.
Upon motion of Mr. Dewey it was voted that
the bills for such help be paid.
Mr. Thomas said that some gentleman present wished to have the total amount of liabilities directly, and the amount of liabilities indirectly, and the amount of assets repeated, and
the statement was read.
Mr. Strout said that all liabilities would become direct liabilities in the end.
Mr. Dewey asked if the amouDt of nominal
assets given included Mr. Edmund Phinney’s
private property, and Mr. Jose replied that it
did not.
Mr. Thomas—It is supposed that Mr. Phinney’s property is sufficient to pay his liabilities, is it not?
Mr. Jose—As I said before, we have no books
to make these up from, but we have taken
these statements from Mr. Phinney himself,
as to
valuation and liabilities. The vessel
property Mr. Emery, one of the committee,
took charge of, and got the best information
be could as to the valuation of that property,
and it amount s to S7,b87
Mr, Thomas—What is the balance? How
much does he own?
Mr. Jcse—His private assets are 332,412.50;
liabilities, 322,700, direct or indirect. It nominally shows a surplus of about 310,000. There
are Borne offsets to that which would come in.
For instance, it may as well be understood
here: Here is a share put in here of the Portland Lloyds. They claim they have got a
claim against Mr. Phinney of about 32,700,
but which Mr. Phinney says he does not owe
them. They olatm they can bold this firm
paper of Phinney S Jackson against this individual property under their by-laws and regulations. Mr. Ford told me that he was acting
under legal advice, and that be had submitted
the whole thing to the best legal counsel in
Portland, and he claimed that he could hold it.
Mr. Strout—I do not think you quite understand just how that is. The fact about it is,
this is a voluntary association of gentlemen
for insurance, on the basis of the Boston
Lloyds, and they have an agreement between
themselves, by which the funds which any
individual may have to his credit—and this is
really what this is; that is how the valuation
is made up—that is, the funds that go to to the
credit of the individual are offset; they have
a lien npon all those funds for all insurance on
which they are liable. What the effect of that
may be in law, is a question which, of course,
I do not care to discuss here, but it is not an
absolute claim upon the insurance company,
provided that article of agreement is worth
anytuing.
The chairman stated that the report of the
committee had been heard, and asked if Mr.
Phinney had any suggestions to offer. Mr.
Phinney replied that he had none at all.
Mr. Strout—I do not know what course this
meeting will be likely to take, but, of course,
the only proper way is to accept the report;
but there are some explanations which I am
prepared to make to the creditors now, in relation to it, which somewhat change the apparent
resnlt.
Mr. Thomas—Wiil you please proceed.
Mr. Strout—I wish to say that IJsupposed the
creditors at this meeting would probably want
some proprsilion,
some proposition from Mr.
Phinney, whether he intended to go into bankand
close
ruptcy
up the affairs in that way, or
some proposition of what he can pay, going on
and collecting these matterB himself. And
with that view I requested the committee, who
have treated us with great politeness, to let us
have the advantage of examining their report.
I may gay, gentlemen, when the creditors selected this committee, knowing their character and ability and fairness, so far as I am concerned, and so far as Mr. Phinney was concerned, we have stepped right one side, and
the result of your investigation has come before us as comparatively new matter. While
Mr. Phinney has been ready to answer any
so far as he could, I believe, so far as
am concerned, I have net interferred at all.
Now, I asked the committee to let us have the
report made by the accountants, and they very
kindly furnished it this forenoon, though it
was important they should have it by 2 o’clock
this afternoon, and we have had from half past
10 to look it over, but my engagements were
such, and the amount of labor so great, that I
found we could not make much headway in ration to it.
Now, what I wish to say in the first place is,
of this matter
we did make an examination
far enough to see the very thorough manner
in which the committee had investigated this
whole thing, and showed the immense amount
of labor that has been done, and it is a matter
of surprise to me they could get it done so
cheaply as their bill shows. At the same time,
we find in looking over this matter that there
are certain considerations, not exactly errors,
but certain considerations the creditors ought
to know.
Take, for instance, the merchandise
account. That appears to be 822,200.20. Take
the first item, 82,391. I am not going to detain the creditors by going all through this,
step by step. I am only taking the first account, and then I am going to make a statement to the creditors for their consideration.
Mr. Strout referred as an instance, to an
item of sugar shook valued at eighty cents,
and said that of course, Mr. Phinney had not
had time to examine these shook, bnt that
he had informed him that they were in a green
state, and he thought when they came to realize upon them in the condition they were in,
some might be worth eighty cents apiece, and
He referred
some might be worth fifty cents.
to an item of 210 thick shook, included in the
statement, which he said Mr. Phinney did not
own at all.
Referring to the account due in
Cuba, he said that some of them could not be
collected until the next sugar crop, and some
of them Mr. Phinney did not think could be
collected at all. A very large part of the assets
He referred to
consists of foreign accounts.
an account of $1,562.41, of which Mr. Phinney
had said the moment his eye rested npon it,
that he bad very good reason to suppose Mr.
William H. Phinney had collected every dollar, This account was good if it existed, but
He rethe chances were that it did not exist.
ferred to other accounts which might, and
which might not be collectible.
Mr. Jose said that in making up the valuation, the committee bad left out the Chicago
lands entirely, as they had no means of ascertaining about them. A large amount of money
has gone there, but whether pledged by collat-

?uestion,

erai

ne

um

uut

nuuw.

Mr. Strout—I want it distinctly understood
that I am not adversely criticising the committee or their accounts. I am only trying to
show that these matters were put in very large
ly without any particular consultation with
Phinney. I have stated enough to the creditors for them to see the good sense of the suggestion which I am about to make, and in
which I know the committee will agree with
me. This is a matter which came before Mr.
Phinney for examination, of course, and he
has only two or three hours in which to run
over it.
It must be exceedingly imperfect.
Now what Mr. Phinney wishes is that the
creditors, or committee will be kind enough to
furnish him with the result of their laborB, and
let him make a thorough examination of what
he
has
got to pay with, or what he
would have in case the matter went into the
Now let me say, he
hands of an assignee.
He
could not do that before this meeting.
could not make any statement to the creditors,
either here or abroad, and most of them are
abroad, the most of them are not here today,
which would be satisfactory. He has got, in
to pay, if it is a
some way, to find the funds
the creditors choose to take. He
as got to find what of the assets he can either
raise money out of and get a loan, or that
somebody will take an assignment of and endorse for him, unless he makes a proposition,
paying so much in cash, and a certain amount
in unendorsed notes.
While the committee
have need great good Beuse, and great industry
in this matter, the final thing that is coming
is, for Mr. Phinney, if he offers it, to find the
money and the wherewith to do it with. Now
you must remember these accounts arc abroad.
Everybody who knows tho Cnbi trade,
knows, when a man fails, nobody can make so
good a settlement, and get so rnnch oat of it
as the mau
himself. Then the question is:
Shall his offer be accepted, or will it do more
if
he
good
stops in business? if he goes on in
business and they believe in him, he can make
better settlements than anybody else. I do not
know what the creditors may determine, but
give Mr. Phinney three or four days to look
over this thing carefully, with his bookkeeper,
accountants aud friends, and see what he cau
do. What I desire for him to do, if he can, is
1
to make a settlement and go on in business.
believe that he can make a better settlement
for the creditors than they can get in any other
way. That is what he desires to do, and he
has many friends ill Cuba who desire it. What
I ask is, that there shall be an adjournment of
this meeting, and Mr. Phinney will look the
matter over, and if it is desirable, after looking
it all over with his friends and counsel, and
seeing how the thing lies, and getting what
additional information he can, ho will make a
proposition to his creditors as to what he will
pay. He cannot do that to-day, because be
has not had time. I know the gentlemen of
the committee will bear me out in this. They
could not give him the papers and sufficient
time to make the examination.
Mr. Thomas said that he had no doubt that,
so far as the West India indebtedness was concerned, Mr. phinney could collect very much
more
than anybody else. He had no doubt
that It waB better for the creditors to get settled fairly with Mr. Phinuoy aud lake security
as would be satisfactory.
upou such percentage
He had very little doubt but that one of the
to would pay.
referred
He had
firms
Cuba
had some correspondence with them, and
though they had allowed their paper to be protested, they have paid their drafts up to within
sixty days. They have considerable property,
and, of course, it depends very much upon
who settles that matter. He thought Mr.
Pliinuey would collect every dollar of it, if
matters were placed in his hands. He thought
that if anything of the kind suggested should
take place, the committee should be continued

Eercentage

PRICE THREE CENTS.
in existence, and that all the assets should be
in their hands daring the time of the adjournment.
Mr. Thomas said that he should like to see
Mr. Phinney make anv settlement that could
be satisfactorily agreed upon, and he though
that Mr. Phinney could do a great deal better
with the matters than any outside party, and
that the estate would pay a great deal more
than if it went into bankruptcy. He thought
th property should be in the hands of the committee.
Mr. Strout said that it was 'not the Intention
of any one to run away with the funds. He
hoped Mr. Thomas was correct about the firm
referred to, but he knew they should have to
wait until a newlcrop before they could get part
of it. That if the committee acceded to his
suggestion, be would like to have this meeting
adjourned, and would like to have the valuable labors of this committee in connection with

this report.

Mr. Converse asked how long an adjournMr. Phinney would like, and Mr. Utrout
replied that be thought they could do the work
in a week.
Mr. Jose—We consider our duties at an end
here. We have made up this detailed report,
and these accounts for the information of the
parties, and we return them to the creditors
with all the explanations they have asked for
It seems to me now that our mission la at an
end. If the creditors seet fit to place these papers in the hands of Mr. Phinney and Mr.
Strout to make up their proposition |by, I cannot see any impropriety in it.
Upon motion of Mr. Converse, it was voted
that Mr. Strout ana Mr. Phinney have the
privilege of examining the papers to assist
them in making up their proposition and rement

them at the next meeting.
The meeting was then adjourned until one
week from Monday, at 3 o’clock p. m.

turn

OLD ORCHARD.
Meetings of Unusual Interest.
•

Old O&ckakd, Sept. 1.
The gathering of the faithfal has been anuaally large to-day. There is a great deal of f
ligious excitement among yonng and old. Rev.
Mr. Inskip prayed at the beginning of the

meetings “for more of this rampant religion,”
and the prayer is seemingly answered.
The usual social meetings have been observed. Mrs. Inskip held the young people’s
and children’s
hour

a

Bible

meeting at 1.30.
reading was given

At the same
at the stand.

The children were addressed by Mrs. Inskip
and others, after which the invitation to come
to the altar was extended.
A great many reothers came after more or less

sponded readily;

persuading by the workers, who went among
the audience. A long season of prayer followed, during which a great deal of penitent feeling was shown.
At 10 o’clock Rev. J. N. Short preached an
eloquent sermon from Heb. 11:8. "By faith,
Abraham, when he was called to go out into a

place which he should afterwards
an inheritance,.obeyed.”

receive for

The afternoon sermon was upon the “Love
of God,” by Rev. Mr. Gray, of the PhiladelThe speaker said:
“Love
phia Conference.
is the greatest power in the universe. God has
done more to make himself known in love, in
his providence, crertion and grace than by any
other way.”
God’s love to man is shown in
the scheme of redemption. The duty of man to
love God perfectly, what it is to love perfectly, and the effect upon the life, was dwelt upon
particularly.
Rev. Mr. Craven, a missionary from India,
gave a talk npon his work, in the church, at 8
Mr. Craven has been in America the
He is very soon to return to the
Lscknow minion, his former field of labor.
p.

m.

past year.

The evening sermon was given in the church
Rev. W. M. K. Bray, of the Providenoe Conference, East Greenwich, Conn., delivered an
excellent sermon upon justification and sanctification; John 4:14, John 7:38-39.

Sunday, Sept. 2.
A

large audience,

Sunday, has been
present to-day. An early meeting was held at
t> a. m.; a love feast and a season of praise and
thanksgiving at 8 a. m.
Rev. J. S. Inskip preached |a stirring sermon
even

for

“Holiness in the church.” “Holiness becometh thine house, O Lord, forever.” Psalma
93-5.
Mr. Inskip said, “I yield to none in my

on

fidelity

to Methodism, the church of my choice,
the church I love.”
He then reviewed the
different forms of belief with the greatest
Christian tolerance. The churches were warned against amending the doctrine to suit the

exigencies of the time, and exhorted to return
the bomb-proof bulwarks of theology.
During the cloeing appeal one minister was
seen
to kneel immediately; the rest of the
to

clergyman knelt as one man, and the sermon
was suddenly merged into an altar service.
People knelt in their seats, and a gloriously
happy season was indulged in. There were
hallelujahs, prayers and shoots of victory, then
rising “The Glorious Jubilee” was started by
the choir, the great multitude swelling the refrain—
“What a gathering of the faithful there will be
At the sounding of the glorious jubilee.”
Under the leafy arches, with the flickering
shadows falling softly upon the earnest upturned faces, the scene was one never to be for-

gotten.
Mrs.

Inskip

held

a

targe

and

interesting

Rev. Mr. Gormeeting for the young at 1.30.
ham gave a Bible reading at the stand at the
same hour, his subject being “The law of the
Christian life.”
Able sermons during the afternoon and evening by Rev. Wm. McDonald and Rev. Mr.
Gorham respectively, continued the line of

thought along which these meetings have been
carried on; holiness unto the Lord, and "victory” in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ.
A Gorgeous Trousseau.
A

Parisian Description of the Robes Worn

by Lord Wolseley’s Bride.
Figaro.
London will finish with a
first-rate marriage. Lord Wolseley, one of
the noble lords Catholic of Great Britain,
will espouse at that time Miss Emma Murphy, a young American exceedingly millionaire. Blonde and proud as a duchess painted by Reynolds, this charming daughter of
the free America has uo need to appear to
Parii

The season of

her fiance under

a

shower of

pearls and

of

dollars; the gold of her hair and the royalty
of her 20 years are sufficient.
The stars of heaven la the

Ne’er sparkled

as

deep skies,
her radiant eves.

bright as

To describe the splendors of the trousseau
would be to write a volume of adjectives.
Miss Emma Murphy will wear the day of
her marriage at the church Catholic a robe
satin white, all covered with flounces of
tulle, bordered with silver, recalling by its
magnificence, half pompadourian, the style
of the directorie. The trail of satin, encrusted with silver, is partially covered with
a mantle of velvet, relieved with forget-menots and lilies In embroidery. Two pages
clad in rose-colored silk, will carry this mantle of velvet.
A veil of old point of Flandre will .envelop
In a cloud of lace this robe of the bride and
half conceal the visage of the new peeress of
England. The five maids of honor of Miss
Murphy will be dressed in rose-colored silk
like the pages. When the trousseau was exhibited by Felix in Paris all the city flocked
to see it. One could bathe in the waves of
satin and lace. In au interior room were
exhibited 25 ball dresses, 25 visiting toilets
and 25 morning and afternoon costumes. It
is to be remarked the bridal travelling costume, of a sumptuousuess unheard of. which
indicates how much the high-life English

differ from us, notwithstanding the care wa
take to copy them. This costume is of dark
material relieved with white, with a corsage
of the same description. The two folds of
plaited satin fall from the shoulder to the
waist, parting at the neck sufficient to show
an ornament of pearls attached to the throat
with a bouquet of orange blossoms.
Among the half dress robes those of the
Iu
style Pompadour are in the majority.
garments of rase, blue, or ivory, the disposition of the light drapery recalls to the memory the tuuics sculptural, which clothe the
goddesses.
Among the number of ball
dresses there is one found with a skirt absolutely but an immense mass of tearoses.
The rest is of ivory-tinted satin, the train
ornamented with tearoses and the corsage a
cluster of roses. A robe of colored satin
bears across the bosom a tropical bird, the
wings extending over the shoulders. A second bird flies through the lace on the skirt.
This art of the toilet carried to its extreme
power is an art

especially French.
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W% do not rtad anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all eases indispensable, not necessarily for publicaas a guarantee of good faith.
Ws sannot undertake to return or preserve
aanieatlous that are not used.
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Scandalous but Not Malicious.
The

distinguished English gentleman

who

is at this time

visiting our city will be in
imagines that the proceedings

if he

ror

City Council

the

er-

of

Saturday last are indifeeling of any considerable

cative of the

on

nnmber of the

people of Portland towards
him,or towards the nation of which be is an
honorable aud illustrious citizen. The plain
fact about the busiuesss is that an accident
of n.unicipal politics has imposed ou this
city

Mayor
to do, or how to go about to do anything in a legitimate aud proper fashion.
This is humiliating to the great majoritv of
our citizens; but ii is a humiliation we have
a

who does not know

what he

ough.

•

to endure for

alloted time.
While it is true that some of the Mayor’s
friends placed their opposition to his propoan

sition on

grounds which, if they were sufficient for their action, they might with better
grace have refrained from expressing, the
majority of those who voted against it did
so for the reason that the method chosen by
the Mayor for obtaining authority to expend
public money in the entertainment of the
Lord Chief Justice'of England as the
guest of the city was illegal and unsafe as a
precedent. It was a business which could
not be done lawfully by a joint convention
of the two branches of the City Council, and
that account many members contented
lhems“lves with a negative vote on the resoon

lution offered by the Mayor in the joint convention. Concerning the Mayor’s blundering incompetence nothing needs to be added
to the

plain report

of the

proceedings of the
The rules of parliamentary

City Council.
proceeding were violated with all the freedom of ignorance. The incident on every
account is to be regretted, but there is no
help for the mistake of electing such an
official until by another election, his
power of doing mischief in office c;in be taken

away.

Meantime it behooves

our

citizens

who

for the

geod name of Portland in point
»t hospitality and appreciation of eminent
accomplishments, to see to it that the impression which might be made by the affair
of Saturday is not made.
We are confident
that this will be the case. Our distinguished
care

evidence before he goes
away that the unfortunate and annoying
contretemps has no significance as an illustration of public sentiment towards him or
towards Great Britain. Hi* achievements
are known and admired, he is
respected for
bis personal worth as well as for his high
office, and all who have opportunity will be
guest will

glad

to

have

show

courtesies

him

generous and cordial
to the dignity of his

suitable

fame.
The decision of Judge Potter of the New
York Supreme Court in the case of J. Fook,
the Chinese sailor, which has already been
referred to, ought to discourage Chinamen
from shipping on board American vessels
bound for the United States, certainly on
vessels whose captains are given to the use
of the belaying pin; for one of the indirect
effects of the decision would seem to be that
an American captain can abuse
a
Chinese

Bailor

much as seems to him good withdanger of incurring any punishment,
for the Captain can keep him on shipboard
on the plea that to land him would be a violation of the act of Congress, and thus pre
vent his making complaint.
as

out the

The comments of the San Francisco pre is
on the recent decision of Judge Lowell in
the case of the Hong Kong Chinaman indicates that the Pacific Coast will demand of

Congress

next winter

a

reconstruction

of

anti-Chinese act. The Kecord-Union
insists that the present legislation must be
supplemented by amendments which will
the

respond completely to the popular desire,
namely, to shut out Chiuese regardless of
their residence abroad.
We are likely,
therefore, to see the Chinaman in politics
again.
__

Dr. Norvin Green’s testimony shows that
the net income of the Western Union Telegraph Company is $8,000,000 a year. This
is interest at the rate of 10 per cent, on a
principal of $80,000,000, which is the
total amount of the Western Union stock.
About half of this represents money actually invested, while the other half represents
nothing but water. On the actual investment, therefore, the business is paying 20
per cent. A business that can do this ought
not to deal niggardly with its employes.
A gentleman writing from Augusta to the
editor of the Boston Journal says:
“I
passed an hour yesterday with Mr. Blaine.
He never was in the enjoyment of better

health,
I

and seems as absorbed in his book as

ever saw

him in

campaign work.
emphatic

clares to me in the most

that he is not a candidate for

tion,

has no desire for

it,

and

the

He demanner

nomina-

wants

it so

understood.”

According

at the expense of the church, got an extraprogramme printed. It was posted
in all the resoits of fashion along the coast.
It combined twelve entertainments, auy one
of which would have sufficed for anycolored
meeting ever held in Riceville. It promised
bell ringing, a ladies’ chalk-line walk, a live
pigeon to fiy out of a cake, Punch and Judy,
the crowning of the prettieBt lady with a
gold crown, and addrefees, marches -and
plantation scenes of mauy sorts. Finally,
•‘the famous Mr. Lion of France, the great
lialloouist, was to go up on Wednesday so
high that lie will be out of sight, and shoot
off a cannon while passing through the

“Well, sah,” said
his tale, “we had a

»>J.

fifteen couples

__

ful

supply

of faith.

seem

to have a

plentibuying

They are now
expectation that

the trade dollar in the

gress will sometime make

this

Con-

dollar legal

at

twenty

cents

a

can’t let the cake go.”
There was much confusion.

couple

or

The band

thing

It’s

a

fund.”
By and by the price was lowered to ten
couples at fifteen cents a couple, and eventually, as this had no result, a young man
from the city contributed sixty-five cents,
three colored men, each with a dusky partner, raised thirty-five cents more, and the
stately march proceeded to the tune of “I’ll
Meet You When the Sun Goe
Down.” It
sounded like a medley of six tunes, one for
each of the players. Unfortunately, when
the time was up the flag was in the hands of
one of the sentinels, and great confusion
reigned attain until the march was repeated
and the most graceful couple succeeded in
winning the cake. Then two young countrymen, Mr. Ed. Layton and Mr. Ireland,
bought another cake outright and walked for
it to the tune of “Marching Through Georgia,” to the delight of the congregation.
It was 11 o’clock when the meeting broke
up and the wagons were driven down the
hid, while the forest resounded with the
quaint camp hymn of the coloied people,
who sang as they walked:

: ALL

Harvest Home.

[New York Sun.]
Even at Atlantic Highlands, where Christian enterprise has resulted in several remarkably snccessful ventures for attracting
cities full of city folk to the seaside. Dominie Brown’s scheme was looked upon as a

big experiment.
the yonng and energetic

bold and
is

Dominie Brown
head of the Nav-

esink African Methodist Church at
and

bis

plan

was

to attract

Riceville,

the

seaside

boarders to his church in the woods by something lets hackneyed than a campmeeting.
The Riceville colored people have long been
famous for their religions fervor. When
they hold their protracted meetings in the
winter their little chapel is always packed
sardine box, and with all the doors
and windows closed, a roaring wood fire in
fnll blast, and all the Impassioned elders
and spirited matrons on the front benches,
the most intense and gratifying excitement
prevails. No church bell is needed then to
notify the people far and near that the good
work is going on. The white churches as
far away as Long Branch suffer in consequence of this superior attraction for the
many people on Sunday nights. In the summer very much the same results have always attended the Riceville camp meetings,
bat this summer Dominie Brown decided to
change the attraction and hold a harvest
home, each as the colored folks used to enjoy
in the oiden time.
“The way it was,” said an ebon deacon to
the Sun reporter last night, “the Hon. Prof.
Christian, D. D. M. L. P. P., come down
heah and ’iivered a lecture. None of our
people ’zactly ’proved of de lecture, but
Brother Christian prevailed on the Dominie
to let him give his resistance to get up what
you call a Harvest Home. De church folks
dey didn’t ’prove of der idea ’zactly, but Mr.
Christian he told de Dominie he’d git up a
big bill of ’tractions, draw a big crowd, and
make a lot of money for de church.”
Then, according to the deacon and several
others who freed their minds on the subject,
the Hon. Prof. Christian, D. D. M. L. P.P.,

_
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1 National Color Printing Co.
Has resumed business with improved facilities, and is prepared 1o do t'OI<OK
PRINTING of all binds. This Company
will continue to print SUPERIOR COLOR
LABELS, for packers of Cereals, Plants,
Vegetables, Meats, Fish, Soups, and the
rarious articles of commerce, including
trade and advertising cards.
STOCK 1 ABELS ALWAYS ON HAND.

Beds.

1 want to go to heaven wben I die
To hear oil Jordan roll.

Dominie Brown was profuse in his apologies to his friends for the non-success of the
grand plans of the Hon. Prof, B. F. Christian, D. D., M. L. P. P.. and said that he
could only add thst there would be no failure about" the grand rally at the church next

NATIONAL

Color

Sunday night.

Printing Co.,

51

Equitable Building, BOSTON. MASS.
«0gl8__'d&wlmH*

Louisville Courier-Journal.
On the train there was a woman with
seven

I wondered what could induce a
sane woman to start on a journey with such

and nine.

2
A Tnrtfhssistant to nature in
restoring
the system to perfect health, thus
enabling
it to resist disease,is Brown’s Iron
Bittcra
Cochran, Ga.—Dr. A. J. Lamb says: “1
never met with a
remedy that gave more
satisfaction in cases of debility and prostration than Brown’s Iron Bitters.”
Owenton, Ky.—Rev. J. W. Waldrop
says: “Brown’s Iron Bitters greatly relievo! me of general debility and
indiges-

I pictured her as a widow
who was being shipped West to her friends.
I dwelt upon her past with a sort of morbid
satisfaction; I turned a riotous imagination
loose among her misfortunes, and presently,
being weary of the silence I had preserved
for several hundred miles, I went over to
condole with her. Conceive, if you can, my
disgust when I learned that she was en
route to a circus about 80 miles distant, bent
on giving those urchin* a
holi day. She informed me in the course of conversation that
the trip would cost her $100 altogether, but
she had cleared $7000 on her ranche In Nebraska, last year, and felt that she could afford a holiday. Whenever I have noticed a
woman with one baby at a
theater or any
other place of amusement I have invariably
regarded it as an incipient case of insanity;
but when I found this woman with her
three babies going ‘‘eighty miles to a circus,” I was dumb. These Nebraska women
not remarkable for their beauty, but
they certainly don’t lack nerve. This one
was evidently not suffering for sympathy,
and I went back to my place and the rapidly
dissolving views of the most monotonous
I

Stephen Dorsey, among all his letters,
fails to produce one from Garfield tendering
him that place in the Cabinet.—Philadelphia Press.
The best thing for Mr. Pendleton to do Is

to come out in a card and admit that his
civil service law is a fraud, devised by Re-

publicans for the benefit of Republicans.—
Atlanta (Ga.) Constitution.
Governor Crittenden of Missouri is reported to be seriously considering the question
of calling an extra session of the legislature,
either to amend the D iwnlng law so as to
make it apply to St. Louis or to prepare and
submit a prohibitory amendment to the constitution at the next general election. The
in an interview, is reported to
ave spoken as follows:
“I am an anti-prohibitionist from the Boles of mv feet to the
crown of my head, but I
feel, with the people of the State, that if the law is to be defied in St. Louis, and t have to choose botween lawlessness and prohibition, f
am a
prohibitionist. Under such a provocation
prohibition will carry the 8 ate. by

governor,
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Suffolk District Medical Socle

ties.

Monthly reports will

be published of the condipatients.
At the request of any physician who has not tried
our Extract, and would like to do
so, we will deliver
sample bottle to the express in Boston, froe. We
will also send, free by mail, essays from medical societies and testimonials from hospitals and physi*
elans, of chronic cases treated with Liquid Food.

Liqued

Food is

Beef, Mutton,

and

Fruits,

400

raw,

aug25

“

figXT

are

I

I M I"
II™ Isa

oThis

D. AMES hu bought the exclusive ’’right of
the Eureka Lamp stove, for Cumberland and
York Counties.
canvassing In said Counties for the Eureka Lamp stove not authorized bv
me will be prosecuted.
Agents wanted.
W. I). AMES,

W.

Anyone

S

)u2

rot Square, Portland, Malno.

Bpdtf

to

aHwjio use Belting.

Belting is made up with the usual plies of
Rubber, and, before putting on tho out-

fifty pounds. It is then stretched in its plastle
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
with tho strong cord with which it is stitched, mate
rial strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn Into the plastic rubber, that they cannot wear off on the outside. 1 he outside cover is
then put on seamless, so that it cannot open, as is
the case of Rubber Belting made ia the ordinary
way, and the plies being so firmly stitched, as wel
as Motioned together, that the belt cannot separate
as many belts made in the old way will, after boin
used for a timo, especially when run at a greag

the
ON IT
OENCINE
IIVOI ENIC

•peed

-:-JIATTBKPW-i-

in

OAEBEEIT,

199 NIUliLR NTKEBT,
POKTI.AND, .11E,
:

#«, #9, #19.

Try Onr Giant Belt.

We will Warrant
Satisfaction.

Samples

and

quotations furnished

on

application.

REVERE RUBBER CO.,
Iflldr I7*S Devonshire Mi., Boston.
U«mte Mt„ N«w York.
Fneiories at ( helsen, ITInss.
iu 6teep
n,ar2(tood3m
HI

CHAS.H Q’BRION,

Domestic Coals" a|JSpoclalty, at Lowest Market
Prices.

a^iieotalty,

322 Commercial

OITOSlTli FAMOtTH DOTH

Street,

—

1.25
1.50
1.50

“
“

all

appreciated by

uie’lodls.

A

Middle

cash

Orders received by Telephone, No. 044.
[

aug7

4 If

and

place

it in

an

—

“The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY of this city, 1b now ia its THIRTYM FI II YEAR,
i,r
prosiierous
vear was

and at

no time has it
successful.
Its

been

more

RESULTS
a LARGELY INCREASED BUSINF.SS, INCREASED ASSETS, INCREASED SUR1
i‘,',?.V.,l,N(:KK.ASKI> DIVIDENDS TO POLICY
yi.li'JEP1?.,.?,';!1..811 fee»r*><i at a DECREASED
more

last

Kai

Trade.

Montgomery Guards’Picnic!
And yon see all, and get a fine sail
Steamboat line, Custom House

City

25 cents.

Sole

CiMlirURE.

WORK

FOR

A

HOME

Manager

FERRIS,
for
Me. & N, H.

treated confidentially when
CXComraunlcatlon8
so desired,
(ientlemen who would like to advance
their interests aud ascertain upon what basis
they
can represent a
great, progressive Lite company
whoso popular features and phenomenal success
guarantee liberal remuneration, are invited from

Npecial
bought and sold.
given to bonds cf large cities and
counties! Write ns if yon wish to bny or

dtf

CO.,

nnkaS

Viandln" recefpt o?pffi?
f iafAm?

jy^Tior

ISartlett Patten A Co.,

Co-' 'Yllr0 & Hastings Bros CarHl,?fl 111111
Weeks & Potter. Boston.

c<uiri>l "»•<

Nellinc

AgenlJ'Wouied"

8. H. NILES.

Advertising
IS TON

Agent,

RONTON
NT.,
Contracts for Advertisements in Newspaper* in a
Plileo and towns of the United State# *>• ».:•«
art tish Prorlnees.
)

T1

FORTY-SIXTH ANNUAL

Connecticut
Middletown, COMPANY Connecticut,

Cumberland County Agri-

STATE BANK COMMISSIONERS.

Will be held at

under the laws of
sublect to the inspection of

OF THE

—

and

cultural

the

—

Society

Park,
ceni Qnimc Presnmpscot
PORTLAND,
GUARANTEED DUNUO

per

6

secured by First Mortgage.
Interest payable at
Middletown, or at the Fourth National Bank of
New Fork. If you wish an investment, Thether
large or small, which will be SAFE and profitable,

giving

send for circular

full information.

state
FVFRFTT
QMITM
I I rlio6 State
LfLnL I I Dm

agent.
St., Portland.
6 mood

&pr21

Proposals.
Office of Superintendent

of

Repairs,

1

U. S. Marine Hospital. Portland, Me. }
August 31,1883.
PROPOSALS will l>e received by the
undersigned, at this office, until 12 o’clock on
Tuesday, September 11th, 1883. for supplying the

SEPT. II, 12, 13

to the Fair

ang23dtd

SEALED

ent classes, via:
CLASS A.—Dam Construction.—This consists
(1st) of raising the present masonry dam across the
Alarvland Channel of the Potomac River at the
Great Falls, by a coping 15 inches thick; (2d) the
extension of the dam across Conn’s Island by a
masonry structure about 1120 feet long with an
average height of about 6 feet; and (3d) the further
extension of the dam about 450 ieet across the
pf crib work
Virginia Channel by a
filled with stone, and a substructure of masonry, together with about 300 feet of masonry dam to make
connection with the Virginia shore.
CLASS B.—Aqueduct Extension—being the extension of the Washington Aqueduct by a tunnel
about 20.826 feet long with a cross section of about
77 square feet; most, if not all, of the tunnel will be
through hard gneiss rock.
CLASS C. -Reservoir Construction.—This
work will consist mainly of earth excavation and
embankment, the purpose being to construct a reservoir capable of containing 300.000,000 gallons.
in triplicate, must be made
Separate
for each class. Parties proposing to bid will apply
at this office for blanks for proposals, specitications,
and all information, being eareful to state for which
class or classes of work blanks are desired; but
they will be furnished only to such parties as show
prima facie evidence that they are able, financially
and by experience, to undertake the work on which
they propose to bid.
Each bidder must submit with his proposals written evidence on which he relies to establish his
to
the work, reference being had
to his experience on work of like character, to the
plant at his disposal and which he proposes to use,
and to his financial ability to do all that is necessary for a rapid prosecution of the work. Before proposals are opened each bidder must certify to the
undersigned that either personally or by a duly
authorized agent he has inspected the natural features of the locality in which the work is located and
examined the drawings on file in this office.
The right is reserved to reject any and all bids or
G. J. LYDECKER,
parts of bids.
au31dGt
Major of Engineers, U. S. Army.

proposals,

capacity

perform

PINE

by applying

to

'__j. j. FRTE, See.

(Ml) REliATTT !
AT

LAKE MARANACOOK
Tuesday, Sept.

4.

GREATEST AQUATIC EVENT EVER
WITNESSED IN MAINE.

Water Supply of Washington, D. C.
Proposals far Construction* of Dam, Tun-

SEALED

14, 1883.

secretary.
Fanner*’ Meetings will be held Sept. 12 and 18 la
the evening. Auction Sale of Stock
Friday a. m..*
at 11 o’clock.
Members of the Society will be furnished Ticket*

labor and materials required in the Recairs etc. to
the U. S. Marine Hospital buildings at this port,
consisting of carpenter, mason, painting and plumbing work etc. Separate bids must be made for the
different classes of work required.
Specifications and all information relating to the
work can be obtained on application to Marine
Hospital Oflice, at the Custom House in this city, or
at the building.
The right to reject any or all bids is reserved.
R. L. FOGG, Supt. oi Repairs.
sepld3t

nel and Reservoir.
Office of the Washington Aqueduct, \
Washington, D. C., August 2«, 1883. j
PROPOSALS, in triplicate, for tho
work require*! for increasing the water supply
of the City of Washington, in accordance with the
Act of Congress approved July 16th, 1882, will be
received at this office until 12 o'clock noon, on Friday, October 6th, 1883, when they will be publioly
opened, the work to be done comprises three differ-

&

Large Premiums are offered in the Agrieultural
and Stock departments.
$fiO and 925 are offered for the best Town Team
of 10 yoke.
Town Clubs of the County are invited to exhibit
on the grounds under ttelr own
tents, to whom free
tickets will be furlshed upon certificate from their

PROF

M4IONAL NIX; I.E HIT'1,1,
HALE.
with Turn—8600 to first, *200 to seeond, $100 to third.
The following famous oarsmen have entered sad
will poeitively appear:

Three Mile

EDWARD HANLAN, of

Toionto, Canada,

Champion Sculler of the World

GEORGE HGSMER.of Boston,
The

Lightning Sculler

JOHN

TEEMER, of Pittsburg. Penn.,

The Western Wonder

WALLACE BOSS, of St. John, It. B.
JANES H. BliEY, if Saratoga Springs, N. y

SENIOR AMATEUR RACE:
I’HI/ES;—Gold Watch, valued at 8100, to first’ SilWatch valued *40, to second. To be
contested
for by the following well known amateur scullers:
JOHN BUCKLEY, of Portland: WILLIAM O'CONNELL, of Portland; MAKT1N GREELEY
Portland; HUGH SWEENEY, Portland:
CASEY, of Boston; O’NEIL, of Boston; J MURPHY, ot Boston;
KILLIAN, of Won.
ver

JUNIOR

AMATEUR RACE:

Th^re will also be a Junior Amatenr
suitable prises, for which there will be a
of entries.

Race, with
large field

INDIAN CANOE RACE:
There will be a race In Canoes by several Oldtowa
Indians.

Dancing all day in the Mammoth Pavilion. Music
by Chandler’s Pull Quadrille Band. The Bangor
Brass Band will furnish music for the Regatta. For
further particulars regarding
fares, running of
trains, &c., see M. C. K. R. time tables.
WINSHIP A McGLINCHY, Managers,
...
If
stormy

postponed

IN

to

Portland, Me.
arg23 td

first fair day.

GOODS"

ART

GREAT

VARIETY.

Materials,
AND

—

Sketching

Outfits

all branches, at

Algernon Stubbs’
f

Tomplo Street,

-'MADE
—

TO

A

large assortment
Good*, Novelties

of

Engravings, Photos, Art

too numerous to mention,
Framing in all the leading styles.
Gold. Bronze, Plu*h. Ac.
Great
inducements
offered.

S

ORDER

mw

(Old Stand Stubbs Bros.)
Give your orders
time ahead.

early,

as we are

always engaged

some

CHARIIS CUSTIS k CO..
403
my 14

26 Ifile St.,

Congress dtfSt.

A RARE

TOWVS.

OPPORTUNITY

Furnaces, Stoves,1Tinware, &c.
stock ami business of the Old und Well.
ICNInbli.il«'<l llouae of A. N. Mill:. A
la
MON, offered for sale. This ttrm has the exclusive sale of the Magoo Furnace Oompam’s
Goods,
linest matt, in lliia country, and
parties buying th.
entire stock will have the sale of these goods with
the good will of this company.
Goods at retail tor the present will be sold much
below the market price for c;iBh. as the stoek must
be disposed of without
delay. Per order of
N ATI!AN CLEAVES, 1
Assignee* of
ALBERT N. PARLIN, I A. N. Noyes A Son.

T1IK

aug!7

d2w

Porllanfl, Me.

,Dr, KENM'g

A.-«

—TO PUBCHAiflt

Preserving To.,
STREET, RONTON, MANN.
v erxa,
Jr Tr,.8R|lOilman
?, l!,?« „SnBrothers,
Sia'06 rcr1. * C°., Cobb, Hales &
V

the above line will be
admission.
dtf

MIDDLESEX BANKING

for

fES, £1

on

cents

eod6m

EXPENSES of

!

&

charged 25

°*27

—

operatlo“uh*d

vL.

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO

SAVED

the articles treated It is so
simple In
a child can follow the
directions, is
salt and cost# only a fractiou of a cent to a
pound of
meat, tish, butter or cheese or to a on
rt of milk
■rids Is no humbug; it is endorsed
by
uo m« u
Prof Sam’l W. Johnson of Yal* Co W
druggists and grocers. Sample pounds ^sent
by mall or express (as we profer)on
Name your express office.
brand for
OecHi, Wave for Ush and sea
food; Snow Flako Cw
milk, butter and cheese; Anti-Ferment
Pk
and Anti-Mold, GOc per tb. earl

ISLAND,

Parties not holding tickets

Artists’

the nso of Rkx Maonus, The Humtston Food
Preservative. It preserves Meat, Fish, Milk, Cream.
b*gg# and ail kind* of Animal Food fresh and sweet
for weeks, even in the hottest weather. This can
bo proved by tlio testimonials of hundreds who
have
tried It. You can prove it for yourself for CO cents
You will find that this is an article which
will save
you a great deal of money.
NO HOl'RKD MILK.
NO NPOILED HEAT.
NO NTAI.R Eflfll,
It will keep them fresh and sweet for
many dave
and docs not impart ibe
slightest foreign taste

—

Every Evening this Week.

and

the Family

by

AT

—

PEAK’S

$200 A YEAR
lu the LIVING

dlw*

FREE* DANCE!

Leonard St.
eodtf

municipal

City Hotel.

Schoel Bonds

maySeodtf

BE

——

TVESSENBERG,

s«p3

attention

every section of the State to communicate with us
assured that tho largest facilities will be extended
them, to aid in securing aud building up a nerma
nent business.

CAN

1*01.1,0.BANJOS,

tion.

F. W

superstructure

The Union Mutual Life Insurance
Company, in 1882, issued 258
policies in Maine, about one fourth
of the entire number issued in this
State by nearly thirty companies.
It is popular with the People, the
largest financial institution of any
kind in this State, and this is a
good opportunity for first-class
men to become connected wilh it.
Apply at Company’s office, to

J. F.

A

prepared to receive Pupils on either Banjo
Guitar for the Fall and Winter season, commencing Monday, Sept. 3. Lessons given at pupil’s residence ifjdesired. Call or send for terms of instruc-

Chicago.

Stale,

assistant teacher with 6eo P. Dobson .and
Agent in Portland for the celebrated Patent

will be

boudsT
GovcruncBl,

Ferns

or

N. Y. Branches ) 963 Broadway, cor. 23d St.
connected by [ Grand Cent. Hotel op. Bond St.

jly23

the

Wharf, all for
ang27dtf

VEKETHEKG.

Formerly

) 346 Broadway cor.

on

BANJO and GUITAR LESSONS
F. W.

Sis.

eodtf

or on

Private wire to

introducing

sayl.gs

6s
7s
7s

PROPOSAL*.

HOME
COMPANY.

W’ANHI

Brown’s Wharf, Cortland, Me.

Portland. Mo.

deoiltf

“

7‘J KII.HV

COAL..

Photographer,
l»n«

Annie Dunn, in a folio of he latest
America’s Change Artists, Waller .flask sud
(4 race VIur,ioi*. in the r wonderful sne.ialty entitled, Mystic Transformation. The celebrated
acter Artist, fir. Don Hurl, unique in style, wilk
a piquancy of wit peculiar only to
bimself; oae sf
the brightest Jewel, in the cluster. The Monachs ef
Ethiopian fun, Nt-d Kelly and Burl Wn'ua in
their original sketch entitled “Capers,”
and recitations, cone India*
parodies, funny
with the great and original Buri—qut Cireos
The
Wonderful Character Artist, Tlr.lohu C. I rank
in wonderful impersonations of the
everyday Chinaman, with songs, sayings, Ac.. The sparkling entertainment, Williams & Sulivan’s Irish Comedy la
one act, flic scenes, entitled the

margin. 4 per cent, allowed
Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
on Deposits.
N. Y. Produce Exchange, N. Y. Mining Exchange.
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of

The Houilston Food

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

Fine Portraits

“

SAVE YwliR iTIOIEY

damp places.

per cent more than belting made In the ordinary
way. We believe t m,ll wear more than double tin
length of timo. For heavy main belts 30a will find
It superior to anything made. It is also superior for
Bud less Belts, as we stitch the splice in such
way that it ennnet sepsinir.

IIAIMJFACTIIRED
ANU FOR SAM: IIV

nng21

or

We particularly call the attention of all Mill owners to this Belt as being in tho end the cheapest belt
they can buy, while the first cost is only about ten

BOSTON.

NOTICE.

dtf

side cover, t is stitched in seams one Inch apart
with cotton cord, which has a pulling strength of

Kil,»> st.,

__eodl yrnrin

St.

Congress

Duck and

PRICE

.75
1.00
1.00

ENDOWMENT POLICY

.

GIANT BELTING.

J. II.

“

Oali. and. Grcon.

STUBBS,

Important

Scr., of all thickneFBCH,
width* mid qualities.

58

all in line French Lisle and will he
lovers of line Hosiery.

BELTING.

mu ^ James &, Abbot,
r

“
“

RUB BE It

U
JjfD FI flooring,
§H| JEM n R 3
™

“

Between

J. T.

-.

I

“

We have just patented a new article In Rubber
Belting which is sold under the name of

of the brain, self-abuse or over-indu'.gcnce. K.-ch
box contains one month’s treatment. $l.ab<x.<r
6 boxes for
0; s^nt by mail pre paid on receipt of
price. We guarantee 6 boxes to cut cany cr.se.
with
each order received for bkoxcsaccemp oii wi: 'i $5.
wc will send the
purchaser our written guarantee
to refund the mor *r if th<* treatment does not effect
a cure. J. (
W e.*t <fc Co., Proprietors, issue guarantees through If. il. IIAY &
CO.,Druggists,0#//
agent*. PorllancLMc.juuction Middle and Free Sis-

I

“
'•

goods.

condensed many fold, and freo of insoluble matter.
It can be retained when the stomach is so weak
that it will refuse water, furnishing nutrition without the labor of digestion, making blood faster than
all preparations known. It is the only food that
will relieve the consumptives from hunger.
Ask your druggists for Essays and Testimonials
from Medical Societies, Hospitals and
Physicians,
loz., 15 cts.; 6oz„ 55 cts.; 12 oz., $1.00.
tfM

b:i. E. 0.Vfjut's Nkhvb and I?hatn Tv- at*T£NT, ag'. amine. d spec ftc for Hy&N* ia, Dizz
Convulsions Pit-, Ncrvoin Ncur-'gia, Hc.u’ach'c.
Nervous Prostration caused by the »!<■«* of a! ohol
or tobacco, Wakefuln* ss. Met
d I) pres
JvdiBrain resuming in f n*;:iml/.' ml leading
cnin^ofthi
to misery, d. cry and death, Premature Old
Age,
fmpotenry, Weakness in either sty, fnv hintary
Losses and flpermatorrhosacaused by ov* exeraon.

■

“
“

I have just received a
large number of Instantaneous Photographs of
Yachting and Marine
Views, which are the
finest ever shown in
Portland. Call and see
them. I am still selling Artist’s Materials,
Pictures and Frames,at
greatly reduced rates,
to make room for Fall

vacant.

ai

.54
.75
.75

*•
“

3NT EE

Any physician can visit our hospital from 10 A.
m. to 6 p. m. daily,
by applying at our office.
Patients can receive any clergyman they may pre
fer. Our attending physicians arc members of the
Massachusetts

TO

1.00

milk

Treatment
Murdock’s Liquid Food and Common Food.
who
lias a worthy case that will
Any physician
not yield to treatment can have a bed
assigned if
are

.88

“

Cholera-Infantum recognize

poisoning, showing the cause of the
great mortality in iufauts brought up by hand.
This is confirmed by results at a leading Nursery
Hospital. We extract trom their last report: “Of
the twenty-seven bottle babies twenty-four died
during the year.”

any

I RO»I

MARK SULLIVAN

original songs and dance, medleys etc The
Dashing and Piquant Serio Con Ic Vocalist Sha

BT

SALE

Incorporated

“

SOMETHING

physician.
ablest writers

all the New Shades and Sizes.

_JJw_j___

lion.

are

Current Comment.

1

Hosiery in

edy,

in their

6s

mar 8

3

„„

a case

now as

d3w

FRAU GOODY, 561 Congress St,

Treatment and Food.
Murdock’s Liquid Food, with Oat or Barley gruel
of the density of milk. To each wine-glass add one
quarter to one half teaspoonful Liquid Food.

by

TONY WILLIAMS

4s
4s
4s
6s
-6s

...

voa

Agent.

“

These goods

fants from the Sorh End Mission
District,.

a

The Mac ter Spirit, of IriihJ

■

PRESTON, KEAN A
Banker*, Chicago.

“

“

tion of all

country under heaven.

Sale of fine Lisle

WO.

“

HOSPITAL

Disease

Boil, Jordan, roll,
Boll, Jordan, roll.

majority.

Special
HIT

Mubdock Liquid Food Co., Boston have
tabtished a

JVIustcrdon Congress ol Stars,

sell.

THIS WEEK

To sUow the value of

developing

A. C. KEADALL,
Cirnrrnl Passenger

for one

only, commencing

MONDAY. AUGUST 27.

7».
tta.
go.
tta,

Cleveland, Ohio,

CARS

from Roamn to above
without change.
for anle at Ticket Offices in
Maine unit acw Hampshire. Baggage cherhed through.
Itnmeuae oonvenience for
lailies with rhilnren a. this line AVOID* C'HANt.E OP CAB* IN NEW YORK.
TRY IT
ND TKAVEI. WITH COMFORT. A.k for ticket < via NEW
YORK A
NEW ENBMANO BAILBUAD, at aur Ticket Office.

dtf

Passenger, inking this line can
!*. 5l.FEI.TON Jr.,
Oenerul Manager.

In

week

-Look at the-

Portland Wafer Co..
Railroad equipment Co.,
8t. Paul & So. Pacific (guaranteed by Jio. Pac. R. R.)
Maiue Central R. R.

Private wires

W asliington.

Tte only line runniug

salary,

and World’s Ideal Specialty

No. 18 New Street, also W Wall Street, N. 1.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Bankers and Commission Merchants.
Securities and Products bought and sold on com-

Bliiladelpliia,

143 Pearl Street.

fan24

Havo secured them at an enormous
the
attractions of the season, being chaste and
refined. You must laugh; prepare for a mental
treat. Engagement extraordinary of the famous

WOODBURY k MOULTON,

To Me w Yor l^,

.

I.A1MKM.. HAllAUEB.

leading

eodtf

mission for

Thirty Beds for Womeu with Chronic

/

dtf

private pupils by the subscriber

J. W.

C.

Williams A Sullivan

Street,

Gardiner, Me.,
Brunswick, Me.,

GREAf THROUGH LINE

Instruction in English and Classical Studies
given

FOREST CITY AMUSEMENT GO

HENRY CLEWS & CO..

eodlw

aug30dtd

Friday, Aug.31.

Char-

FORDE,

Residence G511-2 Congress St.
29

commences

Cor > nl

Corner Exchange
»ngl

TEACHER BE PIANO-FORTE.

to

seats

eodtf

middle

Lenisten, Me.,
Portland, Me.,

,«epl

The usual courses of study for pupils of both
sexes.
For particulars apply to
MISS E. A. FILES, Principal.
dSw
Portland, Sept. 1,1883.

aug

e,.
r,».
r».
Os.

_

...

«

ble rates.

Moore 6c Co.

Owen,

In

Block..

MRS. M. L.

<•

declA

octl

rooms

Central R. II.

Wanted —100 Supernumeraries. Apply at stage
Mouday, Sept. 3. at 10 a. m.
Seats 75 and 50 cents; Gallery 35 cents. Sale of

and other first •class bonds and stocks.

GOODS NOW IN THE WINDOW.

PORTLAND ACADEMY.
Fall Term begins MK l*T. lO, at tho

ne
“

the

door

Exchange
Sterling aud Contiuental
bought and sold at most favora-

*

Motley

3s.
tf*.

itluine Central
Portland and Kennebec
Andro»eo|ciein and Kennebec
,Portland and OudenitburK
City of Portland.

open

Portland,

st.

A2>.

4

Ea.t Mngimiw, ITlIch.
Port WH nr, lud.

BANKERS,

NEPTEMBRR ildlli, IMS:*.
For circulars, address MRS- XHBOOf, No. 51

Will

•

318

We shall sell all the remaining stock of Children’s Gingham and Cambric Suits, which
have been sold at from $3.00 to $6.00, at
$2.00 each. These are all good style, made
especially for us this season.

Children,

used at that Theatre.
Act 1—Park and Grounds of Armetage Hall.
Act 2—The Hoad from Chatham to London in
Snow and Moonlight.
Act 3—Exterior of a London Police Station.
Act 4—Exterior of Marlebone Workhouse.
Act 5—The Borough on Saturday Night.

J. B. Brown & Sons, COMEDY COMPANY'
Combination,

MONDAY, SEPT, 3rd.

-FOR-

and

Os.

Zane»Tille,Ohio

...

ENGLISH ANH FRENCH SCHOOL

Ladies

“

Offer

MRS. THROOFS
loung

“

32 Eicliange

CHILDREN’S DRESSES.

eod2m.

Lights O'London,

The

magnificent Sceneir, Properties and Mechanical Effects, duplicates of the original models

CONGRESS* STREET. H. M. PAYSON & C0„
Street.
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Under the auspices of .Messrs. Shook* Colli
Proprietors); L’uiou Square Thrutre, 1*
York, in (jeo. H. Sims powerful spectacular melt
drama.

With Its

D S.

^

City of Portland

dtf

study

Lights 0’ London Ciiatt'

Androscoggin A Krnncbcc R. R.
Mouthcm Pnciltc R. R.
Os.
“
“
Northern
Os.
Ml Paul A No. Pncillc Gunrauliet
Os.
I. onn A- Trn.lCo, "ecurcd by R. Eslnte Os.
Also other desirable securities for sale by

Krothinghxm,

Jly»

BO

Porllund Water Company
Akron, O,

Principal.

Mrs. A. S.
Matron.
Tb s sohool affords thorough instruction In all departments, with full college course in Latin and
Greek.
Modern
Languages and Conversation
Classes under the charge of native teachers.
Special
of M uslc and Art.
advantages for the
TERMS: £430 a year. Sixteenth school yoar
open* sepleuiker Jo.
Address the Matron as above until Sept. 1st. after
which date inquiries may be made of the
Principal.

SHOOK A COLLIER'S

eodtf

augl7

AllUKRTA, UK,
Diocesan School for Girls, under the direction of
tho Bishop of Maine.
MADAME MONDAN,
Principal.
Assisted by seven competent teachers

The

CANNED GOODS

To hear ole Jordan roll.

children, aged respectively five,

&

488

St. Catharine's Hall,

it

incumbrances.

_

THE DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

|l

Oh, darkies, you oughter bin dar;
Yes, my Lord—
A-Bitting in de kingdom

three
Ohorch

auglfdl»wM&w4w32

Not

Denver Letter to

Bndlnsr of a Grand Colored
Project—Scene at a Colored

N. H.

Fall term begins Tuesday, Aug. 28. Total espouse
per year, $14d.
Applications for rooms In Normal Hall should be made at once.
Address
C. 0. ROUNDS,

Captain Ira B. Foss, of Goldsborough,
Maine, says : ** One of my sailors was attacked severely with cholera morbus.
We administered Pain Killer, and saved him.’*

sinking

I’rice.

Hie

Curtis.Proprietor and Manager.
Week, commencing, Monday, Sept. a.

_

“

TURNER BROS.,

Forty Beds for Diseased and Orphan In-

In
cases of cholera morbus and sudden attacks
of summer complaints, I have never found it
to fail.**

at

PORTLAND, ME.

aug2

Ma

NURMAL SCHOOL

of BOWEL DISORDER.

J. W. Simonds, Brattlehoro, Vt., says:

tonality

and M'idtli

offered

ever

’ei'1

The Great Remedy for every kind

said Dominie Brown. “The money ain’t goin’ to be spent for rum. We have some-

WIDE,
YARD.

No Midi

PORTLAND THEATRE
Frank

7s

ISO middle 8tieet.

aug3ltd

Plymouth,

6a
7s
6s
6a
S.

SWAN & BARRETT

QUAUT1,

Sl.aa

fllHE Fall Term of the Publlo Schools will begin
I. MONDAY Morning, Sept. 10. As schools open
bo late In the season it is desirable that
pupils should
be as prompt as possible in uniting with their classes.
By order of school Com mi ti ee,
THOMAS TASH, Supt. of Schools.

SlT

6*
4a

Cincinnati
5a aud
St Louis
Maine Central R. R. Cong. Mort.
Northern Pac. R. R. General Mort.
St. Paul & No. Pac. R. R. guaranteed
Car Trust and Equipment Bonds and U.
Securities, for sale By

-A T-

PlBMCSOiOOLsT

Portland, August 30,1883.

1st,

OF-

LINE

21 INCHES

Pupils admitted at any time. For further information address C! VJttUs* B.VA BN E \ A. !?■•*
au3eod5w
Decriug, ITIaiuc.

FREE

Not in Need of Sympathy.

The Tame

EXTRA

3.

lOIDAV, SEPT.

Sept.

FULL

Portland Water Co., 1st mortgage,
J.ewiston

AMERICAN COLORED SILKS.

Fall term will begin

The

played “Marching Through Georgia,” every
musician starting the tune in his own time,
and playing it to the end independent of the
others. The fife- finished last. The city
people sat stiffly in their seats; the country
girls and boys romped, ate peanuts, and
bought soda at the booth near the church;
the wind sighed in the trees, and the clergy
urged the couples to come forward.
“Don’t let me interrupt the collections,”

tender.

Bro. Christian’s Balloon.

-A

-

One

OFFER

English and Classical School.

YIELD TO THE INFLUENCE OF I

we

better than that.

BONDS

TURNER BROS.

Cholera!

anthority for the
recently made that Mr.

London speculators

West brook Seminary ami Female College

Saturday,

■RTERTAINnENTS.

VINANCIAL.

_mincEi.i.ANEOim.

says:

the Deacon, resuming
’normous crowd; but
when
Dominie Brown seen de balloon
(which 1 had trimmed de trees for to let it
fly outen de woods), he ’lowed it were a
fraud. It were jist a little common tissue
paper bag. De Dominie said he couldn’t
hab de face to charge folks ten cents fer to
see it.
Brother Christiau he said dey wasn’t
De Domino system in de whole business.
nie he ’lowed ef dey warn’l no system de
bizness mas’git ’long widout no system;
and whiles such words was passing betwixt
us all der balloon Went up, and nobody
knew any mo’ dan what some says to one
'Der balloon has went up.’ Broth’nother.
er Christiau, D. D. M. L. P. P. lie skipped
out. He’s gone, and we’re heah, aud dal’s
all dare is about it.”
“Ladies and gentlemen,” said Dominie
Brown from the platform, “this here is a
Meth'dls’ meetin’ aud the Meth’dists is famous for wanting money, so while the baud
IJnripe Frui<, Impure Wafer, I'hIu -ititiv
plays the collectors will step around aud Climate, Unwholesome Food, Malaria, Epidemic and
wait on you.”
Contagious 1‘iseases, Cholera Morbus, Cramps,
The scene was weird. People of every ! Fains, Indigestion, Colds, Chills, Simple Fevers, Exhaustton. Nervousness, "r loss of Sleep that beset
sort and condition in numbers sufficient to j the traveler or household at this season are
nothing
form a considerable cougrega' ion, were as- | to those protected by a timely use of M >ut«• «!*«
Ginger, the delicious and only combination of
sembled on the ciown of a bill in a hickory
Imported Ginger, choice Aromatics and Pure French
forest so dense that its boughs hid the starBrandy. Beware of worth'ess “gingers” said to
lit sky completely. Women in silks from be as good. Ask for Maaferd’s Ginger. Sold
everywhere.
the sea shore, romping country girls from
jyiGdlawMSm
the village near by, New Tork merchants,
waiters from the waterside hotels, extravaLo«s and Gain.
gantly a tired colored women, and barefoot
children both white and black, sat on long
CHAPTER I.
pine boards amid the trees. Oil lamps hung
“I was taken sick a year ago
here and there sent out broad beams of yelWith billions fever."
low light, batbiog the people in front of
“My doctor pronounced me cured, but I got sick
but
as
others
in
darkthem,
leaving
many
again, with terrible pains in my back and skies
ness.
Behind the assemblage was the tiny
and 1 gee so bad I
chapel, surrounded by onrryalls, stages and
Could not move!
buggies, whose horses were hitched to the
I shrunk!
trees. In front of the people was a rude
From 228 lbs. to 120! 1 had been doctoring for
platform, on which sat the Naves:nk brass
but it did me no good. I did not expect to
baud, whose member* both looked and per- my liver,
than three months. 1 began to use Hop
formed as if they had suddenly exchanged live more
farming tools for musical instruments, and Bitters. Directly my appetite returned, my phins
left me, my entire system seemed renewod as if by
without having had time to alter their clothiug. They performed the "Sweet By and magic, and after using several bottles I am not
By” as if each man was bound to get the only as sound as a sovereign but weigh more than I
did before. To Hop Bitters I owe my life."
utmost noise out of his instrument regardR. Fitzpatrick.
lets ol th« outers.
Dublin, June 6, ’81.
The Rev. J. T. Rex of Fair Haven, who
chapter ii.
presides over the Fisk Chapel at Rumson,
’'Malden, Mass., Feb. 1, 1880. Gentlemen—
the best and most costly church in New Jer1 suffered with attacks of sick headache."
sey, delivered a long address on Int. mperfemale troublo, for years in the most
Neuralgia,
auce, which he said was “alwiys in order.”
terrible and excruciating manner.
"Once,” said he, “a sister said to me.
No medicine or doc.or could give me relief or
‘Brother Rex, if you're a coin’ to preach on
cure until 1 used Hop Bitters.
such subjects you’ll drive us all out of
“The first bottle
church.’ I said to her if intemperance will
drive you out you better go right away, for
Nearly cured me;"
I’m goin’ to preach ii. A brother said. ‘I’ve
The second made me as well and strong as when
It
a child.
got a medicine tha’ll cure anything.
never misses.
It’s sure to cure.’
He told
“And I have been so to this day."
me it was rum.
How curious that is. They
My husband was an invalid for twenty years with
drink it in the winter to keep ’em warm, in
a serious
the spring fo’ fear it's agoin’ to he warm, in
“Kidney, liver and urinary complaint,
the summer ’cause it’s warm, and in the fall
“Pronounced by Boston’s best physicians—
fo’ fear they are goin’ to get the cramps.
“Incurable!"
And it never misses. It fetches ’em all, by
Seven bottles of your bitters cured him and I
and by. Do you know what 1 say? I say if
know of the
it takes two glasses to make me drunk,
“Lives of eight persons"
when I drink a half a glass, why then you
In my neighborhood that have been saved
know how drunk I am; and when I drink a
by
your bitters,
whole glass then I’m half drunk.”
And many more are UBing them with
He said that the ladies had prepared a
great
benefit.
nice large handsome cake, and it was to be
walked for. There were four men at equal
“They almost
Do miricles?"
distances apart, and the walkers were to
—Mrs. E. D. Slack.
carry a flag. Every time the one with a flag
How to Get Sick.—Expose yourself day aDd
passed one of the sentinels the sentinel night; eat too muoh without exercise; work too hard
would take the flag and pass it to the next
without
doctor all the time; take all the vile
couple in the ranks, and at a certain mo- nostrumsrest;
advertised, and then you will want to
ment the marching would cease, and whoknow how to get well, which is answered in three
ever had the flag at that moment would get
words Take Hop Bitters!
the cake.
sep3MWF&w4w3G
“We’ve failed in some things,” said Dominie Rex; “we ain’t a-goiu’to fail in this.
We got disappointed once, but we’re doing
this ourselves, and ain’t dependin’ on any
man with a
long string of letters to his
name-”
“Hoi’on! Hoi’on! Don’t go too far,”
said Dominie Brown.
“Well, there ain’t no harm in havin’ a
CHOLERA M0RBU8
long string of letters to your name,” said
Dominie Rex; “but this walk ain’t goin'to
CHOLERA INFANTUM
end in a balloon to catch fire above the trees.
ASIATIC CHOLERA
We’ll surely let you have the cake.”
“We’ve settled on the time; it’s fifteen
ALL
CHOLERA DI8EA8E8
minutes,” said Dominie Brown; “and we’ve
settled on the price also.
We must have

uel J. Tilden himself is

Tilden wonld not be a Piesidential candidate. This will hardly extinguish the boom
for the old ticket. Mr. Tilden always was

■ OTPATIOHAI..

“This is all bosh and nonsense. If
Courses of Instruction—Common English, #n«
Governor Hampton wants the office let him year; Higher English, including Business Course,
throe years; College
Preparatory, Ladies’ Colicg'say so, and we have no doubt that the legis- ! ate» Scientittc. each four
years.
lature will cheerfully re-elect him as a recExperienced Teachers, good accommodations, low
ognition of the high appreciation in which prices. First (Fall) Term (1883) begins TUESDA V.
his past services are held by our entire citi- SEPT. 4th; ends Friday, Dec. 7th.
Address
zenship. But it is an absurdity for any
J. P. WESTON, President,
man to suppose that it is necessary for him
Westbrook Seminary, Dcering, Me.
|
to sacrifice his private business because the
augl-dtaep3**
”
services.’
his
want
‘people
Gov. Butler says it is impossible to tarnish the good name of Massachusetts. This
is his modest way of admitting that his life
485 l-tt Congress Street.
has been a failure.—Chicago News.
er

clouds.”

lo the New York San Mr. Sam-

statement which it

The announcement having been made that
Senator Wade Hampton of South Carolina is
indifferent to re-election, the Aiken Record-

ordinary

L office.

Closed Until
*

FISTULA

October

13.
dtf

ANlTpiLES

Cured without the Use
EOBERTM11??^0
t- IUSAD fi1, D'tHui
(M.D.,

of

the Knife.

1842), and
,ard, 1870V.®Uirr.,

attention to the treatn ent of PIMTt'ALL Dir (CASKS OF
‘"A
KKf’TUAI, without detection from business. Abundant references trireu.
Pamphlet sent

i 82SiJ1

■

on

application.
OfMce Honrw) i

feblOdly

a m.

to 4 p.m. (except Sued Ays',

N

the
MONDAY

MORNING,

SEP.

8.

May be obtained at the Periodi »1 Depots of N. G
Jfessenden, Marquis, Bruneil A Co,. Armstrong,
Wentworth, Hodsaon, Robert Costello, Gilpatriek,
Jewett, Rose, McFarland, Watson, .M range, Stimson, Gould, Lauagan, Boston A Maine Depot, and
run

out of

the

Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan*
Bath, J. 0. Shaw.

Blddeford,

F. M. Burnham.
«
A. L. Jellereon.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Verriil.
Damartiscotta. E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowltoa.
Gardiner, Palmer A Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Oo,

CalfSkins.£.10c
Light and Deacon Skins.26 to 40c

Lewiston, Chandier & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. 1). Hughee.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Novae.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. JolliMO,
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. At drew*.
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, F. E. Webb.
Saoo, H. B. Kendrick A Oo.f
C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.

Rendered Tallow.•

common...

@34

@

@

38
30

@38

@42

@20
@44

@ 41

@35

Bryant, Brown, Bangor.
Cld 31st, barque Wandering Jew, Ulmer. Boston;
Marrett, Wylie, Barbadoes; A R Weeks,
Littlefield, Baltimore.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 31st, brig Ysidora
Itionda, for New York; sch Lizzie Carr,-.
Remaining, schs Fred Jackson, W T Hart, and

@ 30
@22
@29

schs O M

@29
@ 35

@'34

@ 28
@ 17

@29

1.—The following were to-day’s
quotations of Butter, Cheeso, Eggs and Potatoes:
Boston, Sept.

Butter—We quote We*tern creameries at 22&
23c for choice, 18®21c tor fair and good: Northern
creameries at 223,23c for choice, 18 321c lor fair
and good; New York and Vermont dairies 20®22c
D lb for choice, 15(318c for fair and good; choice
Western dairy at 14® 16c and Western ladle packed
13@15; firm and choice grades are in demand.
Cheese sells at 9%@10c for choice and 8® 9c for
fair and good: 6@7c for common*
Eggs have been in demand; 23®24c for Eastern,
22c for New York and Vermont, 21@22c for INova
Scotia and PEI.
Potatoes—Eastern at 50@56c|> bush.

Life; o'r, Self-Preservation.”
The harshest criticism that one woman could
make on another’s dress was overheard at a
ball, not many nights ago, and has been the
mot with a certain “set” ever since.
“Very
fine! Oh, yes; the kind of clothes that could
play ‘Camille’!”—Saturday Evening gazette.

Domestic markets

fBy Telegraph.)

York, Sept. 1.—The Floor market is dull:
State 3 5(37 25; Ohio 3 90@6 76; Western 3 25®
7 26; Southern 4 26@6 87%.
Wheat % gj%c lower, dull and heavy, business
largely on speculative account;No 1 White nominal;
sales 160,000 bush No 2 Red for September 1 1C Vs
@1 1G%; 440,000 do for October 1 18%®1 19Vs;
280,000 bush do November 1 21@1 21%; 120,000
do December at 1 23%@1 23%; receipts 64,350
bu*
Corn %@%c lower: Mixed Western spot at 58@
03%c; do future 61®62%c; sales 640,000 bu; re-

Many timeB you want to keep meat or fish
tor several days. Lay it in a solution of Rex
Magnus over night and you can keep it for
weeks.

Ton can also keep milk a week or
a
little of tb
“Snow
Flake brand.

by stirring in

Seasickness is very little, merely a brief experience, a kind of ocean honeymoon, a pathetic intermezzo, a plaintive phase of human
experience, a fleeting vision of the lowest
depths, a grotesque tournament with a fevered
and frenzied imagination, an apotheosis of
cognac and bitters, a triumph of mustard piasters and champagne, a period of lingering convalescence, a recognition of man’s inherent
helplessness and degradation, a Nachtstuck of
remorse aud despair, which is
gradually—ah,
how gradually—dissolved at last by the mellow tones of the breakfast bell, alter you have
lost In your estimation twenty-five pounds of
flesh and every amiable quality under the sun.
Seasickness may be described as a condensed
romance in three chapters.

ceipts 49,952 bush.
Oats %®%c lower; -State 4 %47c; Western 34@
46c: sales 190,000 bush, including No 2 for Sep-

tember at 34c: October at

34%(a34%c;

Hunter.
NEW YORK—Ar 31st, sebs Anna Frye, Bryant,
Calais; Albert Jameson, Oandage, Rockland; A H
Hodgman. Hodgman, Boston; Carrie L Hix, Hix,
Wood’s Hole; Fannie & Edith, Warren, Providence;
Mary B Smith, Sprague, Tliomaston.
Cld 31st, barque Herbert Black, Nichols, Sydney,
NSW; brig Onoiaska. Griggs, San Fernando; schs
J S Moulton, Cum ings, for Newburyport; Mabel
Hooper, Hooper, Galveston.
Also cld 31st, barqne Commerce, Chase, for Vera
Cruz; sch Emma W Day, Decrow, Boston.
Sid 31st, barque Cbas Loring, for Dublin; Havana
for Havana.
Passed the Gate 31st, schs St Elmo, from Rondout
for Ellsworth; La Volta, from Amboy for Boston; T
Benedict, do for Providence.
Passed the Gate 31st, brig Ellen Maria, from Port
Johnson for Salem; schs Caroline Knight, NYork
tor York; Annie L MeKeea, Hoboken for Belfast;
M L Newton, do for Calais; Robert B Smith, do for
Seco; Wesley Abbott, do for Boston; L A Lewis, do
for do; Alligator, Weehawken for do; Lucy M Col‘lins, Amboy for
Fanny Flint, Elizabethport for Portland; H L Curtis, fm do for Searsport;
Wm Mitchell, do for Provincetown; Jra D Sturgis,
Port Johnson for Portemeutb; Light of the East,
do for Boston.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 30th, sch La Volta, Whit
more, Bangor.
Ai 30th, schs Garland, Libby, and Yankee Blade,
Coombs, New York Fred Gray, Wallace, do.
Sid 30th, schs Billow, Rhodes, Saco; Kenduskeag,
Whitney, Boston.
Sid 31st, schs Garland, Libby, Machias; Yankee
Blade, Coombs, Castme.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 30th, sch Abble H Ilodgman,
Frye, foT New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 31st, schs Geo Gilman, Randall, Machias; Sarah A Reed, Hallowell, Bangor;
Sparta. Lincaln, do.
WICK FORD—Sid 30th, seb E C Gates, Freeman,
New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 31st, sch R H Colson, Swett,

Bangor.

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 29th. schs Caroline,
from Rondout for Boston; Ann Dole, Hoboken for
Camden; Lizzie Wilson, Baltimore for Bangor; Geo
Gilman, Machias for Pawtucket; Sparta, Bangor
fordo; Soa Queen, do for New Haven; Trenton,
Calais for do; Volant, Bangor for Bridgeport; Mary
E Pearson, do for Jersey City.
EDGAltTOWN—Ar 28th, schs Wra Rice, Rockland for New York; L L Mills, Fall River for Bangor; Freddie Eaton,Amboy for Salem; Lewis Clark,
New York for Bangor; Abner Taylor, Amboy for

November

Beef doll.
Lard dull.

Sugar quiet.
Molasses unchanged.

fk

Chic ago,Sept. 1.—Wheat ij lower at 99c for September; 1 nl% for October; 1 03% for November:
99c year. Corn easier at 487/sc for September. 48%
for October; 47%c for November; 45%c year.46Vg
May. Oats at 25%c for September; 26%c for October; 20%c November; 25%c all year. 29%c for
May. Pork firm at 12 00 for September; 12 15 for
October; 12 02% for January. Lard at 8 B2% for
September; 8 40 for October; 8 10 November; 8 05
year; 8 12% January; 8 28 February.
St. Louis, Sept. 1.—Wheat is weaker; No 2 Red
Fall at 1 03% bid cash; 1 04 for September: 1 07
for October; 1 09% fer November; 1 11 % bid for
December; 1 04 year.
Detroit. Sept. 1.—Wheat Is weak; No 1 White
cash at 1 08%; 1 08% September;0ctober 1 09%;
November at 1 13 No 2 Red Winter at 1 09%:No 3
do 104%.

city editor hears of the approaching
suspension of a criminal, he always makes au
assignment. We have this from a reporter

terms.—Merchant

President Garrett of the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad Company has presented King Humbert with the beautiful 540,000 horse Damascus.
And yet it is said King Humbert sighs to
be a press reporter. If he had beeD a reporter
instead of a king, it is doubtfnl if Mr. Garrett
would have giveu him a pass over his road,
much less so valuable au animal as Damascus.
Better stay king, Hamm;, old boy.—Cincinnati Saturday Night.

Salem.

BOSTON -Ar31st, schs Montezuma, Rich, Calais;
Willis Putnam, Cook, do; Wm A Dnbosq, Darby,
Bangor,
Cld .31st, brig Herman, Hichborn, Port Spain;
Bch Cabot. Gott, St Margaret’s Bay.
Sailed, brig Screamer.
Cld 2d, seba Morris W Child, Torrey, Windsor,NS;
Clifford, Bragdou, Sullivan.
BANGOR—Ar 1st, sch Graee Cushing, Moshor,
Sandy Point.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fin Rotterdam Aug 31, ship Nancy Pendleton,
Pendleton, Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Cette Aug 29, brig Clara Pickens, Coombs,
New York.
Ar at Vera Cruz Aug 25, schs Wyer G Sargent,
Walker, and Hope Gower, Allen, Philadelphia.
At Kingston, da, 21st, sch Daylight. Webb, from
and for Mobile, just ar.
Cld at Windsor, NS, 29th, schs Helen Montague,
Achorn, Alexandria; Albert W Smith, Berry, for
New V r
Cld at St John, NR, 31st, sch Alaska, Clark, for
New York.

__

Havana market.

(BylTelegraph.)

Havana. Sept. 1.—Business in Sugai during the
week has been unimportant, the market closing
nominal; Molasses sugar 86 to 87 degrees polarization 6/3(6% reals gold per arrobe; Muscovado common to fair at 6% 36% reals; Centrifugal sugar 92
to 96 degrees polarization In hhds, bags and boxes
at 8%®8% reals.
Stocks in warehouses at Havana and Matanzas
39,500 boxes, 117,500 bags and 60,871 hhds: receipts for the week 214 bags and 627 hbds: exports 816 boxes,640O bags and 6600 hhds, of which
3100 bags and all the hhds were to the United
States.
Molasses nominal.
Freights dull; loading at Havana for the United
States I* hhd of Sugar 2 2o 32 75’ currency :Hfrom
ports on north coast (outside) for the United State*
hhd ol sugar 3 0< )®3 60.

Jelly Roll.—One cup sugar, two eggs, one
tablespoon butter, one cup milk, two teaspoons
Congress Yeast Powder, two and one-half cups
flour.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

AR1HY OFFICERS

turing Company, South Boston, writes, April 28,
1883: “While living in Cambridgeport my wife

Spanish gold 2.10V*.
Exchange dull:on the United States 60 days gold
8% @9% premjao short sight 9%(g/10%.

Daily Wholesale yiarhei
Portland, Sept. 1.
There la but little change to note in the merchandise markets, aud trade is generally moderate. The
primary markets on grain are easier,but here prices
Pork and
are about the same as previously quoted.
I.ard are unsettled with slight advance at the West.
Pears
In Produce a fair business has been done.
were scarce to-day and ranged higher,while peaches
The coal trade is
were in good receipt and steady.
business
brisk and dealers are having about all the
that they can attend to; the greater part of this
week coal sold at $<> ¥* ton, but to day the market
Portland

was

afflicted with terrible pains in her back and

sides, accompanied with great weakness and loss of
appetite. She tried many so called remedies without avail, growing rapidly worse, when her alten*
tion was called to Hunt’s Remedy. Sbo purchased
a bottle from Lowell’s drug store, in Cambridgport,
and after taking the first dose she began to feel easier, she could sleep well, and After continuing lte
use a short time the severe pains in her back and

European markets.
(By Telegraph.)
Liverpool, Sept. 1—12.80 p. M—Cotton market
steady; uplands at 5%d; Orleans at 5%d; sales 7,000 bales,; speculation and export 1000 bales.
mARRIAOEII.
In this citv, Sept. 1, by Rev. S. F. Pearson, Mr.
Richard II. Gore and Bliss Mary F. Woodbury, both
of Portlan 1.
In Newry, Aug. 28, Adelbert I). Killg*re of Newry and Miss Lucy F. Adams of Stonehaiu.
iu Fairfield, Aug 25. Win, E. Deane of Fairfield
and Miss Amanda M. Hillman of Fairfield.

is Bra at *«.60. Circular prices for September are
advanced lOe on grate, 16c on egg, 25e on stove and
chestnut.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Flour,
Grata. Provisions. Ac.

side

entirely disappeared, and she

Many of

our

heard the

same

claimed for

00@19 00

do

!

with

and friends have used Hunt’s

kidney

it,
or

story.

and

a

Remedy is all that is
blessing to all afflicted j

Two months Sojourn at the Elegant

Hotel del Monte, Monterey, Cal.;
usd

n Farther Time (including
Bays’
Board) to be passed at Man Francisco,
Manta Barbara Manus Monica,»be Mierra
Madre Villa, Man Bit-go, Riverside, Colton. Merced, etc., according to individual

j

desire.
The Outward Journey will be

over

the Southern

Route (through Kansas. Colorado, New Mexico,
Arizona and Southern California,)and the return by
the Central and Union Pacific Lines (through Nevada, Utah, Wyoming, Nebraska, etc.) Halts will be
made for rest and sight-seeing at Chicago, Kansas
City, Santa Monica, Los Angeles and Salt Lake City.
The JKatire Journey to California an
Return will be made in Pullman Palace C rs.
In these trips the freedom of independent action
is combined with the advantages of the party system of traveling.
lyfiend or oall for descriptive circular.

W. RAYMOND,
5140 Washington St., Boston, Maw.

sepl d3t

3-GRAND EXCURSIONS
—TO—

AROOSTOOK COUNTY
Are

hereby announced by the
—

AND

real

Railway

-AS FOLLOWS-

FIRST EXCURSION—Tickets will be sold
at Portland, Lewiston, Brunswick, Bath, Augusta,
Waterville, and all Principal Stations west of Bangor, on September 5th, and at Bangor, Orono, Oldtown, Lincoln, Winn, Mattawamkeag, Kingman and
Danforth, on September 6th.
NECONO EXCURSION—Tickets will be
sold at stations west of Bangor, on September 24th,
and at Bangor and stations east, on September 25th.
THIRD EXCURSION—Tickets will be sold
at stations west of Bangor, on October 15th, and at
Bangor and stations east, on October 16th.
The tickets fer each of these Excursions will fbe
for a return two weeks from date of sale,
made
and will be sold at the following L<ow Rates of
viz:
Fare,

good

HOULTON—From Portland and Principal Stations
to Augusta and Belgrade, inclusive. $7.00; Wat

erville, $6 26; Farmington, $8.00; Bangor, $4.00.

FORT FAIRFIELD -From Portland and Principal
Stations to Augusta and Belgrade, inclusive,$8.uO;

Waterville, $7.25; Farmington, $9.00; Bangor,
$5.00.
CARIBOU—From Portland and Principal Stations
to Augusta and Belgrade, inclusive, $8,25; Waterville. $7.50; Farmington, $9.25; Bangor, $5.25.
PRESQUE ISLE—From Portland and Principal
Stations to Augusta and Belgrade, inclusive,$8.60;
Waterville, $7.75; Farmington, 9.50; Bangor,
$5.50;

proportion.
the above Excnnioss, Tickets

Other Stations in

In addition to
will be sold t o parties of 10 or more for Aroostook
points, any day, at one regular fare, for the
round trip, limited to ten days from date of sale

fi£Fr"Cut this out that the dates may not be forgotten
PAYSON TUCKER, Gen. Manager M. C. R. R.
F. E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Tkt Agt.
Portland, August 25,1883.
aug31d5t

CHEAP EXCURSION
TO

for

"I

have been troubled with kidney disease

nearly twenty years.

with terrible pal

Have

suffered at times

in my back and limbs.
I used
many medicines, but found nothing reached my
1 purchased a
case uutll 1 took Hunt’s Remedy.
ns

life and vigor.

FOB
..

Sarnia.Quebec.Liverpool....Sept

.Quebec.Liverpool... .Sept
Newport.New York.. Havana...,, Sept

6
6
6
6
0
8
8
8

|

Hunt’s

10.30

Leaves
White Head.

A- M.

A. M.

A. M.

~~~

or

t2.22
12.42
12.46
12.60

10.46
10.68

3-08

11

11

11

■

18.07
18.27
18.31
18.38
8.68
9.00
■

ARRANGEMENT.

LOWELLat

train Is

m.

p.

the

m.:
Bangor. 7.20 a. ra., 2.06 p. m.
m.; Mexter, 7.00 a.mt8.10 p. m. Bel6.46 a. m., 3.16 p. m.; Mkowhegan,
^]8.30 a. ro. 3.06 p. m.; Waterville, 9.20 a. m.
Q2.15, 3.33 and 10.08 p. m.: Augusta, 6.00 a.
m 10.03 a. m., 3.00, 4.12 and 11.00
p. m.;
{JKardiner. 6.17 a. m., 10.20 a. m., 3.18,4.27
I: and 11.18 p. m.: Bath. 7.00 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.;
1-14.16 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.66 p. m.
oBruBHirick, 7.26 and 11.30 a. m.,4,45 A 5.10
m. 12.36 &. m., (night.) (tacklaud,8.15
a.m.,
.26 p m., and Mondays only at 4.80 a. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m. 11.16 a. m., 4.36 p. m. 11.20

S.

□pm.; Phillips,7.06 a. m. Farmington, 8.30
&a. m.; Vlurnnacook, 10.11 a. m. 3.25 p. m.;
fWiuthrop, 10.18
Doing due In Portland
trains from Augusta

m.
3.37
p.
m.,
follows: The morning
and Bath 8.35 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The day trains from
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.36 and 12.46 p. m. The
afternoon trains from Waterville. Augusta, Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.00 p. m. The St.
John Fast Express at 6.15 p. m. 'The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60 a. m.

Excursion Kates
in rn to

parties

a.
as

Iflaranacook and

to

of five

re-

or more.

Limited Tickets first and second elaaa ter
Me* John and Halifax on s ale at reduced

6.15,

rates.
F. E.

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
GenT. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
f
jul

BOOTHSY,

Portland. June 12, 1883

iiumford Falls & Buckfleld
H. AIL.H.OAD.

FOR

PAIRTCAND at 7.26.
•Stops an hour and a quarter at Old Orchard
Beach.
! Passengers may also reach these points by
taking
the 2.15 p. m. train from Portland and stopping at
Old Orchard Beach until 3.50 p. m.
fcy*Th© 12.56 p. m, train from Portland connects with Mound Cine Steamers for New
York and all Kail Lines for the West, and the 6.30
p. m., train with all Rail Cine* for New York
and the South and West.
Parlor Can on ail through
trains.
Seats
secured in
advance at Depot Ticket Office.

—.-Leave Canton for Portland
and
•
4.45 and 9.46 a. m.
*
Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.45 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
connections
with Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld,
atage
Peru, Livermore, West 8umnor and Turner.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
Portland. June. 16. 1883
octl4dtf

^ln£g£*JLewi*ton

Eastern Railroad.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOR MO-TON and WAY
STATION* at 1.00 and 5.30 p, m. MO-TON
FOIL PORTLAND at 8.30 a. m. and G.00
PORTLAND
FOR OLD
OHp. m.
CHARM ItFAIIl at 10.00 a. m. and 1.00
3.30 aud 5.30 p. in. 01.0 OK) II t KIS Foil
PORTLAND 12.22, 2.45, 7.30 and l).4».p.m.
Portland for Biddeford at 10.00 a. m., 1.00 and
6.30 p, m. Biddeford for Portland at 12.06 2.30.
7.16 and 9.36 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Malno road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor.
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maobias, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdeuburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of IH. E. William*. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at ITniou
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.

TO MONTREAL & Retnrn
TO QUEBEC & Return

6.00

tickets, Montreal to Quebec, or vice versa,
$1.00. Tickets good to go Sept. 10th and llth
ONLY, and return on or before Sept. 27th.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SFICER, Supt.
J. HICKSON, Gen. Manager.
aug28td

3 a. at.
Dally (Night Pullman) for Saeo,
Blddeford, Kennebunk, Conway Janet., Kittery,
Portsmouth. Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.30a. in.
At 8,45 a. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Soarboro, Saeo,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Well®, North and South

Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting tor all
stations on Coow$rDivision,Kittery,
Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport,
Newburyport.
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At 13.55 p. m. (Express,) for Saco. Biddeford,
| No.
Kennebunk,
Berwick,
Conway
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
and
Salem, Lynn,
Boston, arriving at 4.66 p. m.,
connecting with Sound and Kail Lines for all
Southern and Western points.

At 6.30 p.

tu.

(Express),in for Boston and

principal

Boston at 10.00 p. m.,
Way Stations, arriving
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
at
2.00
m.
Sundays
p.
Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
with
Fall
River Line for New
p. m., connecting

(Trains Leave Boston
7.30, 9.00 a. to., and arrive in Portland at 11.65

Summit Pleasant Mountain
and Return,

m. and

REACH

and Residents will find
best assortments of

one

of the

Fancy Goods,
G10V68,
Hosiery,
Fans,
Pa»asols,

Travelling Bags,
Kuchings,
Collars,

Cuffs,

>

Handkerchiefs,
Fichus,
Laces,
Silks,
Shawls,
at very low

Dress Goods &c.
prices, at

eodtf

Agent.

show

one

In

New

story house, “L,” and stable, aero of land,

60 fruit trees, nice water.
One 2 story houHo, new, never has been occupied, very nice lot 00x116, fruit trees, currants
Aic.. nice water. Send for plans and descriptions to
G. t). WEEKS, Aue. and Real Estate Agent.
Gorham. Me.
lots for Sale.
EF3**
jy31dtf

He

311

On anil after Monday, June ‘J5tb.,
Train* will run a* follow*:

DEPARTURES:

a. m.

I

(50 «ts.)
good, cheerful, gen-

TICKET OFFICES

Tl EXCHANGE STREET
-AND-

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

Cincinnati, Nl. Tout*, O nhn, Mnginnw. Nt. Paul, Malt Cake
City,

to be successes.

practicing.

STEPHEN KERRY.
Book, Card and Job Printer.
No. 37 Plum Street.

OLIVER D1TS0N & 00., Bostoi..
seplSTuT&wtf

INDIA NT.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
^?nnn<*n’ Detr.it. Chicago,Milwaukee

Singing Classes,

PEERLESS, (75 'cts.) By W. O. Per kins
THE IDEAL (75 cts.) Classes with either of these
This

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.35 a. m..
12.46, and 6.60 p.m.
From Gerhani, mixed, 9.40 a. m., 6.00 p.m.
From Chicago. Montrea
and Quebec,
12.35 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 5.20 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night traiD and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.

Voices.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE
COLLECTION (81.) HIGH SOAOOL CHOIR (81.)
HOUR OF SINGING (81.) All aro excellent books
by the best compilers.

For and
Musical
Societies, Novello edition.
remarkablework' is well worth

1883,

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 a. m„ 1.15
and 6.20 p. m.
For 44orhain,3.30 (mixed,)and 5.20 p.m.
For Gorliam, Montreal, Quebec and Chi
caaro 1.30 p.m.
For Oorhaiu, Montreal and Chicago 9.00

Schools, ^LS,.CH,?1iLusR(l1il
(#1.) By’Forking. VOCAL-ECHOES

sure

Railway of Canada.

CHANGEOF TIME.

($1.) Female

books, are

KNflLANDA«ENVV,
Washington Street, Boston.

Grand Trunk

School Teachers.

For

White Head.

Cushing’s
A .M7,

A. M.

10.30

10.46

P. M.
2.16

P. M.
1.80

P. M.

3.30

2.45
6.00

7.30

P. M.
12.26

P.M.

P.M.

2.00
3.16
6.00

12.26
2.30
6.00
6.30

B. J.

9.00
10.16
Last Trips from Peaks’ Island 9.00 and 10.16
p.

I

Denver,

Man Francium,
and all points In the

Northwest, West and Monthwe.t.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPI0EH Superintendent.
oot7dtf
T.

Advertising

C.

EVANS’
Agency and Printers’

Warehouse,

P.M.
12.16
2.40
6.16
6.40

Steamers will ran to aeeomodate the Parlllion
Entertainment. 25 cents for the round trip and
free admission to the parlllion.

WILLARD, Manager.
JjSldtt

m.

ST IS A.TIERS*.

INLAND NTIA.HEKI.

Boston

NOTICE.

—

AJ*D

—

Union

PHILADELPHIA

Steamboat

Co.

STEAMER “EMITA.”

Direct Steamship Line.
From BO I'll

Every Wednesday and Sat■rday,
From PHILADELPHIA
Every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
'sailing ressel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. R.. and
South Dy connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pauage Tea Dallare. Kouml Trip 818
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage applr to
fi. H. MAMPM08, Agent,
deSltf
70 l.ang Wharf. Ho.lon.

10.40 p. m. trip will be discontinued on and
Sept. 1, 1883. On Sundaya will run
trips only.
CHAS. A. SPARROW, Manager.
aug30<ltf

THEafter

three

sept.

p.

■

leaa.

UNION STEAMBOAT CO.
11

STEAMER

EMITA,"

CAPT. JOHN T. STERLING.
Franklin Wharf
to Peaks Island.

Jones Landing
to Portland.

A.M.
7.00
9.00
10.30
P. M.
12.00
2.00
3.16
4.30
6.16
7.30

Porttani) Banger It. Desert
Company.
And Haehl*$ Steamboat

Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
ft Charles Deering, will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, Tuesday
*
iMLbb^a; and Friday Evenings, at 11.16
o'clock or on arrival of Steamboat Express Trains
from Boston, for Rockland, Castine, Doer Isle,
Sedgwick, (Stage from Sedgwick to Blue Hill on arrival of Steamer), South West and Bar Harbors.
Milbridge, Jones port and Machiasport.
Connect at ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE
HILL, SURREY and ELLSWORTH, Friday’s trip.
At BAR HARBOR with steamer for GOULDSBORO\ LAMOINE, HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and
ELLSWORTH each trip. Also with B. & B. Steam
ers at Rockland,
going East, for Bangor and River
Landings each trip.
RE T IT RUf I
, will leave Machiasport every
Monday and Thursday^tt 4.30 a. m., touching at intermediate landings,and
connecting at Portland with
Pullman and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
from Bangor and River Landings for Port-

1,

SEW TIME TABLE

wx>

Trefethen’s L'dg
to Portland.

A. M.

A. M.
6.06
7.80
9.35

6.16
7.85
9.20

11.15

11.00

P. M.
1.15
2.20
3.35

P. M.
18.80
2.36

3.45

6.16

6.00

6.45

6.36

9.45

9.15
10.16

SCIPAI,
a.

M.

A.

A. V.

10.30

10.60

r. m.
2.00

p. m.

M.

11.00
n.
2.36

p.

2.20
6.30

3.00

5.15

li

freight

The new Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND,
Capt. Wm. t. DenaiHon. leaving same wharf
every.Honday, Wednesday, 4 Katurday Evenings at 11 16 o'clock, or on arrival of Steamboat
Expiess Trains from Boston, for Mount Deser
(Southwest Bar Harbors) touching at Rockland onh
and arriving at Bar Harbor aboui 10 a. m. next
daj.
Connections made at Rockland with steamer foi
Blue Hill, Surrey and Ellsworth, Monday’s and Wed
nesday’s trips.
At Bar Harbor with steamer for Goulds boro
Lamoine, Hancock and Sullivan, each trip.
Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 a. m.
Monday Wednesday and Friday, touching at South
West Harbor and Rockland, arriving in Portland
about 6.00 p. m., connecting with train for Boston
arriving at 10 00 p m.
GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas. and General Ticket Agent
E. CUSHING, General Agent.
Portland, June 18,1883.
jul8dt

Steamer will run to accommodate the RollerSkaA*
Kink, tearing the city at 7.30, returning at 9.15
and 10.15. Tickets, with admission te Garden, 25
cents. Will run as above until further notice.
CHAS. A. SPARROW, Tress, and Manager.
«t
ly24

ing

•TIME TABLE.

STEAMER GEN. BARTLETT
will leave Long

Wharf, foot of
Exchange Street, at

10.00

Peaks’. Long, and Little ChebMTM
Islands.
for Peaks’, Long, Little and Great fkabe ague Islands.

a. m.

2.15 p.

m.

for

RETURNING,
Little Chebeague at.11.0# a. m.
Long Island at.11.15 a. m.
•*
Peaks’ Island at.
11.8$ a. m
..11.45 a. M
Arriving at Portland at

Leave

..

..

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
.yaw,

ON ANB AFTER MON•;> »A¥, .mv 14th I'M,.
*rm
°*
*•••• ■'!>' will

Railroad IVi.arf,
«"**. every Monday, Wedneadav
FrV*T *» « P. m., for Eaatport ana 8u
Jolm, with connections for Calais, Robbinston, St.

Andrew,, Pembroke, Konlton, Wood,took, Grand
Men an, Camuobelle,
Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth
Windsor, HaEfa*, Moncton, Newoaatle, Amherst
Ploton, Shediao Bathurst, Dalheneie, Char
lottatown, Fort Fairfield, Grand
Falla, and othel

stations

on

the

New Brunswick and Canada, Intor-

and Annapolis, Western Oonntisa, Rail Hoada, and Stage Bontoe.
£fr*Freight received np to 4p.m. and any information regarding the earn*
nuty be had 9t the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circular*, with Exonraion
Routes, Ticket*
slate Room, and farther information aot>lv a
Company’s Office, 40 Eaehange St.
T.

AFTERNOONS,
Lea\e Great
Little

Cheffcigue at.

,itf

bay and a dance on
Wharf at 7.15. Fare

Long Island—leaving Long

for sail and dance 35 cts.
•33

Partis, wishing to engage this Steamer for saerial
excursions will apply to E. Ponce, oor. Middle aad

Exchange sts.,

or

Capt. Chase aboard the boat.

•Except when chartered

for

special excursions.

5ft24_
Harpswell

dtf

Steamboat Co.

and after

August 30,1883, the Steamer tendon will leave Harpswell daily fsr Portland
ON
follows, via:
as

Leave Harpswell 6.30 a. m.,2.0Op. m.; arriving
at Portland at 8.30 a. m., 4.00 p. m.
Returning, leave Custom House Wharf, Portlaad/
10.00 a. m., 6.00 p. m.; arriving at Harpswell at
12.00 m., 7.00 p.m.

HVNDAV TRIPS.
Leave Portland, 10.00 a. m., 6.00 p.m.; returning
leave Harpswell. 2.00 p. m.
For Passage or Freight, apply on board ta

augSOdtf

I

a. m.

Great Chebeague Band will furnish musio eveip
evening on board this steamer, for a sail down tmk

C, HK-. SET, President and Manager

__

4.80

Chebeague at.4.45 p. m1

Long Island at.6.0u p. m.
11
Jones’ Landing at...6-30 p. w.
Regular Fare (round trip).25
Fare to Peaks’ Island (round trip).15 ea

Capt. GEO. F. WX8T.

—TEA WEB*.

j Steamers!
FARE $1.00.
The elegant new steamer TREMONT and favorite
JOHN BROOKS will alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m.
and IN D1A WHARF, Boston, at 7 o'clock p. m.
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’* rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
steamer

at

night.

(^‘Tickets and Staterooms
JfOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.

for sale at D.

H,

Through Ticket* to New jfork, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
taken

as

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.
deeirlng to nd for friends in the Old Cexwtry will save money by buying their prepaid
steerage ticket* at the General Ocean Steamahlw
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake the
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at present reduced rates by theCunard and other fast flrev
class mail steamers coming direct across tbe ocean,
on the warm Golf Stream route, thus
avoiding aU
dangers from tee and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londeoderry ami Belfast for $21.00; Dublin $22.00; Leodon, Bristol, Cardiff and Galway, $24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Re
teraam, Paris, Bremen and Har ingen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Chrlsti- □sand, Bergen
Trondbjem. Goteborg, Malino, $28 JO; children ma
der 12 half fare. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. FARMER, Agent,
change at low rates.

ALL

ian 24dtf

usual.
dtl

___

22

[TO

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,

Maadwich

Island*.

New

Zealand

and

Australia.
Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

Steamer of 10th does not connect fsr San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands. New Zealand

Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the Geueral Eas-

tOO WASniNOTON 81.,
H 8TON
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type, and all kinds of
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements Inserted in all
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
Owes! prices Send for esttmatee.

tern

Agents,

C. L. BARTLETT A CO.,
119 State Street, Cor. Brand Nt., Boston.
or

to W. I). LITTLE &

CO.,

febSdtf31 Exchange St., Portland.

Maine

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly

and after Saturday the second day of June,
next, the steamers ELEANORA and FRANCONIA will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, every
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 6 p. m., and
leave Pier 38, Fast River, New York, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4. p. m.
During the summer mouths these steamers will
touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and
from New York.
Passage in Stato Room, $5;
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomodations for passengers, making this a very desirable
route
for
travelers
between
New
York
and Maine; or for parties desiring to take a
pleasure excursion in the summer months to Vineyard Haven.

ON

Goods shipped by this line destined beyond Portland
or New York, will be at once forwarded to their

destination on arrival.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
J. B. COVLE. Jr., Lenrral Agents
dtf
Portland, May 10, 1883

General Oeean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale of

passsage tickets by the White Star,
FORCunard, Anchor,
State, American. Red Star,
RotterNorth German
American,

dam, Amsterdam and Italian liues, all first class
fast passage steamers, to and front all points in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and
prepaid ticket* from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid t ickets from inland places in Europe'to inland places iu the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for eale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
&c. and other information apply to J. D. FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 979.

Tan 10_

Rates reduced for Fall and Win*
ter. These steamers take the ex
treme southerly routes,avoiding
all dangers from
icebergs. Cabin $60 ami $80; Excursion $110 and $ 144;
Steerage at low rates The
sailings aro as follows:

Germanic.Sept. 8 | Adriatic.Sept.ll3
Britannic .Sept 22 | Republic...... .Sept. 27
For sailing lists, cabin plans, passage rates and
drafts
to J. L. FARMER, 22
St.

,aply

Exchange

schnapps.
As

general beverage and necessary

a

corrective of water rendered Impure by

vegetable decomposition
as

or other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
A public

saltr of over 30 rears duration in every

country of Udolpho Wolfe'*
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
section of

onr

the medical faculty and a sale unequaled

by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.

For sale by all Vrnggtst

and Grocers.

Ilplo life’s Son & Co..
18 BEAVER STREET,
NEW YORK-

__dly

IMPORTED

WINES &
of all

LIQUORS

kinds*, in the

ORIGINAL

ly

WHITE STAR LINE.
U. 8. and Royal Mail Steamers
to Liverpool Via Queenstown.

St.

Schiedam Aromatic

other alcoholic preparation*

Line to New York.

Lloyd, Hamburg,

Exchange

W.
A.
S.
WOLFE’S

ports.

ROUTE

J. E. WOOTTEN,
O.G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Manager.
Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt.
H. P. BALI)WIN, Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt.

Musie Teachers. Choir Leaders,
001*1

steam-

NEW

by

son.

Peaks.

ana

professional—

Emerson.
Parking.
WHIP*

BROOK

or

(One Way, 93.50.
New York and Philadelphia, ( Excursion, 4.00.

than any other work retailed in this country for
$2.50, or the money will he refunded. Price only
mail. Gold Medal awarded by the Na$1.25
tional Medical Association to the officers of which
the author refers. Illustrated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
Dr. W. H. PARKER, No. 4Bulflnch Street, Boston,
Mass. The author may be consulted on all diseases
requiring skill and experience.
ray30dftwly22

SONG ECHO (75 cts.)—All aro
ial collection. of school music.

»

BOUND

by

W. O.
MERRY

Portland.

Leave

A.M.

9.h0
11.80

11.30

J. B. €OVLE, Jr., General Agrnt.

in Philadelphia

buy ticket* (at any railroad
boat office in New England) via

sure t

•

The untold miseries that result from Indiscretion
In early life may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work published
the Pen bod
lTIcdicnl laiNiitnte. Boston, entitled The Nei
race of IAfe; or, Nelf-Preservation.
It is
not only a complete and perfect treatise on Manhood,
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline in man, Errors of Youth, etc.,
but it contains one hundred and twenty-five prescriptions for acute and chronic diseases, eneh one
of which ia in valuable,so proved by the author
whose experience for 21 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
It
contains 800 wages, bound in beautiful embossed
covers, full pilt, embellished with the very finest
steel engravings, guaranteed to be a finer work in

Ota.)

Leave

Freight

Express Trains, Oouble Track, Stone Balias

KNOW THYSEUm

or

days,

Leave
A. M

A.M.
9.40

10.30
12.00

Leave

Point. South and

GREEN STREETS,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

every seuse—mechanical, literary,

steamerTgazelle.

A. M.
10.00
12.00

£8.20

[6.40

MINNEHAHA.

A.M.
9.00

CAPT. A. >4. ou VKK,
will leave as follows, except on Excursion
when notice will be given in the daily
papers.

M.

P

2.40
6.10
6.80

2.30
6.00
6.20

CAPT, WJI, JT. CRAIG.
Leaves
Leaves
Leaves
Portland.
Evergreen and Tref. Diamond.

3.60
5.16
6.66

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST. PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.

Also, the easv RUTH and BOAZ (65 cts.) and the
fine scenic Cantati, JOSEPH’S BONDAGE ($1.)
Also all the Oratorios, Masses, and a largo number
of Sacred and Secular Cantatas. Send for lists!
Cftr Phniro SHEPHERD CHURCH COLLECrUI lillUII 0 TION ($1.25.) TEMPLE ($1.) HEKALDOF PRAISE ($1.) ANTHEM HARP ($1.25)
EMERSON’S BOOK OF ANTHEMS ($1.25.)
CHURCH :0FFERING;($1.25.) GEM GLEANER
($1.), and many others. Send for descriptive lists.
Any book mailed for the retail price.
Lists free. Inquiries cheerfully answered.

d

all

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.
Stations

now

108

to

P.M.

12.40
2.00
8.16

STEAMER

2.40

6,00

11.46
P.M.

P.M.

m*

NINTH AND

WREATH

residence

30 p.

-BETWEEN-

MANUOOD

For Hi2.li

SEE HERE!
want of fa nice
any
CAN
great bargains at Gorham Village.
One 2

m., 12.55 and 0

Bound Brook Route.

JAS. T. FURBER. Gen. Snpt.

,

•

a.

HEADING R. i

SO Cents.

For Common Schools By1!*?O.
J. M. DYER & CO'S rOORWILI*
(50
CHIMES
(50 eta.)
511 EoaitrcNS Street.

Portland 8.45

Pullman Car Ticket, for Seats and
IS.-rtk..eld at Depot Tirbri Otllrr outy.
dune 17, 1883
PAYSON TUCKER,
D. W. SANBORN,
General Manager.
oLUCHJS TUTTLE,
a.Master of Trans.
Gen’l Pass'r Agent
junlSdtf

return,

Summer Visitors

0!40

We.t.

Young, Uli<ldl<

CAPT. A. 8. OLIVER.
Leaves
Leaves
Leaves
Peaks'.
White Head Cushings
A.M.
AJn.
A.M.
9.20
9.80
9.40
11.00
11.10
11.80

Leave#
Portland.
A.M.
9.00
10.30
12.16

8.00

At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
At 7.00 p
Ilt> I> 1
m.
in Portland at 11.00 p.m.

2.00 a. m.
Through Tickets

Fare to Camp Ellis and return includ ing a rid
along the Beach, in the observation cars of th
Orchard Beach K. R.

A Book for Krery Iflnn !
aged nud Old.

4.30
6.10

land

P. & O. R. R. will sell tickets from Portland
and the B. & M. Transfer Station to the Mt.
THE
Pleasant House and
for

Now Is your time toleok upon a panoramic view not
excelled from Mt. Washington.
•J. F. CHUTE. Manager.
Mt. Pleasant, Aug. 20, 1883.
aug28dl w

P. M.

3.15

P.

lit rough Pullman Sleeping Cars
On Trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Port-

80 Cents.

Gen.

11.16

M.
2.30
3.46

u‘
2.00
r-

Pullman Parlor Cars
On Trains leaving’Boston 9 a.m., 12.80 and 7.00 p.

COMMENCING AEG. 30, 1883.

$3.00.

arrive

and

Faro to Orchard Beach and return

H. STEVENS,
jljl6<ltf

—TO—

11.00

A.

a. m. and 12.65
p. m.
m Portland 6.00 p. m

Passenger trains leave Portland at 10.00 a. m.t
1.00, 3.30, and 6.30 p. m. Returning leave Orchard
Beach for Portland at 12.22, 2.45, 7.30, and 9.49

EXCURSION

0.45

A. M.
0.20
7.35
9.45

At

campTllis.

Extra

STEAMER GAZELLE

4.60

SPRING ARRANGEMENTS.

At

$6.00

p. M
2 20

—1

M.
0.10
7.26
11.30

Train* leave Portland

Slimf'TRAINS

llth, 1883.

M.

3.30
6.00
0.40

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., SU
John, N.B., Halifax, N. S., Ac.

—TO}—

SEPT. IOth &

9.40

2.16

10.30

TABLE.

11.06

1HTEBSATIOMAL STEAMSHIP rn.

J. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S .H. STEVEHS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
ap5

ORCHARD

A. M.
6.46
7.00
9.00

John

St.

б. 05 p.

FOR NEW
12.55, and 6.30 p, m.
MARKET! at 6.16, and 8.46 a.m.
FOR
FARMINGTON.
N. II.,
ROCHESTER,
ACTON RAY, WOCFBOROLGH AND
CENTRE HARBOR at 8.46 a.m., and 12.56
FOR MANCHESTER! AND CONp. m.
CORD! N. H., (via New Market Jet.) at 6.15
a. m., (via Lawrence) at 8.46 a. m.
MORNING TRAIN LEAVES KENNEBVNK

Grand Trunk Railway.

9.30
11.00
P.

TIME

7.20

MM. J. I’KAIb.
Leaves
Leaves
Diamond.
Evergreen and Tret.

Leaves
Portland.

Oak-

38.00 p.

EXETER.HAVERDILL.
AND

6.10

m.

Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.15 p. m.; Wt. John,
7.00 and 8.00 a. m„ 9.00 p. m.; II ou I ton, 7.00
а. m., 8.30 p. m.;
Nt. Stephen, 7.30 a. m.,
9.00 p. m.; Vaacrboro, 2.00 a. m. 10.10 a. m.,
1.50 p. m,; Bucksport, 5.10 a. m. 10.00 a. m.,

8.45a.m.,12.656.15aud 6.30pm.FAIK SALMON
EALLS,at 6.16,8.45 a. m., 12.56, and ,5,16
m.,

_

MINNEHAHA.
STEAMER
(APT.

Wlatkron,

From

I’OKTI.AIVD for HOMTON
at B.15, 8.46 a. m., 12.66 ami 6.30
at 10.45.
p. m., arriving at Boston
a.m,, 1.16 4.45, and 10.00 p. m.
BOSTON FOR PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30,3.30,and 7.00p.m., arriving at Portland
at 12.55, 6.00, 8.16 and 11.00 p. m.
BOSTON
FOR OLD ORt nARD BEACH, at 8.00,
9.00a.m., 12.30, 3.30 and 7.00 p. m. OLI)
ORCHARD BEACH FAIR BOSTON at
0.40, 9.13 a. m., 1.23, 3.60 and 6.64 p. m.
PORTLAND
FOR
SCARBOBO
RE ACH, AND PINK POINT, at 6.15,8,45,
10.26 a. m., 12.36, 2.15, 6.15, 6.00,Jand 8.15 p.m.
FOR OLD ORCHARD IIFACU at 6.15,
8.46, 10.25 a. m., 12.35, 12.55, 2.15, 5.15, 6.00,
6.30 and 8.15 p. m. Returning leave A) CD AIRCHARD at 7.59, 9.34, 11.40 a. m„ 12.29, 2,46,
4-33, 6.00. 7.25, 7.48 and 10.30 p. in.
PORTLAND FAIR NAA;0, at 6.15, 8.45,10.25 a. m.,
12.35,12.65. 6.16, 6.00,6.30 and 8.15* p.m. FOR
HIDDEFORDat 6.15, 8.45,10.2o a.m.,12.36,
12.56, 6.15, 6.00 and 8.15* p. m. FOR KEN>
NERIJNK at 6.16, 8 45 a. m., 12.55, 6.16 and
8.15* p.m. FOR WBLLSt at6.16, 8.45 a. m.,
and 5.15 p. in. FAIR NORTH Bl RWICR,
GREAT PALLS. AND DOVER, at 6.15,

a.

Honmouih,

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND AND BOSTON

On and after Monday, June 18, 1883,
PANtKNUKKTKAIItiil M'lE.I, l.fcAVfi

FOR

A. M.

9.00
10.15

7.80

m.,

Fast Express, with Reclining Chair (Jar
attached, and stope between Portland and Bangor
at Brunswick, Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta,
Wnterviile and Newport onlyt arriving In Bangor
at 9.46 p. m. and St. John at 0.80 following
morning.
}The 11.16 p. m. train Is the night express with
sleeping oar attached and runs ersry night Sundays included but not through to Sxowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucks port and Dexter or
beyond Bangor sn Sunday mornings.

Boston & Maine Railroad,
SUMMER

p.

Leaves

Cushing’s.

tt.li

P. M.
2.10
3.25
6.10
0.30

a.

t The

g
it.
8.00

p.

1.

P. M.
1.46
3.00
4.30
O. 10

aud

m.

Farmington,

dtf
11

0.30

7.35
9.25
10.66

a.

anil .Uaranacook, S.16 a. m. 1.16 p.
land and North Anson, 1.16 p. m.

11.06
3.16
notice to conductors.

■'

6.45

7.00
9.00
10.30

SUNDAY

r.

Hockland,

0.46
6.30

16.26
16.29
16.33
10.63
7.00

p. m.
2.16

m.

9.66
H0.06
110.36
tl0.40

1.20
0.46

I lsII 111. .1

LeaveB
Peaks’.

on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.
and Knox ft Lincoln B. B.,
m., 1.20 p. m. and on Saturdays only at
p. m.; Auburn nnd Lewistsin, 8.16
a. m. 1.15 p. tu.,
6,06 p. m. Lewiston yin
Brunswick 6.46
a.
m.,
111.16 p. m.;

p.

6.00
6.07

MONTREAL^QUEBEC

Remedy did wondcra for mo,

and 1 have no hesitancy in recommending it to all
afflicted with kidney or liver diseases, as I am positive that by its use they will find immediate relief.
You may use this letter In any way you choose, SO
that the peoplo may know of a sure medicine for
the cure of all diseases of kidneys and liver.”

2
8
9
10
14
16

B
r. u

—

bottle of A. 1’. Gilson, G30 Tremont street, Boston,
and before I bad used this one bottle I found relief,

Day* of

Cnpl. Jilin

Leaves
Portland.

Mltowhegan

ix„

York.

Mr. C. 0.

lows:

Wltham’s

LAWRENCE,

New Brunswick

a.

mls.

Perley’s Mills,

BEN ROBIN

Wheeler, No 23 Austin strait, Cambridgpcrt, Mass., makes the following remarkable
statement. On April 27, 1883, he writes as fol-

6.06
3
6
7
8
14
16

for

and
Belfast
111.16 p. m.:
m.
1.16 p. m„ 1.20
Watrrville,
in. t6.10
m.
Aup.
p.
111.16 p. m
gusta, HnHowell, dardiaeraud Brun
swick 6.45 a. m., 1.20 p. m., 16.10, 6.30 and
111.16 p. rs.; Hath 0.45 a. In. 1.20 p. m., 5.30
m.;
p.

?..16

as

10.27
6.13
16.30
lo,46
t6.34 110.49
Perley’s Mills,
Wltliam’s,
t6.H8 tl0.63
Rankin's Mill*,
16.68 til.13
7.06
11.20
Bridgton Junct. Ar.
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.
No*, of Trains.
2
4

8.45

—

run

Leave

Sandy Creek
IngalTs Road,

p.m.

Maine Central Railroad

Hunt’s

liver i rouble.0

MONDAY, June
INtli, Passenger Train* will run
as follows
Crave
Portland tor Dexter, Bangor
V auce boro,
Ml John,
Halifax
and
the Provinces St. Andrews,
Ml.Stephen,
Fredericton Aroostook
County, aud all
stations on B.& Piscataquis U. K., 1.16
15.10 p. m. tll.16
p. m., 1.20 p. in.,

1883.

follow*:
TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.
Noe. of Train*.
1
3
From Bricoton
mlb. a. m.
a. m.

Leaving Boston Oct 18th and Dec. 27ih.

and continuing its use, my pains and weakness all
disappeared, and ! feel llko a rtew man, with new

Carascas.New York. .Laguayra.. .Sept
Gallia.New York. .Liverpool
.Sept
Normandie-.....*. New York. .Uavre.Sept
Fulda.New York..Bremen.Sept
City Washington.. .New York. .Vera Cruz.. .Sept
Parisian

woman.

Passenger trains will

Ingall’s Road
Sandy Creek,
Bridgton, Arrive.
t Slops when signalled
1*24

auglO

years.

FROM

well

Monday, July 23d,

nnd after

On

TAKES EFFECT

CALIFORNIA,

DUKE A MAN OF HIM.

6 months.
In Bridgton, Aug. 27, Samuel Thornes, aged 00
years 6 months.
In Paris, Aug. 24, Mrs. Miranda C. Briggs, aged
62 years.
In South Waldoboro, Aug. 24, Philip Wallace,
aged 03 years.
In Hartland, Aug. 31, Mrs. John Itines, aged 71

HAtl.arau

a

I have
dy with the most gratifying results.
recommended it many times, and as many times

In thl* city, Sept. 2, Winthrop Sfcanwood Jordan,
aged 63 years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In thl* olty, Sept. 1, Mr*. Ellen, widow of the iato
Daniel Reardon aged 70 years, 3 months.
[Funeral this Mouday morning at 8 Vi o’clock,from
her late residence, No. 60 Maple street.
In this city. Sept. 1, Alice IS., wife of Frauk I..
Bowie, aged 24 years.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon, at 2 o’clock, at
Burial at convenience of
No. 42 Montreal srreet.
tbe family.
In this city, Aug, 21, Miss Maria Quinby.
In this city, Aug. 31, James Dolan, aged 30 years

00

relatives

is

Rem<

DEATHN.

H.M.Corn, car lots.08Vi
Superfine and
low grades .3 60@4 60 Mi* Corn,car lots @66 Vi
X Spring and
Corn, bag lots.... 70@72
XX Spring.. 6 00@6 00 Oats, car lots.40
New Gats.40
Patent Spring*
Wheats.7 60@8 00 Gate, bag lots.60
08
Meal
Michigan Winter etraigbts5 25@5 75 CottonSeed.car lots 28 00

TEftTIVfONY.

Captain Joseph L. Hay dm?, residing at No. 924
Fourth street, South Boston, Mass., formerly captain in the army, now with the Walworth Manufac-

STEAMER EXPRESS.

a.

flAME CENTRAL RAMOAD.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Bridgton dunct. Leave
Rankin’s Mills,

Beverly;

35%c; receipts 162,000.
Pork dull; spot new mess 13 75gl4 00.

a

Heeds.

30

Boston Prod nee market.

Would you avoid the rocks and quicksands
which have proved the ruin of a great multitude setting out on the voyage of life? If so,
lose no time in procuring “The Science of

75®4 00
Gilt Edge Ver....28Sfc24< Red Top.3
Choice.20®21< J Timothy.2 00@2 25

BALTIMORE—Cld 30th, sob Henry Sutton,Toole,
Portland.
Ar 3oth, ship Florence, Hobs, Liverpool.
PHILADELPHIA—A r 30th, brig Rabboni,Coombs
Bangor; schs Ralph Sinnett, Pink ham, St John, NB
Keystone,Wilder, Red Beach; J S Inbaaham,Drinkwater, Portland; Tennessee, Robinson, Rockland;
City of Augusta, Johnson, Richmond, Va; Helen A
Chase, Adams, and Geo G Green, Burton, Kennebec
Celina, Abams, and Gcorgie Shepherd, Rich, do.
Old 30th, barqne Jaa E Brett, Blake, for Tuborg;
schs Emma Crosby, Crosby, for Pembroke; Lavinia
Campbell,Franklin, Chelsea; Paul Seavey, Fletcher,
Chelsea.
Ar 31st, schs Jas Ford, Nickerson, and Addie G

Montevideo.27 @ 32
26
Cape Good Hope.
@32
Australian.39 (a) 44
Donskoi.
25
^ 28
There continues to be a fair movement in Wool
and prices are steady.

A sneak thief when called upon by the judge
to state what his occupation was by which he
gained his livelihood, answered, “I am a rag
and bone merchant; I ‘rag’ pocket-books, and
‘bone’ anything I can get my hands on.”—
Boston Courier.

Creamery.?5@20<

@

U on washed.16
Buenos Ayres.
28

druggists.

Butler.

North.

@ 35
@34
@ 39

Texas.15
Canada pulled.30
Do Combing..32
Smyrna washed..20

The weak, worn and dyspeptic should take
Colden’s Liquid Beef Tonic. Ask for Colden’s,

18

NORFOLK—Ar 29tb, sch Grace Andrews, Andrews. Wiscasset.
GEORGETOWN, DC—Cld 29th, sch Gen Adelbert
Ames, Jameson, Portland.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 28th, sch James R Talbot,
Crocker, Windsor, NS.
Ar 30th, sch Ariadne, Colby, Windsor. NS.
FORTRESS MONROE—Sid 20tli, barque Henry
Knight, Pendleton, (from Baltimore) for Belfast.
Eighty-eight vessels in Hampton Roads bound

@36
@40
@ 32

soperUne.25
No 1.
15
Combing and delaine—
Fine and No 1 combing.42
Fine delaine.
,38
Low and coarse.80
Medium unwashed.25
Low unwashed.
20
California.
10

Jefferson Davis will probably indulge in a
post-mortem kick at Jere Black. Very well.
In the words of the French contemporaries—
"Le roi ett mart; vive le Roi!"—'"The lion is
is dead; long live the
jackass!”—Chicago
News.

bag lots.23 60
Mida, car lots $23 Vi @25
28 60
do
26
bag lots
atents.6 75.^7
Provision*.
Produce.
Pork—
I
bbl—
Cranberries,
.18 76@19 25
Backs
Maine ...12 0O@13 00 |
25
Cape Cod,15 Q0(al7 00 I clear-17 75§i8 00
Mess.10 60@17
2 50 a, 2 75
Pea Beans
11
6n
Beef..
06
00@11
50a)2
[Mess
Mediums....2
Ex !We»s..l2 00@12 60
German med2 00 a2 26
Plate.12 76@1S 26
Yellow Kyes3 60®3 06
Ex Plate. 14 00&14 25
Onions ^>bbl. 3 25o^3 5C
13Vi@14c
New Potatoes
—@1 6C ,Hams
Sweet Potatoes4 00 £601 jllaius.covered 14Vi@10c
lizard—
doz.
(&23<
Kggs
lb
08/«@ 9Va
Turkeys, p1 lb. 00c I Tub,
9*4 @ 98/8
23£,c ! 'Pierces..
Chickens......*
Pail
lO^lOVi
18®
Fowl

Portland.

@ 42
@38

XX.34
Fine.38
Medium....38
Common.28
Other Western*
ifineandX.
.33
Medium.v..37
Common.
.28
Pulled—Extra..30

advantage.”

OlKwQ 26
60@6 76

Buck, Putnam, Wilmington, NO.
WILMINGTON, NO—Ar 29th, brig Ch&8 Dennis,
Connacher, Bath.
RICHMOND—Ar 29th, ich Lucia Porter, Grindle,
Kennebec.
Ar 30th. schs Ada Ames, Adams, Rockland; Abbie Dun, Gilchrist, Kennebec.
Sid 29th, sch Carrie M Riebardaon, Holbrook, for

B

For Bridoton

SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 28th, ship City of Brook1> n, Sw an, Port Townsend.
Sid 30th, ship Standard, for Liverpool.
POUT TOWNSEND—Ar 20th, ship Abner Coburn,

Ar 20th, sch Charlotte T Sibley, Bartlett, from
Belfast.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 25th, schs Lena R 8torer, fm
New Haven.
Ar 27th, sch M K Rawley, Rawley, Prevalence.
Cld 25th, brig Isaac W Parker, Kneeland, San
Nicolas.
CHARLESTON-Cld 30th, sch Ella M Watts,
Gerry, Boston.
PORT ROYAL—Ar 31stf sch Jane Bright, Barter, Boston.
Sid 31st, seh Minnie A Bons&ll, Bonsall, for New
York.
Ar 26th, sch Hattie McG
BUCKSVILLE, SC

Market.
Boston, Sept. 1—[Reported for the Press].—Th
is a List of price* quoted this afternoon:

Extra and

TO

Nickels, Hiogo.
.JACKSON VILLE-Cld 27th, sch Lois V Chaples,
Partridge, New York.

following

Horeford's Acid Phosphate as a Nerve
Food.
Dr. J. W. Smith, Wellington, O., says: “In
impaired nervous supply I have used it to

SackedBran

1

m.—fromBartlett and local stations
12.66 noon—from Fabvan’s and all Mountain points.
0.15 p. m.—from No. Conway (mixed train leaving
No. Conway 2.00 p. ia. for Portland and way stations.)
7.45 p. m.—Express from Montreal, Burlington,
Ogdensburg &o.
J. IIA nil,TON, (Superintendent.
CHAK.H.rOTK, O.T.A.
Portland, J«ne22d, 1883.
Jun23dtf
8.40

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central K. R., and
at GrandTrnuk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk K. It.
Through tlokets to all points Sonth and West, at
Spot offices and at Rollins A Adams’ No. S2 Exchange Street.
01* Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETKRS.’Snpt.
Ju6

Bridgton,

two grand Inter trips

DOMESTIC PORTS.

The W ool

Michigan-

All TruTellinsr Expenses Included.

Slat, barque Edward Kidder,

Luuet. The MOT will probably be taken to Portland for repairs.
Sch Edw Johnson, of Belfast, was driven ashore
during the late gale at Cow Bay, and remains, badly
dumaged and full of water.

Francisco, Sept. 1.—The following are the
of mining stocks to-day:
Best & Belcher....
414
Eureka. 6%»
Gould & Curry.
Hale & Norcross.
414
Mexican.
334
Ophir
3%
Savage. 2 Vs
Northern Belle. # 14
Sierra Nevada... 3%
Union Con..
6s's
Yellow Jacket .. 33/8

Choice XX.37
FineX.
36
Medium.
38
Coarse...30

100fcbbls

MEMORANDA.
Sch Minnie C Taylor, which was reported to hare
struck on a ledge at Gardiner 27th, appears to have
got caught on a sunken log which drifted under Uer
while lying at the wharf. She was left in a bad
position when the tide went out, losing part of keel
and leaking freely. Her| cargo of lumber has been
discharged and will be taken to New York by echr

closing official quotations

Ohio and Pennsvlvanla—
Picklock and &XX.40

lots30
26(5,0 60 CottonSeod,bag
car lot,

Sid fm Gravesend

(By Telegraph.)

San

2.

EXCHANGE.]
Aug 31, ship Patrician, Jaoksou*

Griffin, New York.

California .Hiuiug itoclM.

Prince Bismarck has ordered his “final bust”
made by a sculptor named Schilling. It costs a
great many ordinary men more than a Schilling to go on a final “bust.”—Norristown Herald.

Do roller.... 6
St. Lonis Winter straight 6
Do roller. ..6
Winter Wheat

Pay tu.

.'floury market.
(By Telegraph.)
New York, Sept. 1.—Money easy at 2®2% on
call and closed at 2 ; prime mercantile paper 6 V d>
6%. Exchange dull and weak at 481% for long and
48n% lor short. Governments steady. State bonds
inactive. Railroad bonds are firm.
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:
—..132
Chicago* Alton
Chicogo * Alton pref.140
......
.124%
Chicago, Burr & Quincy
Erie. 30%
Erie pref.
76%
Illinois Central...128
Lake Shore...101%
83%
Michigan Central..
New Jersey Central.
82%
Northwestern.
.123%

with

dlyr

RAYMOND’S
VACATION
EXCURSIONS.

MKRCHJLKT'S

FROM

I)el.& Lackawanna.122

In localities where
two hundred feet

confidential

37,700
6,224,025

Northwestern pref.142%
New York Central.116
Rock Island..
St. Paul.103
St. Paulpref...
...118%
Union Pacific Stock...
90%
Western Union Tel. 77%
Adams Ex. Co.133
American Ex. Co. 88%
Boston Air Line. 80%
Canada Southern. 52%
Del. * Hudson Canal Co.:....104%

Wit and Wisdom.

who is on
Traveller.

Fleetwood, Cooper, Hay Fuady,
mackerel; Alabama, Naylor, 80 do.

..

be done, but where a herd of fifteen or
twenty cows are kept it will pay to dig a
large well and pump the water up with a
good windmill. The advantages thus gained
over poor water would soon pay for both the
well and mill.—Massachusetts Ploughman.

When

SUNDAY, Sept.

for Glen House, Crawford’s, Fabyan’s and all
White Mountain Resorts, will not stop at So.
Windham, White Hock, Hiram or Brownfield.
O. 25 p. u. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Trains arrive in Pordand:

ICXtlirBHIONH.

Arrived.
Sch

New York *fock and

i

nschO

SAILED—Brig Stephen Bishop.

Sid fru Cardiff

if there are not natural sp-ines that
the surface, it is in most places so
situated very easy to dig a well half way up
the hill, and put a pipe in it to lead the
water into a tank located down the hill,
where it will be below the bottom of the
well. In this way a constant supply of pure
water can be obtained at a trifling expense,
except the labor. On level land this can not

*

Sell Orrie V Drisko. Drisko, Macblas, to load for
Matansas— Chase, Leavitt A Co.
Sch Teaser. McIntyre Tbomaston, to load for New
York—J Nickerson & Son.
Sch Frank O Game, Rogers, Kennebec to load.for
Philadelphia-J Niokerson A Son.
Soh Essex, Drinkwater, Kennebec, to load for New
York—Orlando Niokerson.
Sch Regulator, Weseott, Castine—N Blake.
Sch Mabel, Strout, Cherrytiold -N Blake.
Sch Vixen, Hodgdon, North Haven—N Blako.

Train* leave Portland as follows I
N. 25 A. HI.—For Fabyan’s. Littlston, Lancaster,
and all points on It. C. M. R. R., St. Jobnsbary
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. & L,
0. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
This train, equipped with elegant Parlor cars and
new passenger ooachee and baggage oars, will run
through without change to Montreal,with through
cars to Swauton ancf Burlington via. St. Johnsbury.
12.35 p. m. (Transfer station 1.00 p. m.) Express

a. m.

This Powder never varies. A marvelo! pnrliy,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot bo Bold in competition with the multitude ot low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders, H»ld only in oana.
Royal Baking Powdkb Co., loti Wall Bt., N. Y.

Soh Julia S, (Br) French, St John, NB—Mark P

On nnd after Monday June 25tta,
INS3, until further notice Passenger

Baltimore, Washington, and the
Khia,
outh and with Boston & Albany R. R. for
the Weal. Parlor Cats on train
leaving Portland
at 1.05 p. m. and train leaving Worcester at 8.00

Absolutely

Emery,

Loans, decrease..
$1,716,000
Specie, increase.
121,900
Legal tenders, decrea*. e.
104,200
Deposits.decrease. 1,638,000
17,700
Circulation, increase

of

Clark &

Sch Ranger, (Br) Dickson, Moncton, NB—master.
Flash, (Br) Uattield, St John, NB-Gallagher

40%

BURLINGTON, VT„
OGDENSBUKG, NT. ¥.,
AND MONTREAL.

1.03 p. m.
Far Recheater, Npriagvalr, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco Rirer.7.30 a. in., 1.03
p. m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Ketnrnlng
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.16
a. m., and 3.86 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 0.40 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
For Oerhara,
Naccnrappn, Cumberland
Westbrook
and Woodford’s.
Mills,
a. in.,
1.05, O.’JO and (mixed)
}t».30
*0.30 p. in.
The 1.03 p. in. tialn from Portland eonneots at
•Inn*, with lloosac Tunnel Route for
t leWest, and at Union
Repot, Worcester, for
Vork via Norwich Cine, and all
rail,
vUNpringtldd, also with N. V. & N. R. R.
B .("Steamer Maryland Route") for Phtladel-

POWDER
Pure.

George*

Sch
& Co.

59

Bank Statement.

come to

more

20
39

New York. Sept. 1.—The following is the week
ly Bank statement ending to-day:

high,

of

Bay, OB—
Brig Ernestine, Norton, Greenock—Geo S Hunt

—

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

—TO—

and

w. 1

Cllnlon, Aver Jane., Fitchburg,
nathus, Lswsll, Windham, and Up.
ping at 7.30 a. in. and 1.03 p. m.
Far Manchester, Concord and points North, at

Cow

or

a.

TABLE

TIME

Far

Cleared.

& Co.
Sch Baylis Wood, Coombs,| Baltimore
town—J B Dodge.
Sch Emma, Littlejohn, Philadelphia
Chaplin Ice Co.

at 7.30

I8LAND 8TEAMKB8.

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

m.

NEWS.

Southwood, (Br) Walker,

Steamer

of Trains.

Monday, June IN.
1NN3. passenger Trains will leave

^^.Portlaad

Soh Webster, Stinson, with 50Jbbls mackerel.

York Manufacturing Co.850

Reserve, increase.
Reserve surplus.

Portland & Ogdensburg R, B.

R. R

1.03 p. m., arriving at Woroester
2.16 p, m. and 7C80 p. m. Returning loaye
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.16 a,
in., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. in. and 6.40 p.

to John Gulliver.
Soh Tiger, Dauglas, Deer Isle.
Sen Lucinda, Gray, Deer Isle.

Wabash preferred... 32%
Northern Pacfic preferred.
7 2%
N ortliern Pacific common.
Sales at the Boston Brokers’ Board. Sept. 1.

the season. The owner of such pastures is
saved the trouble of looking after the supplv
of water and the labor of cleaning out the
pond several times in the season, as he is
often compelled to keep up the supply,
When cows are obliged to depend on a surface-fed pond for water they often get a
abort supply, and the owner does not know
it until the cows fail to give the usual supply
of milk.
Milch cows are often compelled to drink
water made thick with mud and slime, bebanse their owners fail to give the subject
of water that attention which its importance
demands. Farmers should not forget to
made frequent examinations of the water
or

tb
each

NEW YORK STOCKS.
Denver & R. G. 26
Missouri Pef... 97%

Omaha

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER

at

SATURDAY, Sept. 1.
Arrived.
Steamer Falmouth, Hall, St John, NB, via Eastport for Boston.
Sch Melinda, (Br) Dexter, Kempt, NS—plaster to
Knight, Whidden & Co.
SchOrinco, (Br) Melanson, Windsor, NS—plaster
to Knight, W bidden A Co.
Sch lantbe. Miller, Prospect Harbor—ballast stone

Vio$* lb

L. R. & Ft Smith.
Marquette, Hugh ton & Onfc. common
Mexican Central 7s.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

Arrangement
On and after

PORT OF PORTLAND.

BOSTON STOCKS.

Good Water for Crttle.
a pasture the value of a
never-failing supply of good water should
not be overlooked, for good feed with bad
water is Dot much better than poor feed
with good water. A small pond fed by surface drainage is always muddy and otherwise impure, besides being often low if not
entirely dried up. A good spring on a side
hill makes a very desirable drinking place
for both man and beast, but the best water
supply is a constantly runniug stream of
good water; this can not always be had; but
when a pasture is found that has such a
stream running through it, it adds very
much to its value more than either buyers
or sellers
usually consider it; therefore
when one is in search of a pasture and finds
one with a good stream running through it,
he will be very likely to be able to buy it
for less than its real value.
In such pastures the cattle will not only have a constant
supply of good water but the land on either
side of the stream will furnish feed that is

one

ai-AaiUSTE

T.& S. P. 82%
Vi
Boston &Maine....
Flint & Pere Marquette common... 24Vi
Flint * Pere Marquette preferred. 99

In purchasing

hills

7

•.

Portland and Worcester Line.

29

MINIATURE ALMANAO.SEPTEMBER 3.
ttign water, (p mj..12.17
Moon sets. 7.13

A.

Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. S. Carter.
Yarmouth, W. E. Smith.

are

.Liverpool_Sept

$jn rlB<vt..
San Belt.6.83

following

Thomaston, S. Delano.
Yinalhaveu, H. M. Roberts.

always acceptable during the dry portion

York.

KA1I.RO ADS.

——_

Slock IVlarkei*
The
quotations of stocks are reported
and corrected daily by Woodbury & Moulton, oornet
of Middle and Exchange streets.

Springvale,

supply for their cattle.

Belgravia.New

KAIJLR0ADS.

luscuLiiimn.

Adriatic.New York.. Liverpool.... Sept
Alps.New York..Kingston, J.Sept
Samaria..Boston.... .Liverpool... .Sept
Pavonia.New York. .Liverpool... .Sept
City of Home.New York .Liverpool... Sept
Parthia
.Boston.Liverpool....Sept 23

II ides and Tallow.
The following are Portland quotations on Hides
and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hides over 90 lbs weight. .7c
Ip lb
Ox and Steer Hides between 80©90 lbs.. (5c
l> lb
Steer Hides under 90 lbs. 5Vio|> lb
Cow Hides, all weights. 5Vic$> ib
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights
4e
lb

Hallowell, C. L* Spaulding.

there

Uenfuegos.New York. Cienfuegoi..8«pt
Bothnia.New York..Liverpool....Sept

8
8
8
11
12
13
14
15
19
22

....

city.
Auburn, Willard Small A Ch,
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.

t

Germanic.New York. .Liver*ool....Sept
Batavia.Boston.Liverpool•.. .Sept

Apple**.
Oranx<N.
@
Eating V bbl.. 3 50g4 00 i Valencia
@
Evaporated lb 16 Vi @18 Vi Florida.
Dried Applea. ...9**@10 1 Messina.
@
Sliced
...log 10Vi Palermo.6 60@6 00
liemooM.
Sugar.
Messina.4 50@6 00
9
Granulated fr lb
Extra O.8 Vi Palermo.4 60@6 P4*
The following quotations of American stocks at
liOndpn were received to-day by cable:
Atlantia* Great Western firsts. 42
Do seconds....
10Vi
Erie. 80Vi
Heading...—. 28%
Pennsylvania Railroad,. 69
New York,Ontario* Western. 21 Vi

THE PKES6.

•hisholm Bros.,on all trains that

Furnessia......NewYorkTXirerpool....Sept

Good.15@16c I Clover.16 @16
Kainiun.
Store.12gl4c
€hee«e.
Muscatel.1 70@2 40
Vermont....
10@12 London Lay’r 2 20@2 30
N Y Fact’y..
10gl2 Ondura Val.. 10 Vi@l 1%

press.

PACKAGES,

-FOB SALK

BT

R. STANLEY & SON,
4102NEW

NO. POKE

Importer*

NrREET,

FORT*

LAND, M AINE.
Also, OwieralJManagers for^s'ew|Englan<l,
FOR THE CEI.EBKATEIF

Summit

Mineral

Spring Water,

FROM HARRISON, MAINE,

•0(10

THE

NKW.'ADVEBTISEmENTS TO-DAY.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Reed—Boston.
ENTERTA IN MENTS.
Banjo and Guitar Lewons-F. W. Wcssanbcrg
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
For Sale—Real Estate.
Removal—John R. Lincoln.
Guns—G. L. Bailey.
Excursion to Alt. Desert.
Dr.

Simonds,

The Drs. Read of Bostcu are
meeting with
merited success in their
specialty. Patients
from all parts of New
can
to

testify

their skill; while the large
experience they
have had in their chosen work and the remarkable cures they have accomplished entitle
them to the confidence of the public.
They
“Evans

House,”

The most welcome addition to the choice
things of the larder is Hub Punch, sold in
bottles only by Grocers, Druggists and Wine
Merchants generally.
sep3M,Th,F&w
Tub American Express Company transfer
money by telegraph between any of its four
thousand agencies in New England, Middle
and Western States, making delivery of same
at local addresses wheu requested.

»ugl7

oodSt

Mothers—Mrs. Winslow's
Soothing Strop should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little sufferer at onoe; it produces natural,
quiet
sleep bv relieving the child from pain, and the
little cherub awakes as "bright as a button
It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the
ohild, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves
wind, regulates the bowels, and is the beat
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising
from teething or other causes. Twenty-five
Advice

•enta

a

to

bottle.

deoi_WSM&wly
Enterprising

local agents wanted in this
article that is sure to sell; live
druggists and grocers preferred. Address Humiston Food Preservative Co., 72 Kilby Street,
Boston.
jy30-daw2m
for

town

an

_

Ir you are troubled with

rheumatism,

neu-

ralgia, asthma or catarrh, get a Pine Hygenic
Mattress, manufactured and sold *by J. H
Gaubert, 199 Middle street, Portland, Me.
»“K*1
dtf
_

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful
weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, 4S4 Congress Street.
United States District Court.
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

Saturday.—The United States Diaurict
Court,
Judge Webb.preeiding, opened to day The case of
Andrew Eagan against the schooner A. P. Emerson
for

damages in the sum of $8000 for injuries received by falling into that vessel’s hold, was called
on.
Testimony on plaintiff’s side was taken and the
Court

adjourned.
Municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Saturday.—Thomas Mackey, Thomas "Whalen.
Intoxication. Fined $3 and costs each.
Brief Jottings.
Deaths last week 22.
Schools begin next Monday.
Arrests last week 49; drank 29.
Value of foreign exports last week
92.

$26,926.

Intentions of marriage announced last month
25.

Yacht Minnie of Salem is in the harbor and
party stopping at the Falmouth.
iYanboe Lodge will elect a Keeper of Rec-

me

ords and Seals tomorrow night.
Fine day yesterday. Mercnry 60° at 8 a.
m.,
72° at noon, 66* at snnrise; wind south west.
On and after today the 7.30 p. m.
of the

trip

Minnehaha will be discontinued.
The Mrs. John Rines who died in
Hartland,
August 31st, was the mother of the Rines
the
well
Bros.,
known merchants of this city.
Cadet Midshipman John G. Berry, son of

Stephen Berry, Esq

is at

home

on

a

day’s furlough.

thirty

R. W. Soule, Esq., treasurer and steward of
the Maine Insane Asylum, was in town Satur-

day.
C. P. DeGroat, advance agent of
“Lights
o'London” company, is at the United States
Hotel.

The Grand Trank did an increased business
in Angnst over the corresponding month last
year.

Cruelty Agent Sawyer killed a worn out
horse Saturday, belonging to C. N.
Gould,

New Gloaceeter.
Messre. Geo. S. Hunt & Co.

v

Saturday, ship-

ped to Greenock, Scotland, by brig Ernestine,
103,850 gallons sugar house Byrap.
Last Thursday a boy by the name of
Goosey
lost his two fingers by catching them in the
at
Dana's
gearing
mill, Saccarappa.
The operatives in the gingham mill of the
Westbrook

Manufacturing Company went on
an excursion to Peaks' Island
Saturday.
Mr. E. L. Dyer, Recorder of the
Municipal
Court, and Mr. Will McDonald, of the United
States Hotel, left on the boat for Bar Harbor
Saturday evening, for a few days vacation.
H. S. Brown, M. D., of St. Johnsbury,
Capt.
R. Glover, U. S. revenue service, and A.

Wilson, Compton, P. Q., are at the City
Hotel.
Joseph A. Homan, Augosta; C. E.. Pearson,
Mt. Pleasant House, White Mountains, Jas.
Hennessy and W. Anderson, Toronto, are at
the Preble Honse.
Mr. E. A. Waldron, general
passenger and
ticket agent of the Nova Scotia
steamship line
has been quite ill the past four weeks, but is
bow convalescing. He has gone on a short
trip
to recuperate in the Provinces.
Dr. Stoner, of the Marine Hospital, leaves to
day with his family for Pennsylvania, on a
short vacation. Daring bis absence, Dr. Cyrus
T. Beckham, of New York, will act as
surgeon
in charge.
Mr. Henry M. Payaon is building a fine block
on

Deering

streets.

street, between State and Mellen
It is to be of brick, two stories, with

French roof, arranged for two families. Messrs. Green & Jordan have the contract for the
mason work, and Mr. A. D. Smith for the
earpenter work.
The Hone Railroad Company has purchased
the house and lot just beyond the Maine Central Railroad depot, and has already commenced the work of grading, preparatory for
the erection of a stable to accommodate

hones and

eight

shed to shelter four cars.
The
track is to run parallel with the depot, enabling passengers from the trains to step directly
a

into the cars.

Meteorological Report for August.

Sergeant Eichelberger, of the Signal Service, furnishes the following summary of
meteorological observations at the Portland
itation in August:
Highest barometer, 16th.30.312
Lowest barometer, 3d.
29.640
Monthly range of barometer.672
Highest Temperature, 21st.87
Lowest

Temperature, 29th ...48.6

Range..-...
Greatest daily range of temp., 7th.23
Least daily range of tamp., 16th.10
Mean daily range of temperature.16.6
Mean daily dew point-. 66 6
Mean dally relative humidity. 66.6
Prevailing direction of wind,.yy
Total movement of wind, miles.. .a.
4 24G
Highest velocity of wind and direction, 16
miles on the 26th NW..
Number of foggy days. 0

Number of clear

days.].. .18

Number of fair days.
10
Number of cloudy days.3
Number of days on which rain fell...
8
Dates of auroras,. 7th
°* *°'*r halos...none observed
Dates of lunar halos.
i 5 th
....,.

frosts..’..none
lB7-?1 «nn.T?»7!?*‘Lnr temperature—1872, 67.3;
3»76, 70.6;
tH771 t>o.o,
aa's! 1878,
i«7« 67.3:
<?76o 1879
l*75’ e9-3l
1877,
67 ft- iuun fin n°'
,6,
188i: 69.6; 1882| 69.7; 1883, 67 8

Date, of

Comparative precipitations—1872 6
1873, 2.63 inches; 1874,6.29 Inchesinches; 1876, 0.64 inches; 1877 7
1878, 1.34 inches; 1879, 3 j'i inchesteches; 1882, 0.66

07 Inches
1876 2
»n

7(5

irich'L.

188C? 2

3d

WE®

thermometer, 67.08;
m«tS^b?rft0net®,r’,29-98J/
mi“lmum. »0.0; rainfall, (5.36.
tfiS, mlSjhi
th y
temperature of
for

y«ers“8.

2.991neh(SnthlT

August

of

Au8°»t for 12

12

years,

Attempted Suicide.
Yesterday afternoon David Jones, aged
about 20, attempted to commit suicide from the

ship-yard

on the eastside of
MuBjoy Hill. He
handkerchief loaded with bricks around
his throat and rushed into the water. When
a rescue was
attempted be bit and kicked and
had to be taken to the station in a wagon. He
is evidently Insane.

tied

a

Russell, Burleigh,

and Winchester.
A joint convention

removed their offices to the
175 Tiemoot street, Boston.

a

the committee from the
rather the majority of
them) composed of S. C. Strout, the president,
Messrs. S. C. Andrews, John C. Cobb, and
Hon. C. F. Libby took a special train over the

Saturday morning
Cumberland Bar (or

Mess of It.

Ogdensburg accompanied by President Anderson of the road and Superintendent Hamilton
—the latter gentleman having charge of the
train—to Glen Station where they met Baron
Coleridge, his son, Hon. Gilbert James Duke
Coleridge, Han. Elliott F. Shepard, president
New York State Bar Association, Lieut. Mc-

Marr, Shaw

Lellan and J.

was

proposed and

A. Johnson of Baron Coleridge’s party, who had driven over from the
Glen. After the usual introductions the train
proceeded to the Crawford House where the

ac-

cepted.
After calling the meeting to order the Mayor
Elliott
F. Shepread a telegram, from
ard, asking if the Mayor could meet Lord
Coleridge on his arrival in Portland in which
he stated an affirmative reply had been sent—
and also a second telegram that the party
would be here this (Saturday) afternoon. He
farther stated that a committee of the Cumberland Bar called upon him and expressed a
desire that the city should offer its courtesies
to the distinguished guest.
The object of the
meeting, he said, gwas to see it the city

party lunched about 2.30 p.

especially
scenery,
pleased with Lake Sebago. He was quite interested in Mr. Andrew’s
description of the

lake and the fact that it was the reservoir for
Portland’s water Bopply.
Arrived at the transfer station the party was
met by Hon. W. L.
Putnam, vice president of
the Bar
and His Honor

Association,

were in waiting and the
party were taken to the Falmouth Hotel, via
the Western Promenade.
The view

evening

distinguished guest.

The whole of the first floor at the
Falmouth
had been reserved for the
party, and about 8
o’clock they sat down to an excellent dinner.
At 9 p. m. the reception, tendered
by the Bar,
commenced.
Baron Coleridge took a position
at the head of the ladles
parlor and Messrs.
Strout, Putnam and Andrews ofliotated as iutroducers, with Col. Elbridge Gerry aud
George D. Rand as aids. Owing Pi the fact
that it is the season when so many are out of
town at their summer
cottages or

resentatives of that nation.
Councilman Couuellan inquired of the chair
if, in case au order appropriating money for the
purpose should pass, the Mayor would, knowing it came from taxes which were made up
from the widow’s mite, the orphan’s portion,
the hard-earned savings of the poor, and the
Blender means of the middle olaBS, feel willing
to give such an order bis sanction.i
The Mayor replied that if the City Govern-

traveling,

there was not a very large although it was a
representative and brilliant gathering.
The
guests as they arrived were introduced to

should in its wisdom pass such au order,
it would receive his sanction.
The Councilman from Ward One then said
that the position of the Mayor was different
from the one he occupied recently, (Probably

ment

Baron Coleridge and the members of his
party,
indulged in a few moments conversation, and

the order for the preservation of
the shade trees.—Eds.] and was proceeding to
give the details of said recent transaction,
when be was energetically requested by the

Mayor to direct himself to the question before
the meeting and not indulge in personalities
with the chair.
At this stage of the business Councilman

Resolved, That the City Council of the City
of Portland, recognizing the eminent abilities
of John Duke Coleridge, Lord Chief Justice of
England, desire to take the occasion of his
visit to our city to extend to him the courtesies due bis high position, and to express its
cordial appreciation
of the kindly feeling
which exists between our respective countries
by tendering him a reception during his stay
in our city.
Councilman Connellan promptly arose to inquire what had become of the previous motion,
and before the question could be answered, to
facilitate matters,
Councilman McAleney

Walker and Col. A. W. Bradbury.
Baron Coleridge is a man of fine presence,
about six feet in height, well
proportioned,
with fair complexion, bright color, gray
hair, a

pleasant smile and

believe in

Yesterday

Baron Coleridge’s party attended
the Cathedral and, in the afternoon drove out
about the city.
They visited the Eastern
Promenade and were especially interested in
viewing the graves of the participants in the
Enterprise and Boxer combat.
Tomorrow
evening the Bishop of Fredericton, N. B., will
arrive here—an old friend of Lord
Coleridge—
and Tuesday will be given up to him by the
Chief J ustice.
PULPIT AND PLATFORM.

Elder Frank Barr, for a number of years
the very acceptable pastor of the Second Advent church in this city, has recently severed
his connection with that society, and some

highly complimentary resolutions
his faithfnl ministry it} Portland

relative to
have been
adopted. Testerday Elder Burr, who has been
away from the city a few weeks, officiated in
his old pulpit in Union iHall. Elder Burr will
continue his residence in the city for the present and occasionally attend the Union Hall
service.
WIIAISTON CHUBCH.

Rev. F. E. Clark, the pastor, having returned from his vacation, occupied the pulpit
yesterday. Before the sermon he spoke of the
call he bad received and the rumors that he
had accepted which had been so extensively
published. He said he had not yet decided,
but realizing the fact that it was not
right to
his people in suspense, he would try to
keep
decide daring the present week, and he would
tell his decision next Sunday, firet of all to his
own

Mr. Jordan was a native of Cape
Eligabeth,
and when a young man entered the
conntingroom of the late Leonard Cobb as clerk.
Afterwards he was admitted as a partner and the
firm name changed
to
Cobb & Jordan.
About 1865 Mr. Cobb retired, selling out to Mr.

people.

Methodism.

easily seemed, and the society rejoice
in a free edifice.
Resolutions of gratitude to the late Dr. Clark and his widow have
been passed by the people of the church, and it
sum was

to-day

will be called the Clark Memorial Church.
The Maranocook Regatta.
James Casey was the only one of the oarsmen
It is now thought
to arrive yesterday.
they will all go direct to the Lake to-day. The

regatta will be one of the grandest affairs ever
seen in this State. Tc-morrow is the day and
the advertisement gives the time of the trains.
The General Bartlett.
The General Bartlett left Saco at 10 a. m.
yesterday and arrived here at 12 m. She is
only slightly damaged and will go on the railway. It is represented that the expense of the
exceed $20.

i
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months

past, and no one connected with the
factory was about the place for the entire evening, and the fire was, therefore, without doubt
the work of an incendiary.
The building was erected by John
Bradley
and sold to the late James McGlinchy,
Esq.,
at a cost of some 330,000.
Some two years ago
Perry & Flint leased the building for five years
and have since used it for a canning
factory,
doing an extensive business there. They were

Monday to make some needed rethe beginning of the
packing sea-

to commenoe

pairs before

Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Better titan a 4 per cent. Government Bond
Which at premium
n

tercet.

Better than the Savings Bank,

which gives no Insurance, pays abont. 4 per cent.
Interest, from which you may withuraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make it. It is easier
to make money than to save It.

HATS.
FALL
HATS.
The style forJStiff Hats this Fall will be
high crowns and flexible brims. We bare
them in aillthe new colors. The Soft Hat
will be low crown and wide brim.

stock

THE

worth s310,000 at the factory, and Mr.
Hale says it was somewhat larger at the time
of the fire. In addition the firm lose all of
their machinery, including several hundred
dollars

worth

recently put in.

building all the
originally put in

Besides the

stills

upper worms,

and vats

were destroyed.
Neither Mr. Perry, Col. Flint or Mr. Hale
were present at the lime the fire broke out, the

two former gentlemen were out of town and
Mr. Hale was on his way from the city. Mr.
Hale had personal property to a considerable
amount burned,
The value of machinery and stock was about

315.000, with an insurance, it is reported, of
about 310,000. The greatest loss will be in the
luterruptlou of business, for the firm was in receipt of a great number of orders, especially
from Canada.
The manner in which the fire got control of
the building was remarkable. At
half-past 8
o’olook nothing of an unusual nature was seen
and at 9 o’clock Mr. William E. Marriner, Mr.

Edward Johnson and Mrs. Gilson, all about
the same time, noticed the building was on

ha*
JJOHTHWBSTEItN
endowments.

paid

these policies havo

surance

Besides giving in
returned the pre-

miums with 4 to 6%per cent,
compound interest.
THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested iu the most productive and solid securticB of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all exfienses and taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.

THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over
cent,

reserve

is

a

$3,022,(512,

by its policy-koMers than auy company
couutry. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their inbetter
in the

surance

in the

Northwestern.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.
Th*' above Endowment Policies
for Bale l>y

Special Agent.

known

"the old part” was on fire. Mr.
Merrimau managed to get the door of the ofldce
open and got out a few things—all that was
saved- and in a few minutes the entire inside
of the extensive building was burned out.
Crowds visited the fire, which burned till mid-

T. T. MERRY, STATE AGENT.
aodtf
jne2ii

will suffer no loss of consequence.
MUSIC AND

LIGHTS

To-night

Shook

&

Collier’s

Company

will

much admired Saturday for its beautiful
paintings. The Springfield Republican says:—

was

"Yesterday, during

the entire day, stage hands
work placing the scenery
on the stage, and
last night, in the different
scenes, the audience was shown some of the
were

kept busily

o’ London"

a very large
company is
required, and, added to the regular cast, many
supernumarles are introduced throughout the
play. The piece is intended, as its name indicates, to furnish a faint picture of life in the
great city of London. It has a cast of characters who furnish a plot in the action of sufficient interest to make the production a
very
pleasing one aside from its wouderful display
of scenery. Shook & Collier’s
company is a
good one, each role being assumed by an artist.
A lack of space makes it impossible to speak
of all the members of the
company worthy of
note. Suffice it to say that
every part is well
acted. The audience last night was a
large
one, and the house to-night will, no doubt, be
ciowded, for the “Lights o' Londou," with its
beautiful scenery, stage mountings and interesting plot is one of the finest stage productions
ever produced on the st3ge of the
Opera
House.”

INSURE

MARINE

AGAINST

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.
on Marine Risks from 1st
January 1882, to 81st December,

Premiums

1882.$4,412,693

58

1,516,844

85

Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1882.

ASSETS,”

$I3,17L675.02
Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 6,1883.
Holders on
Dividend to Policy
Premiums Terminating in 1882,

Losses

Selection—William Tell.Rossini
Selection—La Mascotte... .Audran
Medley Selection—(Plantation Songs)....Coutosno
American Overture_
•.Catlin
■

thorough

THE
HATTER
197 middle Street.
aepl

Pairi in Thirty
After Proof

PK TLAN'I):

soft!

Days

J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vioe President
W. H. H. MOOKE. 2d Vioe President,
A. A. RAVEN, 8d Vice President
H.
J,
Chapman, Secretary.

C. O HUDSON
—

MUNCER,

COKBESPON

AT

—

13 MARKET

9EXCHANGE ST.

■ ANUFl

J. W.

CTCRES

SQ.,

(DAILY)

Caramels,

ENT

Lime Juice Tablets,
Fine ChocolateiDrops
—

A

AXD

—

Great Variety of Other First*
class Confectionery.

BEN’S

GIVE Him A CALL!

SELF WASHER,

my30

:

48(32
42
48
49
36
40
14
49

38
33
32
48
42
89
33

At Philadelphia—Bostons 7,Philadelphia 0
At New York—New Yorks 6, Providence 4.
At Chicago—Chicago! 21. Clevelands 7.
At Detroit—Detroits 12, Buffalos 12.
At Boston—J. L. WhttiDg & Son 17. Brown
Dnrell & Co. 0.
l ocal Happenings.
The base ball nine from the Tennessee were
on the grounds Saturday to play a
previously

arranged

I

game with

the 8tais of this

The latter club failed to pnt in

an

city.

appearance

and the game did not come off.
The John L. Whiting & Co. nine of Boston
will play a return game with the Dlrigos the
latter part of this week at Frosnmpscot
Park,
of which dne notice will be given.
The Diri-

having

uniform and expect to
Mr. J. W. Frederappear in it at that game.
icks, who gave snch good satisfaction as an
umpire In the BrowD, Darrell & Co. game,
will nmpire for this game with the WhltiDgs.
gos

are

a

new

Wlnthropis being equipped with a
first-class arrangement for protection against
fire. Four-Inch pipes are being laid along the
streets, with hydrants at short distances, so
that all parts of tbo village can be reached.

Winthrop village

Twelve hundred feet of hose have been purchased, and steps were taken Saturday night to
organize a fire company. The water will be
pumped from Maranocook stream by a powerful force in the woolen factory.
When finished it will be as complete a protection as is often
found in a country town.
Excursions.
About 200 camo to the city over the Portland
and Ogdensburg railroad Saturday from Cumberland Mills and Saccarappa, and went to the
islands on the Gazelle.
The boiler makers of this city made their
annual excursion Saturday to Long Island on
steamer Gordon.
A clam bake, followed by
base tall and other games, furnished plenty of
solid comfort and amusement.
A large excursion from Montreal arrived in
town Saturday over the Grand Trunk railway.
The Dolan-Coffin Case.
the physicians in the
failed to return their
official report to Coroner Gould, he was unable
to find a verdict in accordance with the facts.
The physicians say it was the duty of the

Yesterday’s Times said
Dolan-Coffin case having

coroner

to

impanel

a

jury and find

out

the

duty to run to the coroner.
They we.’o employed by t^ie Mayor and shall
report to the Mayor. On orders from County
facts, and not their

Attorney Coombs,

Me.

Patent* promptly and
jul2dtf

TO LET.
Store Nos. 117 &119 Middle St.
Post Office where all the large
Wholesale Jobbing Houses are located, in dry
goods, Fancy and other Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator. Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with lig:ht
the

and

airy

basement all in perfect repair. Heateaby
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 164
Brackett St. where the keys may;be found.
oct2
dtf

NEW

TOURISTS AND TRAVELLERS.

boiling.
Can be used either in hot or cold
Wfttor
$1000 REWARD for any garment or fabric injured by the use
of
“BEN’S
SELF-WASHING

SOAP.

Tourists

and others
anything in the line of

advantageous

to

?J? LE’S SHOE

the Preble

agents.

317 & 319 Commercial
angti
PORTLAND, MAINE.

House,

Congress S

480

Street,

STORE.

eodlm

.

Coffin has been released

I

VISIT IT. DESERT IN SEPT.
The Pleasantest month in the Year.

Railway

to

Holder. «(

Aglnrifp Hnd^lcjjam]

assortment

pleas^

PIANO

COVERS,

astonlshlmrtr

at

low

prices

at

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Deseit and Ma-

the

will place on sale during September, a special ticket (uot transferable) to Mt. Desert and roturn at

PIANO and ORGAN

chlas Steamboat Co.

followiDg

rates:

Pertland to South West Harbor and return

Single Tickets.’

each...

staterooms,

writs to

GEO. Ii. DAY, Gen. Ticket
Agent.
Portland, Sopt. 1,1883.
sep3dlm

SoIo"Agent for tho new Parker
Wesson’sJ'ocket
I] IIIS Ji 'I’rnp «!ud,Frank
W" ww■ V ww
Rifle., and the celebrated “Hallbird” Haaiinit Muit.. Suits made to measure
A

# Free St. Block, iPORTLAND.

(No. 3.)

WILL YOU CALL
•A

samples of cloth furnished. Also, the now composition Tnrgrt Ball.; better and cheaper than
Glass.
Kngllt.h and American Doable and
Single Guns, togother with a general assortment of
Hunting and Fishing Goodti.
Roller mid Ice Skates.
Agent for BnPont’a

I’owili r,
Atlas Powder, Caps and
from the trade filled at lowest prices.

Blasting;

Sporting
Fuse,

and

G-

Fnlmouth

L.

Hotel.

BAILEY^

FOR bALEdesirable real estate on Middle street
for
"ale
®r**‘ bargain. The lot
90
reel
on
Middle street, 120,
containing about
11,000 square, on the corner of Middle and Chat
A
ham streets.
2Vi story brick building with
stores and tenement over stores. TLIb lot Is 36
feet
by 82, next on Middle street, three wooden stores
and stable In rear, this lot Is f>0 feet
by 120. A 2 Vi
story blrck house on Chatham streot, No. lb lot 86
by 40. This property Is snic to
value
as It is In the center of the city and can bo
used for
bouses or stores;
This property will bo sold at
a
great bargain, as the owner Is about to leave the

VERY

being

increaee’lu

State.

Terms to suit
,,

sep3eodlm

purchaser. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR,
No. 93 Exchange Street.

Keinovul.
It. LINCOLN has removed his hack stand
from J. O. Soules stable to No. 2 OushmanISt

JOHN

Telephone 946.

the

Daily

sep303t»

9

ALFRED.
ALFRED HOUSE—R. H. Godlng, Proprietor.
AUBURN.
ELM HOUSE. Court St.—W. S. A A. Young, Pro-

prietor*.

AUGUST A.
AUGUSTA HOUSE, State 8L—Cbarle* Millikan
Proprietor.

out with gas;
electric bells in every room;
pure
spring water conducted into each story; drainage
for sailing,
perfect; good seabathing; every
shore ana deep sea fishing; communications with the
city regular anu reliable, two steamers making
round trips from Portland, four times per day.
Terms reasonable. For information and terms ad-

dress “THE WALDO,” Little ihebeague
Inland, Portland, TIaine, or HOLLINM Ac
ADA9I8, Ns, Hit Exchange N tree l, Pertland, ffftaiae*
jySdtf

paired nutrition, improvishment
of the Blood, and in all the various
forms of general debility.
This

preparation is made from the
world renowed Liebig’s Extract
of Beef, Citrate of Iron and Pure
Sherry Wine. Large bottles 50
cents.

CONCENTRATED
EXTRACT JAMAICA GINGER.

Work For

CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court St.—Stumoke A Goodwin, Proprietors.
AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Rloe A Son.
BRUNSWICK.
DINING ROOMS—W. R. Field, Proprietor
CORNISH VILLAGE
LINCOLN HOUSE.—C. E. Woodbury Proprietor
CALAIS.
ST. CROIX HOUSE-W. H. Young, Proprietor.
CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
CLARK’S DINING HALL, Grand Trunk Raliwav
Depct~M. W. Clark, Proprietor.
DEXTER.
MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE HOTEL—W. G
ro
P. A K.

CLARK’S

Circulating Library.
The largest and best in the city.
New Books received soon as published. Terms 2 cents a day.

Special

rates to Subscribers.
A
large and elegant assortment of
Stationary and Fancy Goods con-

stantly

on

hand.

rill, Proprietor,

ELLNWO TH.
HANCO
HOUSE—Geor
Gould, Proprietor.
AMERICAN HOUSE—A. I. S under*, Prop,
KANTPOKT,
PASSAMAyUODDY HOUSE—T. H. Buoknam
Proprietor.

HOULTON.

Frank B. Clark,
515 CONGRESS ST.
]n22

eodtf

SNELL HOUSE -vD. 0. Floyd, Proprietor.
LEWISTON.
IXtWlTT HOUSE- yuinby A
Mnrch, Proprietor
BIAUHIAS.
EASTER HOTEL-E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor.

NORRIDGEWOCK.
DAN FORTH H0U8E-D. Danforth,
Proprietor

SOMERS

Rupture

truss, torture. operation or Inter/'ttTRKD without
with labor. Likenesses of eases before
V/ference
can be seen at the office of the
RUPTURE CURE, 43 MILK. STREET,BOSTON.
and after cured

ARTIFICIAL

EV£S

perfect, both in color and
movement. OFFICE, 78 TRKMONT ST., Boston.

INSERTED.

Warranted

DODD'S

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
RONTON
MS WASHWfiTOJr ST.,
Advertisements received for every Paper In tin
United State, and British Provinces at the Lowe*
Contract Prices. Any Information ohoerfully riven
and eitimate* promptly furnished.
File of the Pinas sept for Inapeotlon at any tinu
Send for Circular.
Estimates fnrnlahod.
( 1 of 100 oholoe news pfipert.

NORTH ANSON.
HOUSE. Brown A Hilton, Proprietor

PORTLAND.
UITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress
J. W. Robinson Proprietor.

and

Green Sts

Ginger,

combined with choice aromatics and genuine French Brandy, rendering it vastly superior to
all other preparations of Ginger
now before the public.
It instantly relieves Cramps,

Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhcea,
Dysentery, and all Summer Complaints. Induces copious perspir-

ation in sndden colds and chilis.
An invaluable remedy in Flatulency, Dyspepsia and Sluggish Di-

gestion.
A delicions Stimulant
ic, capable of destroying

and Tonan appetite for intoxicants by its influence on the stomach and organs
of digestion.

DR.

and Girls, can have work at
their own homes in a new bust a
ess, whole
time or spare moments, where no peddling to required; from J1 to $10 a day can be made; 1 doz.
samples of good* and full imtructlons that will de
to commence work on sent free. Send four 3 cent
stamps for postage and adrertising. Addreaa MAN-

MEN,

UFACTURER, Box 105, W. Acton, Mas*.
au31

St*.—McDonald A

of

St.—M. S.

Congre**

and

Newbegin, Proprietor*.

A GOOD strong kitchen girl; good wagee glean:
KOOm’’ Ur“d ^rttnk

D^otfl&rt
“nd%re“bme,,t
uug31d3t*

PRESUMPSCOT

1I0U^i'rat t,

SKOWHEGAN.
Robert W. Haines, Proprietor

elm
__

HIRAM.

MtCUTLER HOUSE—Freeman Pugiley, Propri-

©tor.

FROST.

\

Table board furnished at 143
corner of Cumberland St.
aug31

Pearl,
*

d3w

Girl Warned.
COMPETENT Cook and girl for general benee.
work.

An
American
preferred.
Wages
Inquire at 51 State state.
&n30d2w»

By

Rent Wanted.
gentleman and wife, a lower rent of aboat
six rooms In the upper part of the city
Address
J., Post Office Box, C3«
a

a°g30_

dlw*

Wanted.
d"1AN VASSEKS to Bell Eagle
on installV/ nients. Good salary or eommision paid. A Is#
Agents to sell Wildes, Patent Button. AddIy
B. B. MARTI8, Manager

Wringers

aug30dtf

36 Temple Sirs*.

Wanted.
ladles
who areont of employyoung
ment In city
ANY
country (distance
sbieet)
have
or

men

or

steady

can

round;

year

good salary;

no

tnelr own homes all tbs
mail; anyone can doit;
canvassing, no stamps for reply. AS

work at
work sent by
no

BCKT & EMMONS, manufssturwrs, Box
<-u29dlw*

3rf“

2,178, Boston.

RENT WANTED.
September,

convenient tenement of six or

seven rooms in a central

location.
Address N. J. Press office, stating
and location.

price

aag284tf
Wanted.

and Ladies In the city and country
towns. A light, agreeable and profliable mm*
ploymeut, and for particn.ani call on or address
CHAS. W. THOMPSON, 386 Congress
St., Rom t.
aug28
4K

GENTLEMEN

WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
Four Coat and Two Vest Maker*.
L. <
YOUNG,
Merchant Tailor.
Wood fords’, Me.
aug?2dla
GIRLS WANTED.
Portland Star Match Co.,
Commercial Street.

Wet

myl2-dtf
FOR MALE*

FOR SALE.
Estate, picturesque and very desirable; a first-class property on Deerlng Street
Deerlng, Brick honse, painted, sltted Mansard roof!
9 rooms including bath room, piped for gas ana

SUBURBAN

water, Furnace with hot water heaters for chambers, bard, soft, hot and cold water, large cistern
cemented cellar, ventilators to all the rooms a.ij
and lower rooms finished in variety of hard woods
aad the Draiaage perfect; in the lawns Va of
an acre, full hedges of arbor
vitae, lovely shade
trees amounting to a grove. Yery rarely that such
a property comes into market, and
only in this as
the owner makes a change of climate- Terms of
very favorable to purchsser.
Enquire of
OHN 0. PROCTER, Exchange street. sepld9t*

5eyment

For Sale.
honse No.
BRICK
thorough repair.

aug3(ldlw*

Cumberland street, la

187

Apply

to

J. B. DONNELL,
37 Commercial street.

For Sale.
Haase aad lamd No. 9 CaogrOM Place. 9
price $3,000.
au29eodtl

room.,

FOR SALE.

GEO. W. WOODMAN, Assignee.
Portland, Ang. 21, 1883.
aug22eodtf

Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus,
Cramps, Dysentery, Violent Purg-

ing Pain in the bowels, &c.
This te the most valuable of all
the varieties in use, stands unrivalled and is particularly recommended for children. Buy it. Try
it and you will find it a household

200 Cottage Lots For Sale.
At “Rock Bound Park,” Peak’s Island
Price of lots according to location and
embellishment. Excellent lots on hlgk
land at one cent per foot. Come and we
them. Come to Trefetben’s Landing to
Rock Bound Lodge, or address Mrs. Mar
Chapman, Rock Bound Park. Peak’s
Island, Me.
augl3eodlm«
For Sale.
honse No. 6 Park Place pleasantly located in centre of the bloek. nine rooms. A
good opportunity for any one seeking for a snag
and comfortable home
BEN SHAW,
ang20deod2w*
48V4 Exchange St.

BRICK

The three preparations above
can be found at just one place in
the City.

c. h. dim & co.
Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsam
has the endorsement of Jas. G.
Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H.
W. Smith, (all of Augusta.

For Sale.
Yarmouth Village, the residence of the late CyF. Sargent, being a two story and a half Cottage, with large ell, out house, carriage honse aad
stable, in the best repair, with steam heating apparatus, hot and cold water and all modern conveniences
Within five minutes walk of the depot
churches, post office and high school. With S'/a
acres highly cultivated land,
garden, fruit trees.
Ac., Ac. Apply in person or by letter, to
CYRUS R. SARGENT,
aug29dlm»
Yarmouth, Me.

IN

rus

West End House Lots.
of the best house lots in the city on Coagrees.Grove, Cumberland and Ellsworth Sts.,
for sale. Enquire of S. F. HAGGETT, 10 Hill St.
&ug31
eod2w*

SOME

~

4

For Sale.
YACHT. Thirty three feet long,
feet breadth. Ioqulre of
A. L. JOHNSON,

eleven
SCHOONER

aug22dtf

No.

6, Custom House Wharf.

DIAMOND ISLAND.
lots bought and sold by
W. H/WALDKON, 180 Mlddls St.

Building
uug21

4

’First Class Suburban Residence For Sale.

C. H.
GUPPY
<fe CO.
Successors to Guppy, ^Kinsman &

/CONTAINS a dozen rooms; Five rooms on flrst
Moor all finished in black walnut and oak alee
cellar and fr mace, large brick cistern that’will
hold 7 5 hog heads filtered water. The lot contalia
one acre, up in which is a good stable, also
.pale,
pear and pli m trees and small fruits. The house ■
in nice repair and will be sold on very favorable
terms. The horse care pass the door every a.is
tour.
WM. H. JERRIS.

August 17,1883.

mar 31

au(I7dS*e

Brick House for Sale.
P>««*“Gy and centrally
led brick dwelling house
THE
of Pearl and Cumberland
ner

able to the purchaser.

augll

located three stepon the westerly earstreets. Terms favorApply to WM. H. JERRIS.
4W

Brick House for Sale.
No. 120 Pleasant Street, second west of
HOUSE
High street. Contains nine rooms, bath room
Price

Ac.

#4,000. Apply
August 4,1883.

Alden.

to

WM. H. JERRIS,
au4dtf

For Sale.

.odtf

306

tons Register, rate 1%.
Hyperion
BRIG
geod order. For particulars Inquire ef

TUflNC
I Wo IIIK.

Table Mats, Counterpanes, Sheet
and Pillow Shams,Carriage Robes,
II '.smocks and Drapery. Instruction Books and all material for
this new fancy work at the Warerooms of the

TWIN COTTAGE
FOR SALE*
the most desirable location at FERRY BEACH

IN within

C0NGRES8 & EXCHANGE

It aianda at the hoad.
Ito light Running

STS.

“nflMCCTIf*”
UU111 LU Mil

the “DOMESTIC”
LADIES,
PAPER PATTERNS. Elegant in
Design. Faultless ip Fit.
COR. CONGRESS k EXCHANGE STS.

two minutes walk of

j°s_

For Sale.
corner Carleton and Brackett St*., forHOUSE
merly occupied by Joehna Hobb*. Inanlre of

J0HN P- HOBBS,
30 Market Street.

....
np7dtf

no.

uso

Farm For Sale
of

.old at

tap!

mums.
A

Doinly Whiff for Connoisseurs.
M«1<1 by All Dealrn.

S. JACOBY & CO.,
Manufacturers, New York.eod2m
aug24

To Lot.

a

great

bariam

a

^HUtTON, Att’y at Law, is7> MhldtaRpoA

aDd'

DELICATE, MILD AND FRAt.HANT.

or

beet farm, in the Connty of Comber
ONEland,the
situated in Cape Elizabeth; known mthe
“Brooks Earm” will be
L'

Sited

the Bat Visw

Horse. Very convenient for one or two families.
Beautiful beach and scenery. For price and particulars, ioqulre of W. 8. DENNETT, Saco Me.
atf

“DOMESTIC" SEWING MACHINE CO.
Cor.

la

B. J. WILLARD.

Jyl2dtf_

Makes beautiful

Lambrequins, Sofa

PDnrUtTPiUowand Ottoman
unUunCI Covers, Toilet and

Federal

Proprieto

F. 8.

board.

well known Oxnard Block of four
Stores,
(two of which are now rented,) situated at
Freeport Corner, a good locality for trade. Said
Stores are well calculated for almoat any kind ef
business or manufac turing.
For full v
particulars
apply to the subscriber

For

C!lb«on

PHILLIP*.
ELMWOOD HOUSE-T. L.
Page, Proprietor.
ROCKPORT.
CARLTON HOUSE—J. A
Nutter, Prop
RAYMOND VILLAGE.
CENTRAL HOUSE. Wm. H.
Smith, ftSpr^.Of.

d3t

Wanted Immediately.

WELLING- THE
TON’S CHOLERA

FAIaMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Union
Sts.—J. K. Martin, Proprietor
117 F<Meral SL-J.G.
Perry

Pp?oprieb)?°TEL'
Congre8s
Ppropri(*>%OUSE'
V-*' H«™r,, Junction

Everybody.

Women, Boys

The Delicious Family Medicine
prepared from the true Jamaica

tors.

Proprietor*.

w. uui

WANT*.

a

SHANNON'S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
HKTHEL.
BETHEL HOUSE,—W. F, Lovejoy A Sen, ProprieBOLSTER’S BULLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE-M. Hancock, Proprietor
BOSTON.
PARKER HOUSE, School St.—H. D. Parker A Or.

o.

About the middle of

RATH.

Orders

S2S3I Middle Street
Opp.

Embracing the leading Hotel* at whlob
Ebbs* may always be found.

Proprietor*.

| 111 A

and

.

Samuel Thurston

4.00

Portland to Bar Harbor and return, Ten or
more, each. 3.50
A Mprcinl Ticket—Bar Harbor 10 ’Nuinmit
of Breen mountaiu nud Return—will
be sold with the Bar Harbor Kscttraton
Ticket,
for 94.00
each.
The view from the top of Green Mountain
surpasses In beauty the view from Mt.
Two
Washington.
round trips per day from Bar Harbor to the
Summit
are made
during September. For time table see advertisement In this paper. For any further Inform-

ation and

Warerooms of

00

Portland to South West Harbor and return
Five to Ten, each.... 350
Portland to South West Harbor and return,
Ten or more, each.
3 00
Portland to Bar Harbor and return. Sineio
Tickets..
4 50
Portland to Bar Harbor and return, Five or
more,

DIRECTORY.

this Co’.

Kxcnraioa Ticket*.

the

HOTEL

I

.odu

18 Ezcl auge Ml.

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera Merchan.
dlse erery Latnrday, aommenelng at 10 o’oloek a,
m.
octSdtl
Consignments solicited

THIS

the

call at

Proprietors.

In order to meet the wishes of a
large number of
our people who are unable to take a vacation
in July
or August, but can spare a week In
September
(which is decidedly the most comfortable and
autest month in which to travel,) the

Unleareom
V. O. BAILIST,

WALDO.

Little Cliebeague Island, Portland
Harbor, Me.
Hotel, 1u*t completed by the Little CheIsland
beague
Association, will be open to the
public July 9, 1883.
This Island, seven miles from Portland, in full
view of the city, Is the gem of “Casco Bay.”
The Hotel contains sixty sleeping rooms of good
size, broad halls, spacious dialog room and parlor,
veranda on all sides, 14 feet wiae; lighted through

necessity.

will And
it

HOWES, HILTON & HARRIS, Opposite
hole

needing

Boots, Shoes, Slippers, &e.,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Special Hxruraiou Rate, ria the Breen mt.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneer* and Commission Merchant

liberal.

MIXTURE.

Adamson's Gough Balsam.*1

Reduction in Fares, Meals, State Rooms
and Hotel Rates.

dtd

mp3

A

MJMMEB UOTELN.

dtf

Will wash your clothes without

Museum.

Selection—Patience.Sullivan
Folio Medley.Damm

Exchange St, Portland.
to

As a Nutritive tonic, it would be
indicated in the treatment of im-

COE,

40 FEE CENT.

NOTES.

Deering Park Concert.
The next concert by Chandler’s Band at
Deering Park will be given this evening. The
following will be the programme:
Overture—Bronze Horse.Auber
Potpourri from II Poliuto.Donizetti

F. O. BAILEY Oc CO., Auctioneers,

—

& WINE.

All of our Summer goods, such as Light,
Soft and Stiff Hats, Hammocks, Straw
Hats, &c., &c.

Total Marino Premiums.$5,929,588 43

will give either Pinafore or Mascotte.
he company is a strong one, the wardrobe fine
and the operas popular. There should be
large
audiences at each performance.

8100,000.
Music and Drama this woekshowB that while
publisher* and managing editors on the New
York dailies change the musical and dramatic critics stand firm as the polar star.
“Impulse” mad6 quite a success at the Bos-

or

BEEF, IRON

AT
COST

OP NEW YORK

A large audience greeted the Everetts at the
Pavilion last night and the legerdemain exhibition of Prof. Lee was much enjoyed. This
afternoon and evening, and every afternoon
and evening during the week an opera com-

ton

In all styles and colors.

Mutual Insurance Co.

THE PAVILION.

Frank Curtis’ new theatre in New York will
open to-night with Jefferson. The theatre cost

—

THE

BAGS.

ATLANTIC

at

handsomest scenery and settings ever witnessed in this city.
To properly produce

"Lights

TRUNKS
AND

RISKS ONLY.

produce the interesting melodrama and striking spectacle of “Lights o’ London’’ at Portland Theatre. The scenio car of the
company

WE

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

BELOW

GLOVES

DRAMA.

O’ LJNDON.

»»Y AUCTION.

facility

as

night, illuminating the city and harbor.
The building, as it stood, was valued at about
310.000, on which there is an insurance of
35000 or 30000, so that the McGlinchy estate

or

We are agents for the Patent Wood Excelsior Trunks, the strongest made; no
other dealer has them east of Boston.
We have also Zinc, Canvass, Sole Leather and Bonnet Trunk'.

fire. When Mr. Johnson first saw the flames
the fire came through the middle room, and all
back of that room, or, in other words, what
was

We have the Fall styles for young
old men.

McLELLAN, GORHAM

LEWIS

Herbert G. Briggs,

&c.,

shall sell on Wednesday, Sept. C at 10
o'clock a. in., at salesroom 18 Exchange at
Oak and Painted Chamber Sets, Marble Top u4
Wood Tables, Etageres, Easy Chairs, Lounges. Mirrors, Dining Tables and Chairs, Brussels and Tapes*
try Carpets, Hair, Wool and Excelsior Mattresses.*
Spring Beds, 2 good Cooking Ranges, Crockery and
Qlassware, Ac., Ac.

d3m

tORTLANO, HIAINE,

TO IiET.

4 per

SINCE 1876 THE NORTHWESTERN lias done

Law.

31 Exchange Street,
Jy27

ETAH business relating
faithfully executed.

SILK
HATS.

$3,300

over

BRADBURY,

Connsellors at

No. 93

Results Accomplished.
000 matured

BRADBURY &

Vf. Brapbcbt

Carpets,

Stoves,

American & Foreign Patent*,

shown by comparison of results.

as

BUILDER,

Has removed to the corner of Prehle and Kennebec street, directly opposite the Portland and Koebeeter Depot.
au4dtf
A.

•'

Jj-

Furniture,

UIIBROWER,

Biok Buadbcbv.

Better Hum Tontine Policies in
other Companies.

Perry & Flint had on hand, so Mr. Jason
Hale, the foreman, says, 187,000 cans,worth
about 37400, and 7008 three pound
boxes, worth
about 31100. Jn January last the firm had a

son.

pays about SVii per cent. In-

FALL

L.

:

Saturday’s Game.

citizens.

When the present flourishing Methodist society at Woodford’s conceived the idea of
building a new edifice, the late Dr. Clark, with
his usual liberality, donated the society four
thousand dollars, and loaned them two more.
Recently his widow, whose beneficence of
character is none the less marked than that of
her late husband, has donated the society the.
two thousand dollars they owe the estate, providing they raised one hundred dollars to pay
off the remaining debt on the church. This

i

Providence.

widow, three sons, Fritz H. Frank and
Winthrop, and a daughter Grace. His loss

$1.

8

Bostons.
Buffalos. 6

Philadelphia!

a

Leonard M. Leavitt to Franklin O. Staples,
land. Consideration $50.
Standish—Charles D. Stiles to Mary W.
Parker, land. Consideration $100.

?

Clevelands.
Detroits.
New Yorks....

although

son, laud. Consideration $100.
Lucinda C. Bray to Henry D. Corson, land
and buildings. Consideration $300.
Josiah Bacon to Mary M. Corson, real estate. Consideration $150.
David Riley to Mary M. Corson, land. Consideration 8100.
Jonathan Uarmon to Mary M. Corson, land.
Consideration $100.
Daniel P. Larrabee to Mary M. Corson, land.
Consideration $25.
Scarboro—Asa M. Sylvester to John Cloudman and John M. Allen, land.
Consideration

as a canning
factory,
completely destroyed by fire. There had
been no fire kindled in the
building for some

was

TELEPHONE lift.

WI.

-—

IMTIOS RALES.

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

a

!

nomination as alderman. He
was one of the oldest member of Maine
Lodge
of Odd Fellows.
Mr. Jordan married Miss Merrill. He leaves

Cor-

occupied by Perry & Flint

of the

if1 ! II IlfIII|| ;I
!
f

!

ClUB8-

a

to Cassias M.

Saturday evening the building at Cape Elizabeth, known as the McGlinchy Brewery and

BVRINU* CABDM,

The League Pennant.

following shows the standing
league clubs to September 2:—
The

of our most substantial
merchants, a man of great energy and integrity, of good judgment and foresight. He was
held in the highest esteem and was one of the
directors of the Merchants National Bank at
the time of his deceased.
He was a sterling
Republican and had represented the lower
branch in the City Government,
he

Bridgton—Francis Winn

INSUMCT

Brewery, Cape Elizabeth,
Destroyed.

satisfaction than

....

one

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county hare been recorded at the Registry ef
Deeds:

The McGlinchy

“There have been many remedies pat before the pablic for coughs and colds, but we
known of none that has given more

BABE BALL.

Jordan. Several years ago Mr. Jordan admitted his son Mr. Fritz H. Jordan and later *>ig
son Mr. Winthrop Jordan.

by

ENDOWMENT

?any

SECOND ADVENT SOCIETY.

Winthrop 8. Jordan.
The many friends of Mr. Winthrop S. Jordan will hear with great surprise and grief of
his decease, the sad event occurring at bis residence on High 6treet last evening at 7 o’clock.
Mr. Jordan had an attack of heart discease on
Friday last and, despite his physician’s efforts,
his system could not rally.

our

a

harbor.

ness.

felt

delightful

voice. This
afternoon the Bar Association will give him
a drive. In the evening President Strout and
Vice President Putnam of the Bar Association, will give a dinner in his honor at the
Falmouth.
Plates will be laid for about
thirty. For Wednesday morning Collector Dow
has kindly placed the Dallas, Capt. Glover, at
the disposal of Mr. Shepard for a sail in the

Councilman Gallagher thought the entertainment of the Chief Justice by the
city was
not called for, and was opposed to granting
any money to this end.
Councilman Lappin believed this to be a
matter for the Bar; if the city should take it
in charge we would all demand a
.reception
which would be creditable to the city, and
this in the present state of the city finances
could neither be expected or desired.
Councilman Turner was not opposed to paying proper courtesy to Baron Coleridge, but he
objected to the resolution on the ground that it
mentioned no particular sum of money and
allowed an unlimited license in the disposal of
funds.
The Mayor said that at the present time the
Representative of the First District was being
dined in LoBdon by many distinguished men,
and he thought that it would be highly
fitting
for the city to honor semewhat .this honorable
representative of the English judiciary. He
was in favor of the
passage of the resolution
by yeas and nays.
After these remarks a vote was taken and
the resolution was defeated by a vote of 3 in
favor to 14 against, Aldermen Birnie, Gould
and Winslow voting yea, the others
nay.
The convention then dissolved and the two
bodies adjourned.

not

m. the
reception was
those present
were Judge
the Supreme Court of Maine,

hon, French consul, Hon. J. A. Locke, member of the Governor’s Council, Mr. William
Henry Clifford, Messrs. H. D. Hadlock, Clarence Hale, Lewis Pierce, ex-Mayor
George

extending hospitalities to the citizens of other
countries whose policy and institutions were
not in sympathy with our own.
He thought
the lawyers should entertain him, it was not
for the city to concern itself about the busi-

break will

By 10.30 p.

and Mrs. Dalton, Mr. aud Mrs. James P.
Champlin, Mr. Wade of the Press, Mist Andrews, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Baker, Dr. LePro-

withdrew his motion.
No one heard the Councilman from Ward
One withdraw his second to that motion, but
prsumably he must have done so as discussion
henceforth took place upon the adoption of the
Mayor’s resolution.

severely

Among

Deering, Judge Goddard, ex-May or
Richardson and Mrs. Richardson, Drs. Dana,
Weeks, Gordon and Gerrish, Mrs. Weeks,
Mrs. W. L. Putnam. Miss Gerry, MIbs
Blunt,
General Blunt, 0. S. A., Paymaster
Tiffany,
0. S. N.. Col. Adams, of the Argus, and Mrs,
Adams, Mr. F. C. Payson and Miss Merrill,
Mrs. Ellen Carpenter, Mr. and Mrs. John
Q.
Twitchell, Mr. Giles O. Bailey, of the Times,
and
Mrs.
Rev.
Asa
Bailey,
Dalton

raised by members of the board and answered
and after a few moments of debate the
Mayor
offered the following resolution and declared
the question to be on its adoption.
The resolution read:

will be

on.

over.

and Mrs.

McAleney moved and Councilman Connellan
seconded a motion to dissolve the convention.
The chair called for the fullest discussion
before putting the question.
Queries were

alwayB refused

passed

Symonds, of
Judge Cleaves, formerly of the Probate
Court, Attorney General Cleaves, Rt. Rev.
Bishop Neely, Hon. S. T. Pullen, Surveyor of
the Port, President Anderson, of the
Ogdensburg, and Mrs. Anderson, President Jackson,
of the Maine Central, his daughter and Mrs.
White, Mr. and Mrs. DeWitt, Mayor Deering

to

Mr. Jordan was

Saturday

from

the promenade was
especially
fine and drew forth
many enoomiums from the

English government ocoupied a position hostile to the United States in their struggle with
the Southern confederacy.
For his part he
had no inclination to entertain any more rep-

not

Mayor

Deering. Carriages

Prinoe of Wales had been honored by this
city, and that, not two years afterward, the

Councilman Connellan did

About i p. m.
Portland and the

in.

the train was retaken for
transfer station reached about 7
On the
p. m.
trip Lord Coleridge expressed his admiration
for the beautiful
and was

shocld entertain the
Lord Chief Justice.
Several members of the Council expressed
themselves on the subject.
Councilman McAleney said it was but a little more than tweuty years sinoe that the

referring

JIIKCELL1KIEOIII.

-IN THE-

The adjourned special meeting of the City
Council waB held Saturday morning at 10
o’clock. Of the Aldermen, Mr. Emery was
absent, and of the Couocil, Messrs. Hallett,

AUCTION SALES.
Furniture, Carpets, Stoves, Ac.

have

Mayor Makes

place

DESTBUOTIVE FIBE.

tice.

Municipal Courtesies to the Lord
Chief Justice of England.
The

from custody.
Dolan’s funeral took
from the Cathedral yesterday.

Reception of England’s Lord Chief Jus-

Proceeding at the
Special Meeting on Saturday.

CITY AND VICINITY.

England

BARON COLERIDGE.

Remarkable

3.

MONDAY MORNING, SEP.

1

THE CITY GOVERNMENT.

PRESS

Me'marSdtf
BimiNEMN

Book

DIRECTORY.
Binder.

WM. A. OIJINCY, R«om
II, Printers
Exckansr
It
Kid,a.,e •Ires

1HE

HATIGHtL HOLINESS BEETING,
AT
—

Old

—

Orchard,

Led by Iters. J. S. lneklp and Wm. McDonald, will
commence Tuesday Evening next.
Tickets from Portland for tbe round trip, good
until Sept. 4th, 43 leal*.
Call for Campmeeting Tlokets.
au29dlw

